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Agents <01 R Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanchard’s Patent Boiler.

31$ COMMERCIAL, STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

power, built to order.

ti

HOOPER,

UPHO LSTEREB
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

y All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-'G9T TASti
Sored and matted.

MOTLEY & BLETIIEN,

I,AW.

Alden

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,

Whitewashing,
Coloring.

C.

PIANO
Enquire

at

FORTE AND ORGAN
fe21dtf
Stockbridge’s Music Store.

prices.___fel&lCm

Gas Chandeliers,

^BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

Gas & Water Pipe Fixtures.
JOHN KIJSSxHAW,

Pearl

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
MAY STREET.

Portland Me.

JylT___tr
KINGSBURV & JORDAN,
Middle Street,
Opposite Canal Dank,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

LEONARD

N..

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.
JiKNJ. ADAmS, cor. Exchange and FedPost

Street.

Up-

Furniture and Upholstering.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
for Howard Watch-Company.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
JT. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle Dt.

WATER

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. I.AMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Cron#.

JOHN
Street.

R. F.

103 Fore Street.

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Flank and
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

HOLYOKE’S WHARF,
mh3dtf

COMMERCIAL STREET.

L1NDBERG,

of Sweden & Norway,

Office, No. 29 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
Portland Ten Store,
mcb7
2tawtf
_______-

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Fresco Fainter,
5 Deerlng

Block.

Assignee's Sale of Ladies’ Boot
and Shoe Manufactory.
been duly authorized by the U, S. District Court for the District of Maine to sell at
the
machinery, fixtures and appurteprivate sale
nances in the Ladies* Boot and Shoe Manufactory on
I Newbury Street, in Portland, recently occupied by
Norris, Hull & Company, we shall receive sealed
bids lor the game until 4 o’clock P. M, FRIDAY,
April 24th, 1874. Arrangements can be made for a
long lease of the building, which is well adapted to
the business, being 30 x 100 feet, supplied with gas,
steam and Sebago water, having three srories and a
basement. The entire building ia of brick, and it is
The
now in good order for machine sewed work.
purchaser can have the refusal of completing tbe
tariff
rates.
of
Porthand
at
The
on
now
work
city
land has voted exemption from taxation. The Asany and all bids.
signees reserve the right toatreject
tbe time specified, and
The bids will be opened
until that time will be considered confidential Further particulars can be obtained by application to
the Assignees. The establishment will be open for
examination until the time appointed for opening
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS,
°
GRANVILLE C. TYLER,
Hull <& Co.
Assignees in Bankruptcy of Norris,
d5t

HAVING

LAMSON,

LUinBEB.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Street.
MB.
order.

All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Poreelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

*ar<1, by which new process wc get rid of ireckies
meles.wrmkkis aim all imperfections of the shin. oan
and judge for yourselves.
C3r*Motto—Good work at Moderate
Price*. Aim to Pleaiie.
may 20

remov-

at short notice and at, very low prices, delivered at
any place in the vicinity of Leering or Portland.
Any orders left at our office, £12Commercial Street,
Portland, (where may he found a large assortment of
all kinds or Building and Finishing Lumber,) or with
JAMES LUCAS, at the mill, will be promptly attended to.

EDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,
Iel9dtt

*U

Commercial direct.

c- »•

Corn,

MAINE.

Will practice In Androscoggin and
*

A Cook

At
a»16

and
Shorts,
At 1 he Lowest Market Price,

Meal,

Oats

By J. C. LEIGHTON,
67 Federal Street’,
e«12w

men

aprl6d2w

No. 98 Free Street
tf

ing

BRCJNS,

Manufacturer,
19£ Market Square.

20 Feet, More or Less.
J. F. SMITH, lOO Exchange St.

eodtf

Situations Wanted.
Swedes to take care of Horses or work
Gardens.
Good recommendations given.
Enquire of MAGNUS A. R. LINDBERG, Swedish
and Norway Consul, 29 Middle Street.
ap7tf
two

FORin

WAITED.

65 York St.

_dtf
For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

»p3__tf

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor,- with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, t acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

A

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER,

del7dtf

Office, Portland.

Post

Wanted.
APOTHECARY CLERK,

that has had
two or three jears experience.
Address with
reference,
mc3dtfBOX 945, Portland.

An

with fine shade tiees. This isoneol the finest, residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook,
mar21tf

one

LOST AND FQUNIK

Great Bar-

gain.

Lost.

Lewis street, Gentleman’s AmeDeering (Stroudwater Village) containing 118
llth,
INVats,
in good
APRIL
mostly covered. The buildings
thyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitatwo
rewarded
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water
the
on

a

are

by
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good lor purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a few rods or
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power.
There
are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser can have

bly

by leaving

street.

apl8dtf

COPARTNERSHIP.

to the whole.
There is no doubt that the
town would exempt the capital of the Tannery for
years from taxation. A large portion of the
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real

Dissolution of

some

mc21

FOR

was

OSCEOLA

TWO STORY HOUSE at Woodford’* Corner,
Price $2500, Enquire of
GEORGE RACKLEFF,
mc20dtf
Woodford’s Comer.

side

as

Sts.

Portland.

at

Partners in the Firm of

SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO.
ap21

dlw

Copartnership Notice.

ROUNDS-&

the

ocl3atf

F.

G. Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.

ON

first

SOLD BY

Estate

market.
It is strictly pure, containing nothing hut
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is Of EXTRAORDINAKY IIXENESS.

DYER

a

copartnership for the carrying

of

on

Coal and Wood Dealers

and Is in every respect of stan .ard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Kospectfuli.v,
State Assaver and Chemist, Mass.
Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fiskkill B. B. Bepaw Shops.
Hartford. Conn- Feb. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thornngh trial, and are aatisfied Ljat it is eaual to
Your 1 xHv,
any now manufactured.
V. 1 PERRY
Master Car BuiMer, H. 1-. & F. R. It.

Sole Agents, 91 Market Square,
fe23PORTLAND, ME.codly

GRASS

3000 Bag! Herds Grass Seeds.
“
lOOO
Red Tap
“
500
Michigan Clever Seeds.
“
500
No. New Verk Clever Seeds.
••
«
400
Ohio
“
“
300
Pea Vine
“
«
<<
150
Alsike
«
“
«
35
White Dutch
“
<•
COO
Millet
“
«
900
Hungarian Ureas
«
“
«»
300
Orchard

The principal Paint Healers in
New England.
dtf

ap22

and intend to keep

on

hand

a

full supply of the best

grades of

WILLIAM

have

formed
undersigned
copartnership
the above style for the practice of law.
THEunder

SLABS AND EDGINGS,
FOB BALE

BY

& JUDKINS,

118 Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,
PORT Id AND.
eod7m
mh26

S. M^TJEil^AS

WM. BESET

CLFIFORD.
3m

ja30

EXCHANGE

ST.

The Largest & Finest Assortment.
A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

THE LOWEST PRICES.
dtf

BAND,

l*r*wn Street ar 19 J-9 Market
dtf
Square.

Will be received at the Office of
the Portland Railroad Co , for the
privilege of advertising in and on
the cars the present season, commencing Hay 1st.
ap!8

d2w*

Boyjhe

apl5eod3m

Office of

the A. C. S.,
I
Preble, Me., April 1st, 1874.1
PROPOSALS, in duplicate, will be

re-

office until 11 A. M. June 1st,
1874,
furnishing the Fresh Beef required by the
Subsistence Department U S. A. at this Post during twelve months, commencing July 1st, 1874, and
ending June 30th, 1875. Information as to conditions, quality of beef, payments, &c.. can be obtained by application to
G. V. WEIR,
ap20d6t1st Lieut. 5th Artillery, A. C. S.
at this

j

9000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharf in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
and get onr prices before purchas-

RANDALL & McALLISTER,
NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,
OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

apl0d2w

OiJ CORMERCMAt. ST*

plS

No. 89 Federal St., Portland.
Having just purchased a
a first-class stock of

new

gold mounted

Horizontal Engine In

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
dlw*

hearse

with

Caskets, Coffins, Robes, Platen,
and all articles in the undertaking line
serve

the

prioes.

more

destruct-

Courier-Journal: We are told that Professor Richards, of Yale College, it quite tick,
and it is feared that he will be unable to resume his chair at the next term.
It is perhaps of little importance whether or not he
is able to resume his chair, but the idea of
his possible inability to go to the Saratoga
boat race can not be entertained without national anguish.

Among the later obituaries the following
will not take a very distaut ‘'bask seat” :
O, bury Bartbolomc iv out tn the woods,

In a beautiful hole in the
ground.
Where the bumble bees buss and the woodpeckers sing
|
And the straddle-bugs tumble
around;
So that, in Winter, when the snow and the slush
Hare covered bis last littl bed,
His brother ArtemuB can go out with Jane
And visit the place with his sled.

The Hartford Courant salutes a new pot,e
who was evidently born, not made, and who
addresses Nilsson in the lollowing maddening strain:
"Ihou, who dost, with proud and unmatched smile,
Brilliantly assault, at places separate.
The shining rival rank of those Immortal nine,
Surely, how to present thyself Madonnawise and

elevate
From pure allies above, some hint Is thine.”
We have nothing to say about these verses,
further than to record our earnest belief that
they come nearer that anything ever written,
with the exception of some of Walt Whitman’s favorite

odes,

to

expressing

the poetry

of hydrophobia.
What Women are Doing.

poison:

public

in

ready to
and at fair

are

good style, promptly

64

Poverty.”

After spending some time in
Germans. Miss Stanton dnaicng returning to
this country in September, laden with material for a new lecture.”

Anybody can lecdays.
“Miss Ada C. Sweet, recently confirmed as
United States Pension Agent at Chicago, is a
daughter of the late General Sweet, the first
Deputy Commissioner of Internal ReveHeretofore
the
declined
to
appoint

President
has
ladies
to
responsible disbursing positions, bat Miss
Miss Sweet’s ability in the administration of
the Chicago offiice, while her father was Pension Agent, has induced the President to appoint her.” Grant always did appoint incompetent persons to office.
“A lady graduate of the Medical Department of Iowa University has taken the first
prize for the best performed dissection In surgical anatomy, in a class consisting of twenty-four young men and one other young woman.” Tne profession of medicine has greatly deteriorated within a few years.
“Miss Hannah Lunt, of Newburyport,

Mass., occupied the pulpit of the Unitarian
Church, Sunday last; the pastor, Rev. Joseph
May, being absent in New York. This is
probably the first lady who ever officiated in
this pulpit, which is one of the oldest in the
city. She conducted the entire service with
great ability, giving satisfaction to the audience present, particularly in the reading of
the Scripture and hymns, which were beautifully rendered.” Unitarianism isn’t much of
a religion anphow.
“Miss Georgians Trotter, of Bloomington,
111., who. for many years, has been an advo.
cate of Woman’s Rights, not only in theory
but by example and practice, being business
manager and partner in a flourishing lumber
firm, has received and accepted a call, signed
by a large number of leading citizens, to becandidate for a member of the Board
of Education of that city.” A woman’s brain
weighs less than a man’s.”
“Miss Mary Charlton, one of the clerks of
the Illinois general assembly, has been publicly thanked for the capable and faithful dis-

charge of her duties.” Mere clerical labor
requires no high order of talent.
“Collector Hopkins has recommended the
appointment of Mrs. Melissa Holden, as
keeper of Light at Deer Isle Thoroughfare,
in place of the late Samuel E. Holden, who
was her husband.”
Of course the duties of a
light keeper are very light.
“Recent discoveries among old manuscripts
go to prove that the exploits of Joan of Arc
were

even

more

wonderful than has been

CAPS,

of all descriptions in the very best styles and at

REASONABLE PRICES.

Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.

ap4dtf

Store at 118 Exchange
Street, will be closed from March 20th
till sometime in May. Nathan Dresser

Colby

a

3m

SUPERPHOSPHATE

on

and James Albert Colby will then
a new stock and “Old Man”

re-open with

Colby will “go abroad.’’

SALE
ment, by
Grocers, 153

FOB

at a reduced price to close consignCONAITT dfc BAND, Wholesale
Commercial Snsel.

eod&w2m*

ie 27

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant and thorough circulatton of puie air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness montd nor taint; 3rd; no
Intel mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
iesdtf
& Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.

tl

del

Notice.
For Sale.
GOOD SCHOONER, 250 tons, well
found and in excellent order.
A

Enquire

of

Selectmen of Cane

Elizabeth will be in
sion at the Town Office every SATURDAY AFTHE
to
TERNOON.from
one

notice.

CHAS. II. CHASE dc CO.,

of Dr. E. Clark I ihall

the abeence
DURING
main at hi» offlee from 1| to
*WWlw*Kf

•

E. M.

••

o’clock, until

further
Selectmen
of

Horses for Sale.
JUST arrived and for sale, from Iowa,
/J—rfN Thlrtv-f ur Head of good, yonng sound
'Horses, suitable for Livery, Stage and
rrjA
.4
I Farming purposes. Can be seen at 85 W.
D. COLEMAN.
Dedham St., Bostou.
dim
apl8
A

medical.

THOS.

ses-

five

B. HASKELL,
)
ELISHA N. JORDAN,}
FRED’K HATCH.
) C. Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, April 18, 1874.
ap31dlm

113 COMMERCIAL. STREET.

ap20

ln

a?
about this.

T/iere must be some mistake

“McDaniel’s Cora Linn died on
Thuadaywas four years
old|and won twieh last year
in eight meetings.
She was entered for the
Fordbam and Jocky club
handicaps and
She

Westchester cut at the Jerome park
spring
This item is a fraud on the face
of
it: no woman could do as much.
“Clara Barton Post G. A. R., of Warren,
have engaged for Memorial Day Rev. A. J,
Canbield of Chelsea, as orator, and the Sbtew
bury Band.” That shows the extravagance of
a woman, hiring a clergyman and a brassband just for her own amusement.

meeting.”

“Miss Martineau, Miss Eliza Meteyard and
Miss Frances Brown, authoresses of note, all
of them over
seventy, and the last ninety, are

said to be in

ously at

Paris,

in

good health, and vigor-

We don't believe it.

work.”

The May Magazines.
The Galaxy.—The Galaxy for
May is

unusually bright

an

number.

In the leading article Mr. Albert Rhodes tells how Americans
conduct themselves in Paris, what Paris says
of them and thinks of them and does for

them. Mr. Clemens Peterson contributes an
attractive sketch ol scenery and character in
Denmark, Sweden and Norway. “An odd
Piece of History”- the French
Spoliation
claims—will be read with great interest by
everybody. Mr. R-chard Grant White begiD.
his

Linquistic Notes with a clever essay upon
“The Lost Beauties of the
English Language,” and follows with a “Csutury of
Authors,” a list of one hundred of the greatest writers of the world in all periods and in

all languages, from Moses, the piophet, down
Ruskin, the word painter. “A Glimpse of
the Tropics” describes Havana life and scenery as observed by an American. In “The
Temperance Crusade” a Cuban writer comments upon the American manner of reto

freshment, and loudly declaims against the
national “Pe-pendicuiar drink.” The Lady
Blanche Murphy contributes a very readable
sketch entitled “Our Neighborhood,” a
picture of English country life with its field
sports and indoor pastimes. There are three
short stories of which the best is “In the
Dark,” by Thee. Gift, describing ea adventure of some lovers in an
English cavern.
Another is based upon the strang customs
of the society of the Thugs in India; the
scene

of the third is laid in

France, and the
Roque, has a mania for
“The
Parody of the
Period” is a collection of odd and amusing
verses cleverly introduced, and
suggests a revival of the long absent Club Room. The
Scientific Department is very comprehensive

leading character,
collecting skulls.

M.

length

and

variety.

The Atlantic.

The Atlantic, like gcod
Its reputa'ion lor lib
eraiy excellence is fully established. The table of contents for May is unusually rich.
The deeply interesting story of “Prudence
Palfry,” by T. B. Aldrich, has reached its

wine,

needs no bush.

chapter. “Fancies,” by Edgar
Fawcett, gives us a charming talk about an
oudle, a humming bird, a bat and a toad.
“Baddeck and that Sort of Thing,” is Charles
Dudley Warner’s fif’h chapter ol his rambles.

William M. Baker has

additional install-

an

meet of “More

Evans;” and as have besides,
“Behind the Convent Gride,” by Jane G.
Austin; “The Tower,” by Emma Nason;
“A Terrible Tweuty,four Hours,”by
Harvey;
“Rachel at the Well,” by Newbridge; “The
Cats of Antiquity,”by De Forest; “Agassiz,”
an elaborate poem by
Lowell; Atalanta,”
by Thompson; besides thirty pages ol reviews
of Literature; Art, Music, Ac.
Scribner’s—Jules Verne’s new story,
“The Mysterious Island,” is continued in the
May number of Scribner’s, with which number a new volume of this magazine is begun.
In the same number Edward King has another “Great South” chapter, profusely illustrathis
ted,
month, ‘with the mountains ot Tennessee, Georgia and South Carolina. “Adina,” an interesting story by Henry James, Jr., is begun, and will be concluded in June; Mrs. SpofTord has a touching
story, entitled, “At Last;” and there It a
graphic sketch by R. H. D. ol “The Doctor’s
Wife.” Mr. Richardson's illustrated paper
on “The New Homes of New York,” tells
aud suggests much about the “fiat” system
of living. Mr. Stedman discusses “Teunyson”
with his usual skill, insight, and catholicity:
Mr. RufTner, Superintendent of Public instruction ot the State of Virginia, gives his own
decided opinion on “The Co-Education of the
White and Colored Races ?’ and Mr. Schumacher describes the lately discovered “Silver
Desert” of South America. Mr. Taylor’s
“District School,” the opening poem, is charmingly illustrated by Sol. Eytioge;and Miss
Trafton's “Katherine Earl” Is also illustrated.
Dr. Holland, in Topics of the Time, writes
about “Star Lecturing,” “The Great Temperance Movement” and “Political Morality.”
The Old Cabinet contains “A Crooked Line”
and “The Woodspurge.” The Etchings this
month are enlarged to foul pages, and Home
and Society deals entirely with the fashions.
Dobs Advbbtisino Pat?—There Is no Instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality la ad-

vertising.”—Bonner.

‘I advertised my productions and made dmev.” —Nicholas Ijongworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.— Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar iu business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I sould
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith iu printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Bar*
num.

“Advertising has furnished

me

with a

petence.”— Amo» Lawrence.

com-

YOU MAY KNOW
—

Spring

THAT

—

has Come!

by looking at the

New

Spring Goods

!

—

CROASDALEs

FEDERAL STREET,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Short Notice.

Both ladies tbor-

sixteenth

‘‘The accomplished and eloquent lecturer,
Hiss Kate Stanton, is soon to sail for Europe,
to remain during the summer.
While in
Great Britain she will lecture upon “Republicanism in America,” and “The Abolition
of

University.

t*le'r positions, by study here
OU*i y,?repare<*
“roPe.”

usual

Those fanatics who arc supporteis of the
absurdity known as Woman Suffrage may attempt to prove from the following excerpts
that women can really do something; but sensible people will know better. For the benefit of the unwary the antidote is given with
the

have been elected to

in its summary of recent progress in science
and art. The other department are of the

supposed.” Everybody knows she was burned
mc30
__dtf for a witch.
"i be passage ot tbe bill making women
Gr. .A.. STTSSKRAlTTT
to educational offices in California
eligible
on
hand
at his store
will keep constantly
seems to have been due to a general effort of
No. 231 Middle Street
tbe suffragists of that State. The bill is said
alll the fashionable styles of
to have been prepared by members of the
Santa Clara Woman suffrage Society, a body
Ac.
HATS,
ALSO
working independent of the State Society.
MADE to ORDER at SHORT NOTICE,
Mrs. Knox, Mrs. Watkins and Miss Sallie
Hart of San Jose are justly entitled to credit
MILITARY HATS & CAPS for having given essential
aid to the passage

tf

Thomas Brown,

Engine tor Sale.
FIFTEEN Horse Power
prime order

A

FURNISHING UNDERTAKERS*

Clothes Cleaner !

200 IIHDSn
40 1IERCES,
25 BBLS. Strictly choice Mo.
lasses for sale hy

& CO..

Mr. Marrowfat came down to his office at
an unusually
eariy hour on Saturday morning, with a green patch over his left eye, and
after moving around
uneasily a few minutes, went out again, with the remark that

RESIDENCE, NO. 6 DOW STREET

CHOICE MOLASSES.

SMITH, GAGE

Bunce,

B.—Round end caskets of all sizes, covered
Careful personal
with white or black broadcloth.
attention given to preparing the dead for interment.
Laais Bonce,
If. W. lHarac,

Colby’s Book

Fort

ceived
SEALED
for

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

ap7

This beautiful aud noted young Stallion
the present season at the subxperiber’s stable in Cornish Village. Black
U-lJL-l-Diamond was sired by Fenobscot
by Old Drew from a Messenger mare. Black Diamond bas trotted a three in five race during the last
year, winning with ease and making his best mile in
2.51 without fitting. He it eight years old, sixteen
bands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of black
brown color and bas fine natural trotting action.
Terms—To warrant $25.
WM, H. WARREN.

St.
Louis Journal: Young journalists
should boar in mind the fact, that, next to
fish, boiled eggs afford the greatest amouut of
brain material. Intellect on the half shell
may thus be placed within the reach of the
humblest itemizer.

women

departments in two excellent
institutions—Miss Rice at Antioch, being
Mathematical Professor, and Miss Mary B.
Read, Professor of German and French in

come a

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
S.le Agent far Part land,

DIAMOND.

Cornish, April 13,1874.

fourth to two and a
seen to be appre-

N.

mc4

BLACK

Tj—will make

MERCHANT TAILOR!
98

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
mh!2
PORTLAND. HIE.dtt

one

It needs only to be

a

ing.

TAYLOR,

hem any desired width from

PORTLAND, ME.

Fancy Goods, etc. Manufacturedonlyby ELLIS MANU-

L-

—

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, therebv making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will

80 MIDDLE STREET,
CHARLES EDW. CLIFFORD.

Adjusta-

A Valuable Improvement aver all Other*,

Morse &

dtf

CLIFFORD & CLIFFORD.

than three quar-

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES.

tf

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

W. DYER.

ap2

ters of all Female Diseases are
caused by wearing garters!
For sale by all dealers in Ladies* Underwear. Dry Goods,

ALSO

ble Hemmer.

CHAKLEI F. ROUND*.

WITH PATENT CLASPS,
For Ladies, misses and
Children,
No more Buckles or Buttons
Worn by every lady who values
health and comfort.

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
BEST (SHADES.

ME.

Tucker and

Self-Folding

fonrth inches.
ciated.

Locust Treenails.

OF THE

PORTLAND,

fe!9

mh27d3m

AVENUE
Stocking Supporters,

—ALSO—

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,

COAL AND WOOD.

FIFTH

100.000 best Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best 8awed White Oak do.
20,000 best quality Canada Knees.

aad

FARRAND’S IMPROVED

ROGERS,

as the time is
short, the managers have sent
for a Cincinnati man to sample them.

nue.

taken the stand formerly occupied by

JOHW T.

The Portuguese International Exhibition
Will contain a collection of
twenty-five thousand varieties of native fermented
drinks, and

ture now a

O.,

SOMETHING NEW !
and have

HOTELS.

___

fine

State assayer’s Office, 1
20 State St., Boston.
J
Gentlemen:—I have ana.yxed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by 1 he New Britain White
Lead Company, with result as followsThis white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and i= grouud in pure linseed
oil. It i9 fine, very dense, has j.ood covering power,

Also, large assortment Vegetable
FI ewer Seeds.
Per sale at the lowest cash price.

the business oi

or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid,
&c., on
Commission. Honses bought and solo. Apply to F
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

FACTURING CO., Waltham. Mass. Samples Children’s, by mail, 35 cents; Ladies, by mail, 85 cents.
NHEPHERD & CO., Selling Agents,
middle 81., cor. Church, Portland, Me.
apl6
_eodlm

conceded to be all that is claimed
guaranteed fully equal to any in the

There has been considerable mortality
among the cattle of Missouri this season and
every well regulated St. Louis family now
keeps an anatomist to make its purchases of
beef.

“an injudicious friend could be
ive than a house afire.”

“Two young
the charge of

Missouri State

The St. Louis Republican expects to see
the Democratic party “warmed up again.”
It has been pretty “cold vittals” for a long
time.

now

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S
have formed

Honey to Loan.
class Real Estate Secmlty, In Portland,

(J^-More

practical use, this

in

SEEDS!

Notice.,

For Sale
No. 42

lead is
AFTER
far
and is

JACKSON.

WILLIAM H. GOODWIN, LUCIUS M. CLARK,
and HENRY L. HOUGHTON, are this day admitted

and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

Pleasant Street.
Inquire
HOUSE
House from 2 to S o’clock P. M.
Oct. 13th.

ample experience

&p23dlw

sale7~
on

mutual

consent
by
July 25,1872, since which date the undersigned has
had no business connections with said coal firm.

A

LOT of vacant

NEW BRITAIN

name

mercial

d3m

the west
land, situated
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
A
This lot has
front of about 61 feet

Copartnership.

of
copartnership existing under the
& EATON, Coal Dealers 302 ComTHEJACKSON
Street,
dissolved

the premises.

SALE

for

PORTLAND.

W. W. WHIPPLE te 4

one acre

on

at No. 9 Lewis

same

ST.,

and pay for and procure the Special Tax
Stamp or
Stamps they need, prior to May 1, 1874, and WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE.
J. W. DOUGLASS,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Office of Internal Revenue. 1
Washington, D.C., Feb. 16, 1874.)
ap!8
TThS2w

it,

active 'Woman to take charge of household duties in a boarding house. Address

SMART,

(Collector of Internal Revenue at)
EXCHANGE

PURE WHITE LEAD

An expei ienced DRUG CLERK.
Address Box 1924.

six miles from

50.00

FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS,
93

Pleasure Boat Wanted.

For Sale*

Jonathan Smith,

horses;.

Peddlers of tobacco, second class (two horses). 25.00
Peddlers of tobacco, third class (one horse).... 15.00
Peddlers of tobacco, fourth class (on foot or
public conveyance). 10.00
Brewers of less than 500 barrels.
50.00
Brewers of 500 barrel? or more. 100.00
Any person, so liable, wh<r shall fail to comply with
he foregoing requirements will be subject to severe
penalties.
Persons or firms liable to pay any of the Special
Taxes named above must apply to

can

mar24-eod2m

TWO Story House in good repair. Containing
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.

or

1874.

in

or

engaged

The Taxes embraced witbia the previsteus of the Eaw above
quoted are the
following, viai
Rectifiers.
$200.00
Dealers, retail liquor. 25.00
Dealers, wholesale liquor. 100.00
Dealers in malt liquors, wholesale. 50.00
Dealers in malt liquors, retail,. 20.00
Dealers in leaf tobacco. 25.00
Retail dealers in leaf tobacco. 500.00
And on sales of over $ 1000, fifty cents for
every dollar in excess ot $1000.
Dealers in manufaci ured tobacco
5.00
Manufacturers of stills. 50.00
Aud for each still manufactured. 20.00
And tor each worm manufactured.
20.00
Manufacturers of tobacco. 10.00
Manufacturers of cigars. 10.00
Peddlers of tobacco, first class (more than two

Situations Wanted.

ap!4__d3w

Estate Broker,

30,

want of Scandinavian male heip
persons
ALL
be supplied by callby the month
year
at M. N.
Show Case

A1J

a

at

apl5

storv House on Brackett Street, rear Pine.
10 rooms, convenient for two families. Lot
large enough to build another house. Price {2000.
Apply to WM. H. JERKJS, Real Estate Agent.

for Sale at

Westfield, Mass.

WANTED I

House for Sale.

PACKAGES:
WOOD PaILS. 12$, 25 and 50 lbs. each.
KEGS, 25. 50 and 11)0 Ihs. each.
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 lbs. each.
CASES, containing four 25!b. TIN PAILS.
12$ lb. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails $c in advance.

PROPOSALS

(In Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

Farm lor Sale.
Buxton, situated ou the main road leading from
Moderation to Gorham Corner, one and cne-half
m.les from Moderation Village. Also near Waterman’s Mill. Farm of twenty acres well divided into
Da6turo and tillage. Good soil, well situated tor
crops this year, with fences in good repair. Ateo
well watered. Good house, barn and work-shop.
The above will be sold on very low terms. For
further particulars enquire of
GARDINER FLOOD.
apr!4d3w»Standish Corner, Me.

182 Front St, New York.

C.

88 MIDDLE STREET,

PIANOLEG CARVERS.
will receive

steady work on full time,
Summer and Winter. Pay every
Satnrday. Men
with families who want to settle in I his town preferred. Address
C. N. STIMPSON,

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

a’*®
mlll»

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at’ Law,

Good

Western part of the City
-A. TWO-STORY RCOTJSE.
Fourteen Finished Rooms, ananged for two families. Plenty of Hard and Soft Witer. Heat by
Furnace and piped for Gas. Good Stable. Lot 40x100
ft. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
apr!6d3wS3 Exchange St.
In

Thin in the OHLY QUALITY of White
Lead that we hare made for the
last sixteen Yearn.

J. COLE, Leader and Business Manager.

~

5 OR 6

AOENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
ELLIS’

t'3?- All orders promptly attended toby applying to

AUSTIN,

dlw*

Wanted.

apr6eod5mo

BRASS AND STRING.

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

GOOD Farm Hand to work for the season. Enquire of PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

apl8

Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board rery low.
Open May until December.

PORTLAND

©rder slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
Exchange and Federal Streets. AU orders

A

eod2m*

dtf

ap9

corner

dlw

man Wanted.

CONGRESS HALL,
No. 160 Commercial Street,
Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont
Eight miles East of St. Albans.
HEAD OF UNION WHARF,
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.

Pine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
Pine Shipping Boards, Deck Plank, &c,

LANE & AUSTIN,
Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

s.

of

RICH

FrnBt’s Wnodi
Having erected a Steam Saw MUi at
to turnisn
called), East Deering, we are prepared

hand-stitching.

393 CONGRESS STREET.

ap20

FOE SALE.

F. SHELDON, 109 Federal St.

the Portland,
ROSS, Treasurer
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has
ed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad

—

mc6d3m

LANE.

J.

DRY WOOD,

bo

M.

apl3tf

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

ap20

name.

febl idem

Spring

cor.

I respectfully inform my patrons, that I will be
happy to attend to any jobs which may be entrusted
to me, large or small, and that no one is authorized

c.

FEDERAL STREET,
opened a large assortment of
Goods of the Latest Styles.

Street.

BANKRUPTCY

Nice hand severs are wanted immediately. Applicants most have samples of

button-holes and

TAXES,

December 24, U72, requires every
in any business, avocation or employment which renders him liable to a SPECIAL
TAX, TO PROCURE AND PEACE CON.
MPICUOUNLV IN HI! ESTABLISHMENT OR PEACE OP RUSINESS a
STAMP denoting the payment of said SPECIAL
TAX for the Special Tax year beginning
May 1, 1874,
before commencing or continuing business after April

where he has

Cros# St., in Oeleno’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York A Maple

kN

promptly attended to.

109

REMOVED TO

JaSdly

Stair Builder.
LIBBV,Lo. 353 Fore Street,

—DEALER IX—

done to

REMOVALS.

Sign and Awning Hanging.
No.

Pro.. Office.

Shirt Makers Wanted.

with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are ia
condition as to wood work. The above desirale property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars
at 21 Merrill, corner of Turner street,
Portland.
J. A. WELCH,

Tannery

Boys,

The LAW of

CHARLES CITSTIS Ac CO.,

at

SPECIAL,

perBou

I,.,

JtpMdlwB.

A

Enquire

for

May 1, 1874, to April 80, 1875.

of college, who has
Michigan 1 .aw School,
.Sr**1 situation in a Law
ofllce in this city.
\
Hoi* willing to work, and to work
hard, and does
not expect large compensation. Address

For Sale.

apr!4

ofthe c“y. furnighed or unfiirwithont board
E' B-’37 Brown
St'> Portland.

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE,

L„ Press Office.

_B,

a

mar23

Roofers.

good education,

a

MAN, graduate
\ ^99.^9 °°e
term at lt>«

SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half House
with ell, good barn with sheds attached, together

A

or

45 Danlorth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely. D. D., Visitor. TA). L.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
ocIOtf

Situation Wanted.

HOUSE

J. N. McCOY & CO., 38 8prin„ Street.

J. W. A H. H. MCnCPFEE, Cor, Middl
A V nion Su,

w, H, SIMONTON,

PORTLAND,

d3m

Wharf at the landing of the Co's Steamer.

___

ap20d1w

beautiful Grove.
the very best of til-

107 Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M., or at 29 Commercial Street during businecs hours of
mh3QeodtfJ. B. DONNELL.

Removal.

Real Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

tf

ap2t

Copying awl enlarging

mhl4

Street#.

PIPING.

Mo. 152 Middle

Approved April 21,1873.
hereby give notice that the “City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit ol rubbish in any Street,
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the loregoingorder, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
I

HAS

Photographers.

3 Doors East of Temple St.,

J. M.

lot)

REMOVAL.

_

Silver and Plated Ware.
AINIRLOWELL, 155 Middle

FEDERAL STREET,

to take jobs in my

dump the foot
the places tor de-

J. F. SHELDON, Merchant Tailor,

J. I. BARBOUR, 350 Bare Street, Cor. mi
Cr*M« Portland.

S. YOUNG,

CLARK,

at Schumacher Bros..

we

limits.

E. REHLON, 333 1-3 Conner## St.

JOST,

met____

Office

13,18’4.

March

JAMES M1LLEK, No. 91 Federal Street.

Office at F. F. Hale’s. Cor. Cross
and Free Streets.
All Orders left there will be promptly attended to.

Tice Consul

Health,

ot Franklin and Smith streets as
posit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, cyster or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
bouse, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city

Plumbers.

FRESCO PAINTER,

R.

of

(City

over

HUMAN A CO., 171 Middle nnd
IIP Federal Street#.

Pattern and Model Maker.

REMOVAL.

“llAGNUS-A.

In Board
that

until otherwise directed,
do
ORDERED,
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanstreet
Stable
and the
at

J. R.

N

ARTIST,

IM-rVri

AND

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Masons and Builders.

If prepared to make all tlie various styles of Card
from
^ictnre*, Benibrant, Medallion, «Co,
By this process we
Betouehed Negative*.
ri|i 0r Freckle*, Mole* and other im*
For ah of which no
lion, of the Skin.
work warranted to
extra charge will be made. All
mcnisdti
please. Call and examine for yourselves,

GAS

3_

Carpet-Bags.

_^

316 CONGBKS8 STREET,

103

A. KEITH.

MERBI

GEO. E. COLLINS,

W. C.

|

Hone tbe cheapest nnd beat by 9. VOl'NG,
at No. I 03 Fore St.

J. A.

will be received at the office of F.
until 12 M., May 2d. for
furnishing materials and finishing rooms in the basement oi the City Building in connection with Clerk
of Courts’ offices. Plans and specifications can be
examined at the office of the Architect on and after
TUESDAY next.
P^r order
COMM1TEEE ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
a pi
dtd
H. Fassett, Architect,
PROPOSALS

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

(Notary Public.)

D.

ap*3__dtd
TO CONTRACTORS.

Office,

L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering done to order.

Aaenl#

dtd

will be received until FRIDAY, May
1st. for the delivery of three hundred thousand,
more or less, of good hard burned best quality sidewalk Bricks. To be delivered from time to time as
m*y be required for use by the Street Department.
Also, for the delivery of three thousand lineal leet,
more or less, of Granite Curbstone, to he cut 6
inches top “6 face and 2| back,” end joints kept full
at least s inches down, ana to be from “16 to 20”
deep, the Stone to be delivered on the Street as required by the Street Commissioner.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved. Address proposals to
CHAIRMAN,
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.

18 Free Street.

Exchange

on

BRICKS AND CURBSTONE.

GEOEGR A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
don* to order.

JORDAN,

G.

Committee
ap!3

CHAIRMAN,
Streets, Sidewalks aDd Bridges.

PROPOSALS

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREV ft CO., Arcade,

JR.

GEO.

ment laid. The City to make all excavations and
furnish sand.
The Committee reserve the right to reject
any or
all bids. Proposals to be addressed

Dye-Honse.

Law,

at

PHOTOGRAPHIC

foundations.
Also,_ trom parties who desire to contract for
Granite Block Pavement to be laid the ensuing year. Blocks to be “6 to 8” long, “7 to 8” deep,
‘3J to tt” wide; state price per square yard of pave-

Street, ap-

FRESCO PAINTER,

*prl4eod3m

PROPOSALS

Street.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SKERRY, No. 9 Clapp’# Bloch
C-ongrcs# Street, appoaitr Old City Hall.

KINGSBURY,

will be received until FRTDAY. May
1st, from parties who desire to contract with the
City of Portland for laying Waod Pavement* for
the ensuing year. Proposals must state tne price per
square yard of pavement laid, the kind of treatmeut
proposed, if any, and name of pavement to be laid;
the City to make all excavations and furnish saud tor

with

Angustin’s School

St.

has had some experience as Salesman, and is
competent to keep a set of books, would like a situation. Does not object to hard work at either manual or mental labor. Address

LN

Wood and Granite Blocks.

Book Binders,

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
AU kinds of Uphols'cring and Repairing
done to order.

BENJ.

ap22d3t

W. C COim, Nob. 38 and 30 Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House and Pomi Office, near the market.

STREET.
EXCHANGE
_lEL_
YV. L. KEILER,

83

week.

Bakers.

eral Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old

—

May vacation in the public Schools will
Monday. April 27th, and continue one
Per order of the S. S. Committee.
J. W. COLCORD, Secretary,

The usual

commence on

nighed,

NOTICE.

inquire

the School Committee Room in the City
on
Saturday Aft rnoon, April
at 3 o’clock, to consider the matter of the
length of the afternoon sessions of the Grammar
Schools. Parents and eitizens interested are respectfully invited to be present and express their views.
Per order of the S. S. Committee.
J. W. COLCORD, Secretary.

1055.
dlw*

Situation Wanted.

A YOUNG MAN, who has had

Gossip and Gleanings.

Address

M., Pres. Office.

EDUCATIONAL,

For Sale.

35th

X

children in fomily.

No

the City Building.

near

mavHtf

»P21

a

mhll

Must be
aplMtl

H E N T
rooms.

APRIL 2*. 1874

are no

Rooms Wanted.

c. p. Kimball.
dim

5or 6

FRIDAY MORNING.

a

to

Address, stating locality and price,
“WATT,” P. O. Box

lage land. The buildings consist of
The Sunny Side Hotel,
a large, new house, completely finished and furnished throughout; large bam and farm-house, howling
alleys, ic« house, and a dancing floor in the grove;
never failing well of good water.
The location of
this Island, with its advantages for fishing and boating, its beautitnl grove and building, renders it one
of tbe most desira >le places among all the Islands
for picnics and parties.
For further information apply to WM. SENTER,
No. 54 Exchange St., Portland.
mdtoodtt

Building,

FARNSWORTH,

MEANS,

,

Carriage Trimmer*. Apply

T O

Beautiful
of all the Islands of Cases Bay.
It contains one hundred and forty acres of land, thirty of which is

i

Wanted.

_

*pm_
Wanted

SALE.

covered with
The balance is

two

V„™

food

AFFAIRS.

School Committee of PortTHElandSuperintending
will meet the Principals oi the Grammar
Schools at

FOSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
Every thing used in the art of printing
to onier.
lumished at short notice, and at the lowest cash

Counsellors

SCHOOL

Carpenters and Builders.

LANE.

oc7tf

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

and

Splendid assortment of Centre
Flowers, Brackets, Trusses, dec.
eodtf
ap3__

WHITNEY &
posite Park.

C- KIMBALL, Boston.

6

or

and board at 75 Free street.

rooms

HOUSE,

or

THE PRESS.

YOUNG Man of good cabitg, wishes board in
A private
family where there
other board-

Wanted Immediately.

d"VNE

Chebeagne-The Host

can

NO. 6 SOUTH STREET.

American Printers’ Warehouse

RESIDENCE

Gentlemen and their wires and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

pleasant

Confectionery.

tebio

ap3

Rooms To Let.

L. J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, 387 Congress St,
Portland We.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

jn24*lw then tf

LOWER

PLASTERERS,

has removed to
NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, JVLAJLNK.

128

At 52 Free Street.

Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

O’DONIWELL,

ALSO

Suitable

To Let.

J. Blethen.

mar5-3m

—

Let.

nr

Street.

(Over Dresser & McLellan’s Eook Store.)

C.

To

BOARD, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No.91 middle

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET,

SPUING

TWO

Teacher of the

■cB*«oa,h Patent Bed Lounge*, laameled Chair*, Ac.

19

unfurnished Rooms for Gentleman and wife,
without children. At No 4 Locust St. mc28tf

tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
Street.
fe4dtf

E.

Suita, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,

JAMES

Rooms to Let With Board.

SUCCESSORS TO

Whitening,

FOR
Little

Portland.

»P23<llw»_

Situated at Ferry Beach, Saco. Me., (near
Old Orchard and the new Camp-Meeting
Ground, and ia Bight of the Pool.) The
house is new throughout, having been run
_only two seasons, and completely furnished,
with rooms large and airy, and commands a fine
view of the ocean from every room. It is located
near the water, in a tine grove of pine.
The house is
90 x 40 feet, four stories, L 50 x 40 feet, three stories,
piazza on three sides; bowling alley and stable.
French roof on house, L and stable.
The Furniture will be sold immediately after the
sale of the house. Terms of payment easy and made
known at time of sale. For further particulars inJ. H. JTIOIJLTON.
quire of
on the premises.
apl:0eod4t

S. KNIGHT.

Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,

MANUFACTURER OF

Wm. H. Motley.

S.

FURNISHED Tenement of six rooms, centrally located. Enquire at the office of
J. H. FOGG.
ap9dtf
1191 Exchange Street.

Craig, Jackson & Brackett,

OF

AT

301 High St.,

rooms.

AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

ATTORNIES

At

Vat ANTED to Rent—A Cottage House, about eight
▼
J Rooms, with barn, on line of or near the Horse
Address
BOX 1364, P. O.,

FINELY LOCATED

BAY VIEW

A

tc

MARINE, STATIONARY

Parlor

nolOeodtf

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
lecuted. and at tbe lowest prices
ar>22

LJET!

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
To Let.

VIACHI NETWORKS

J. H.

STORE

CONCHETK
WA1.KH, DRIVES, STREETS, Ac.
aprleod3m

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING ROUSE.)

apl4

To Let.
No. 90 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
F. J. ROLLINS,
Apply to
apl4tf
22 Exchange Street.

Street,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Makers and Blacksmiths.

dlw*2d

To Let.
LOWER Tenement of seven rooms, in brick
house No. 207 Congress street, opposite the
Park. Kent $450 per annum.
ap22dtt

Book, Card & Job Printer

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler

SHAW,

Agent for J. B. Brown.

ap23

FOR

M.

THE

BOARD.

Railroad.

TUESDAY, April 28th, at 2 o’clock P. M., on the
premises,

On

No. 217 Commercial Street,

Whitening, Coloring, Whitewashing. Cementing. &c.

PORTLAND

MANUFACTURERS

ANOM

Nfastic "Worker,

WM.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Stand for a Plumber and Gas Fitter—No.
41 Union Street, under Falmouth Hotel. A
portion of the Kent payable In work. Apply to

R. K. GAT LEY,
Rlasterer, Stucco and

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

FRIDAT

13.___PORTLAND,

■

of the

measure.

They made several visits to
remaining there for we eks,

Legislature,
urging the measure
the

upon the favorable consideration of members.” Lobbying is a very

—

a

—

137 MIDDLE

S3T~PLEASE LOOK.

W.

low business.
“The wife of

C.

BECKETT,

MERCHANT

Prof. Proctor is engaged
upon a historical work of much interest.” I 137
Too thin.
The infatuated husband writes the
book, and the cunning wife persuades him
to give her the credit.
Women always were

cunning.
“The only white graduate of the Medical
Department of the Howard University at
Washington, at their recent Commencement, was Miss Mary A. Parsons, a New
Hampshire girl, twenty-two years old.”
ll-7iaf does that proveI Woman is only the
lesser man, anyhow. Tennyson says so.
“There are said to be six newspapers edited
and published by women west of the Mississippi, viz: The New Northwest, Portland,
Oregon, by Mrs. A. J. Duuiway; the Woman's Exponent, of Salt Lake City, Utah, by
Eliza Snow; the Dispatch, of Uklab, Cal., by
Mrs. Belle Lynch; the Leader, of Stockton,
the H
Cal., by Laura DeForce Gordon;
Webb1
tern Sun, of St. Louis, by Laura S.
and the Homestead, of Oakland, Cal., by o,
Only Country Newspapers.
ra Dartmoor.”

ex-

STREET.

MIDDLE

TAILOR,

STREE'J1.

BRYANT'S

FLORAL GARDEN,
PORTLAND,

ME.

K‘K.<.Brrel8

“4

All orctliom FURNISHED
FOR »
AT short NOTICE.
A good collection of Green House and Hardy Plant!,
Shrubs, Ac., may always be found at tbe above Garden. Al oiders for Plants or Flowers l.romptlv atC. F. BRYaN'T.
tended to.
mhl2

dtt

For Sale.
GOOD Working Horse. Harness and .Jigger,
Lumber Wagon and Sled. For peril ulara enMRS. KAVANAGH,
quire of
No. g Brattle St., Portland, Me.
ap23dlw
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so far, the veto message.
at 114, and the day after
stood
Tuesday gold
of 15-8 or about
the veto 112 3-8—a shrinkage
1 1-2 per cent. Putting the paper circulation

lT works well
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of the country at about $750,000,000, (it is
over that) and it has appreciated $11,250,000

^

no disposition
»d« have
to such
a

to

be,

even pas-

frauds._

party

and communiWe do not read anonymous letters
writer are in
cations. The name and address of the
all

indispensable, not necessarily for publication
% guaranty ot good faith.

cases

bat

as

We cannot

undertake to return or reserve

munications that

are

com-

not used.

worst
assured and so confident ol it, the
an air
men in the Republican party assumed
of Gen.
of propiietorsliip over the opinions
offenGrant which must have been extremely
was the cause of
it
certainly
as
him
sive to
of those
wide spread iodigualion on the part
who elected him. Senator Cameron is reI
to have declared that the veto mesas

ported

sage was the greatest mistake a President has
made since he has been a senator, which
period includes parts t>f the Pierce, Buphanan

and Johnson administrations and further that
it will be the heaviest load the party has evei
had to carry. There are those who believe

that

organization which has carried

an

The

Current Rotes.
Cincinnati Enquirer,

Sen-

of his
scheme to make the uation dishonor itself.
Others say that the veto will result in the
breaking up ot the Republican party. We
shall certainly very much regret such a result;
but il the Republican party must exist at the
cost of violating the national faith and by

adopting a policy of issuing paper lor money
which bears the condemnation ol history, we
want n it a moment's time to decide for national honesty and prosperity. We shall certaiuly rej-ice if Messrs. Morton, Carpenter,
Cameron and Butler will take the present oc-

Republican party. They
sympathy with the best aspirations

casion to leave the
in

of the party aud are a hindrance to the successful accomplishment of its mission.
As to the result we have no fears. The
proposition of the inflationists is dishonest.
their purpose and

disguise
merely testing the popular sentiment on
the question of inflation as Mr. Pendleton

At present they
are

and Democrats in 1867-8 tested the

ol

sense

greenback theory. At
people were deceived by its illusive
character, but when it was seen that it was
repudiation, they set their seal of condemnathe

nation on the

first the

tion upon it aud the leaders that acheived a
national reputation on this bubble have sunk

week. It lias
*
wr
throe days
ot value to the statadded scarcely anything
the'State. It certainly has done
utes ot
not have been done in
nothing which could
100.”
30 days as well as in
“Let us thank God and take courage,” is

the Providence Journal's felicitation over the
President's veto.
The New York Mail argues that if the
newspapers would let Gen. B. F. B. severely
alone for six months he would drop into an
obscurity tar more dreadful than to be pilloried by the entire American Press.
The Connecticut correspondent of the New
York Times, discussing the prospects of the

Senatorship in that State, thinks that Mr.
Eaton will not be Senator; that Mr. Barnum
will be it he

can

get it, and if

In the present case when the
understand that the aim of Mes-

people fully
Morloa, Butler and Carpenter is practi-

sers.

repudiation, that they never purpose to
have specie payments resumed, that they pro-

cal

pose

lead the

nation

to

believe

that

a

pay money is money, they will
leave them to deteat as they did Pendleton.

promise

to

demagogues err when they propose to
deal with the people of this country as if they
are tools. They make a sadder mistake when
they assume that the people are knaves and
would gladly find a pretext to repudiate the
pledges of the country.
For a time the repudiators may retain
influence over the South and hold partial

The

of the

West but before the uext
Presidential election comes about, the nation
will be fully apprized of the desigus of the

control

speculators and repudiators and will consign
them to inlamy, for the people are neither
fools

or

knaves.

Rev. Db. Osgood considers Charles Sumner to be the Yankee Cicero, not
only in the
sweep of his rhetoric and the swell of his peri-

ods,but

in the pride oi his citizenship and his
-.b..!. n—,—-*
defence of its
as a transcendental
Radical, but a scholarly

jurist,

who did great service to the Radical in-

dividualism of his time and community by
pointing out the essential union between en-

lightened conscience and civil law, the ethical sense and public loyalty
Ke had something of the dignity of Justinian, who in 633
issued his civil code in the name of the Lora,
and commended it to the conscience of the
youth of his empire in sentences worthy oi

being compared with the American Senator's
first oiation on “The True Grandeur of Nations.” Dr. Osgood holds that Mr. Sumner's
knowledge of the best Latin jurisprudence
did much to save us from the alleged tecent
tendency of the revived civil law in Europe
to exalt the rights of property over the
rights
of persons.

The announcement that “Mr. Horace
White of the Chicago Tribune, Mr. Murat
Halstead of the Cincinnati Commercial, and
Mr. Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal are on their way to Boston for a

pleasure trip,” in this dreary and delusive
month of April brings with it a suspicion that
an attempt will be made to revive that movement by which three or four great journals
audaciously sought to overthrow the adminstration of President Grant in 1872. We are
prepared to hear that Mr. Samuel Bowles of
the Springfield Republican, and Mr. Whitelaw Reid of the New York Tribune, are also
en route for Boston.
Unless these gentlemen
succeed better as resurrectionists than
they did
as oarer ts their April
trip will be productive
of no permanent results.

Poor Forney is very savage on the President for vetoing the currency bill.
In his
Napoleonic style he says that the President
has declared that the “panic shall be
permanent.”

It looks very bad to

Forney;

the

chances of the centennial appropriation may
be injured and Tom Scott's little scheme to
raid on l he treasury lor

$50,000,000 for his
Texas Pacific Railroad will fare very badly
when there is no chance for a new
gush of
greenbacks. Suppose Cameron and Forney
settle their little unpleasantness and start a
parly whose leading principle shall be an I.
O. U. money.
Mb. Froude’s experience with Father
Burke appears to have intensified his hatred
of the Irish race. In the last volume of his
History of Ireland be declares that the Irish
are

unfit for

self-government, and ought

to be

governed by force, and that there will be
trouble with Ireland until English statesmen
determine that she shall be excluded from the
sphere of permitted party politics. The work
a lords another
proof that a strong prejudice
will often times cause an otherwise sensible
man to make an
egregious ass o( himseli.
The book Is said to be entertaining. So not
nnfrequently are the gambols of a fool.
Senator Boot of Missouri took occasion
the other day to say that “the
pagans of Rome
were not such infernal rascals as
some of the
men who rule the South.’’
The average carpet-bagger will feel his delicate sensibilities

deeply wounded at being compared to Cato.
Cicero, Scaevola and other men of the an
tique time. Very likely he will pack up and
leave at once.
Think too, how proud the
people of Missouri must be of a Senator who
can launch nucii thunderbolts 1
The independence of the republic of San
Marino,the oldest of all existing governments,
is seriously menaced. For some time past it
has given shelter to Italian refugees from justice. Italy has made a demand for their extradition, the plucky little republic refuses to
accede to the
demand, and Italian troops
have been ordered to
.cross the frontier and
seize the criminals.

he fails throw

favor of Gov. Ingersoll, and
will win in that direction, unless Eaton gets
out of the way in time to assist an organiza-

his

strength

in

The safetion in behalf of R. D. Hubbard.
est guess will be that Ingersoll will get it.
1 he Press on

the Veto.

The Boston Advertiser says:
is
has taken
The coi rse the President
and saves the
most credtiauie to Intnsell,
trifled with
national honor so recklessly
first
act approved
The
by Congress.
and the first
public act returned by
and his action
him are on the same
in the two cases is consistent. Yet the return oi the senate bill required under the circumstances no small degree of moral courage.
His most trusted abvisers were well-known
advocates of the measure. Efforts more successful than we could have believed possible
had been made to create the impression that
the public sentiment of the country favored
the bill. Especially in the West—his own
section—aud in the South, had it been made
to appear that the people were nearly unaniIf report says
mous in their support of it.
truly, only two of his cabinet ministers favored a veto—the secretaries of State and of the
Treasury. To have taken a position boldly
against such pressure required great firmness
and courage, for which the President will by
aud by receive the credit that >s his due. And
even now n any a mistake, of which his administration has seen not a few, will be forgotten in gratitude for this oue act that saves
us from a national disgrace.
The message is as strong es.any one could
wish. It puts he objection to the bill solely
on the ground that the new emission would
be a violation of good faith and of numerous

subject,

pledges.

into oblivion.

to

democratic

dempaper, is scarcely complimentary to the
ocratic legislature of Ohio. It says “It has
rendered little valuable service to either the
to the peoparty responsible for its actions or
been actple of Ohio, on whose behalf it has
of the
ing. It has frittered away the money
to make a preattempts
abortive
in
people
It has worked
tense ot doing something.

ator Ca neron cau survive the defeat

are not

a

a

The Repudiators.
Washington specials indicate that the inflationists in Congress have not the good sense
to conceal their chagrin and auger at the
vicPresident’s veto. They looked upon their
tory

under the influence of the veto.

:
The Kennebes Journal says:
President Grant has put his veto upon

the
this

to inflate
bill
the
For
currency.
he
deserves
the
of
gratitude
the country.
It
every honest man in
is a lightning stroke upon the inflationists, a
blow from which they cannot recover. It lifts
the administration above the murky clouds by
which it has been surrounded into the clear
atmosphere of honesty and right. President
Grant has done no better act since he occupied the Presidential office than this.

The Boston Journal says:
is an excellent one in
The message
of view—the
reasons
every point
perwell
liuk
fectly sound,
slated, and
ed with those broad considerations which
ought to be appreciated by every honest American citizen.
The Boston Herald, says:
The President bas happily disappointed us
by sending back the infamous cuirency bill
with his veto. We did not except so much
ol him after bis criticism ot the Boston view
ot the finances. We wish to give him full
credit for his action agaiusl the tremendous
pressure brought to bear upon him by the
rabid inflationists of the West and the South,
aided by the few renegade New Englanders
who misrepresent their constituents in Congress. Poor Butler! He must be sadly disall his trouble, his boorish
appointed. After Nw
Ytarlr «lalog»tiont <m»4
hohapinr td
his confidence that the President would sign
the bill, he must have felt very much as he
did when Gen. Grant ordered him to report
at Lowell, Mass., foi military duty. The inflationists generally will be very much enraged. They have threatened to make a new
party in such an event, and we hope they
will do it.
The Boston Globe says:
It gives us genuine pleasure to have an occasion ou which we can bestow unqualified
commendation on the official action oi President Grant. He has vetoed the Senate inflation bill and given sound reasons therefor,
which will doubtless serve to check the nefarious schemes of all those reckless or misguided men who have been attempting to
secure an increase of our irredeemable paper
currency and drive us farther from specie payments.

The Eastern Argus says;
It is not often that we find reason to commend an act of Presiaent Grant, and it is
therefore an unexpected and welcome gratification to find him putting his foot firmly on
inflation, and iusisting upon a policy looking
to resumption of specie payments. It was
really the only consistent course for him to
pursue, after all the pledges he had made
and his party had made for him; but there
can be no doubt that he was for a time shaken from his position, and was inclined to
gratify Morton, Butler & Co. At last, however, he bas come out right, and the country
will thank him all the more earnestly for doing right when the general expectation was
that he would do wrong.
The N. Y. Evening Post says:
The President’s veto was a noble act nobly
done, and the common sense of the country
will sustain the common sense of the President
in cutting loose from the influence of Messrs.
Butler, Merton, Logan and Carpenter. The
Post also says that the President should now
call Gov. Dix to fill the Secretary of the Treasury, as it is to him next to the President to
whom we owe our escape from the shame and
dishonor which Congress would have inflicted
upon us.
The N. Y. Commercial says:
The Presidential veto is consistent with bis
record
There should now be confidence and
an
upward spring trom the long business depression which has prevailed.
The N. Y. Express says:
All who respect the good name of the
govenimeot will be heartily glad at the
conclusion
of the President.
The N. Y. Mail says:
The veto message is worthy the best
days of
Jackson, its sole eloquence consisting iu courageous adherence to common sense and com-

honesty.
Bangor Whig says:
honor, then, to President Grant, whose
timely act there is every reason to believe will
mon

The
All

prove a lasting as well as an immediate check
all projects for increasing irredeemable currency, and tend to settle the disturbed finances
of the countiy upon the
substantial basis which
has alone proved
adequate the world over.
The Lewiston Journal
says:
^ to rob the Secretary of the Treasury of his assumed discretion, leaving him no excuse or authority for the
reissue of cancelled currency.
mau will
know what his dollar is worth. Every
Trade will be
ou a firmer basis.
But, over and above everything else, the national honor is saved ftorn a
*****
lasting disgrace.
The pen that vetoed the currency bill is
greater
than the sword that won Vicksbure.
The N. Y. Herald says:
This is the act of the President—his own resolute, clear-ininded, common sense. The greatest man is he who ,'s equal to his
opportunity.
The President has shown this greatness.
His
veto will remain in our political history as one
of those shining acts that certify a great man’s
claim to greatness.
He had every temptattun
t» sign the bill.
It is an achievement more
glorious than Vicksburg and Appomattox.
Then he saved the sovereignly of the Union.
Now he has saved its honor.
The N. Y. Times says:
The great majority of prudent and
intelligent
business men will be well satisfied with the
veto of the Finance bill
by the. President and
with the message which
accompanies it. The
course of
the President is satisfactory, not
because
it
kills
a
only
very bungling and confused piece of legislatiou, passed with a
wholly
indefensible purpose, but also because it proves
the consistency of the President in his devotiou
to the cause of specie paymeot.
The country
now has a right to feel that the issue
having
been presented in a way to induce the President
to ignore it if he had any temptation to do
so
he h->8 chosen to meet it frankly. It is not this
measure alone to which he is
opposed, but the
principle on which the measure is based. We
may have confidence, therefore, that any similar measure will meet the same fate.
The N. Y. World says:
to

re^r»^fTht0f-rtlleVeto

Contrary
general expectation, the Preside!,t Tuesday returned to the
Senate, without
his approval, the bill for swelling the volume of
irredeemable currency and for violently changing the distribution of the reserves of the national banks. It is with surprise and gratification that we record the veto of Tuesday bv
which the President has killed the inflation
scheme and deserved well of all who love the
h,,nor of the United States.
to

--

nttubet

bmiwm.

u.

_

The N. Y. Tribune says:
Once mpre Gen. Grant has deserved well of
the country. He merits this morning the thanks

of Congress no less than years ago when he fie-,
fended the country against the ussaults of » uo
We do no
more dangerous enemy.
car(, t0
question the motives or the influet)'\es wi,icii
have led him to veto tlie inflation k,"lj|
jt js an
act of great moral courage ui''*,er the oiri:uinstances in which it has beoe_ (]0Dei
The N. Y. Sun says:
Good for Grant. Grant’s veto of the bill to
inflate the cur-enCy js the smartest thing that
he has eve;- done since he was elected President.
Never mind the little family .jar it wi 1 make at
Washington; that is of uo consequence.
The Journal of Commerce says:
The veto of the inflation bill by the President,
no matter how ungraciously this concession to
the vital interests of trade and commerce has
beeu made, is certainly to his credit, and we
cheerfully accord to him the praise which is
due. We do this the more heartily because we
had ceased to expect it

rhis is especially true as regards the personal
axes withheld by wealthy Americans, resident

1

I

The Worcester Spy says:
The credit of this veto is the President's
alone. It was forced from him by his strong
common sense and his conviction of
duty. We
have no reason to doubt his assertion that he
sought earnestly for reasons that would justify
him in signing the bill.
His course in regard
to this and other matters precludes tho belief
that he was influenced in refusing his' assent by
motives of
personal or party policy, by a desire
to retain friends or to conciiiate opponents.
The Providence Journal says:
The effect of this decision must bo very
wholesome and cheering upon all the material
imiM ts of the country, at home and abroad.
It will renew public confidence in and regard
for the President, and will warn the reckless
inflationists of Congress that a bound is set
Let us therefore
which they cannot pass.
thank God and take coarage.
xne

opringneia aepuuncan says;
President Grant, in vetoing the finance bill,
has taken a stop which will be remembered as
one of tlie great and good things of his adminThe settlement of the Alabama difistration
ficulty is the only event to be compared with it.
The Geneva arbitration and the preservation
of the public credit will stand together as the
two great achievements of his administration.
History can never excuse the mistakes and the
humilations of these eight years, but they will
The awakening moral
grow dim to posterity.
sense and natural recuperative energy of our
people will at length purge the resultant dis
eases
from the body politic and they will no
longer he a part of us. Peace and public credit, on the other hand, are permanent habiliments of our oatiooal character, which we can
never lay aside, except to
resume aeain at the
earliest moment.
Whatever is done in their
name abides.
The Albany Journal says:
No deed of General Grant since he compelled
the surrender of Lee at Appomattox has receiv
ed such plaudits as this act will secure from
all right minded men.
It is the best day’s
work of the whole Administration—the most
importaut, the most valuable, the most farreachiug and beneficent in its consequences.

How the Yeto Was Received..
Thera was intense excitement at the Capitol
on the reception of the veto message.
Business
was entirely suspended, and the Senators and
representatives gathered in groups, eagerly disits probable effects on
veto and
business and politics. The Washington correspondence of the Boston Advertiser gives the
following description of the scene:

cussing the

More than half the senators were out of their
when the message came in, aud it was a
quarter read througb before the news reached
the committee rooms aud the house. Their
seats then began to fill rapidly.
Speaker
seats

B.aineaud a number of members came in, the
galleries received large aud contiuual accessions, the District investigation adjourned

hurriedly, and the members crowded into the
ladies’ gallery adjacent. Many members were
their way from the house to hear the mes
sage, but the reading closed before they ar
rived. It was listened to most intently ou all
sides. It was really unexpected by a majority
of both parties, as gentlemen usually acquainted with the discussions in the Cabinet felt confident that tue bill would be signed, but there
were enough of opposite opinions to hold the
whole matter in doubt until the seal of the
on

message was broken in the senate. It is said
in official circles that the argument which
finally decided the President not to sign
the bill was, that if executed it would immediately withdraw so large an amount of reserve

from New

and

wide

those who

York

as

ibroad. Commissioner Douglass himself asset ts that his office has no information in the
,ast number of cases of this class reported
by
Sanborn, and he favors such legislation as will
recure the collection of these taxes.
The devils of such a plan are now under cousidera,ion, and although uothiug has been determined it is understood that an attempt will he
made to give the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue authority to offer fifteen per cent, for
nformatiou in such cases, with a discretionary
power as to small accounts aud especially difficult cases of pernaps tweuty five per centum.
In no event will the control of Internal Revenue matters of this sort be transferred from the
Internal Revenue to the Secretary’s office
proper.

Colby University.
Waterville, April 23,1874.
To the Editor of the Press:
A large audience greeted the first appearance
in public of the Sophomore Class of Colby University last evening, at the contest for Excellence in declamation. Chandler’s Band enlivened the occasion

with a choice selection adThe whole entertainment
was of a character to reflect great credit ou all
concerned. The following is the order of exer-

mirably performed.

cises:
Jesse B. Brown.E.
“George Wliitefield”—Punshon.

Fred Virgil Chase.Fayette.
“Icilius” —Kellogg.
Atwood Curtis Hull*.Nobleboro.
Clement Howard Hallowell. Bangor.
“Ringan Giihaize before the Covenanters”—Galt.
j.dwin Collins Long.Waterville.
“Emmet’s Defense”—Robert Emmet.
Clarence Edmund Meleney*....Sydney, C. B.
Charles A. Russell.Vineland, N. J.
“The American Constitution”—Webster.
Albion Woodbury Small.Portland.
“The Barbarities of the American War”—Chatham.

Colby Stearns*.Bethel*

Louis

Joseph Arad

Charles Coffin

Ansley Ezra

Thompson*.Bangor.
Tilley.Waterville.
“ML Tebor”— Headley.

Woodsura.Fayette.
Drowned Mariner”- Smith.

“The

George Franklin Youngman.Waterville.
“The Power of Public Opinon”—Webster.

♦Excused.
The Committee, composed of Hon.E.F.
Webb, Rev. S. P. Merrill and Prof. Wm. Elder,awarded the first prize to Albion W. Small,
and the second prize to A. E. Woodsum.

_W.
News and Other Items.
Hon. liobert C. Winthrop will pass the
mer

who condemn lies
nearly along the dividing.lines of the votes upon the bill, though there are quite a
number
who voted for it agaiust their own convictions
who rejoice in the veto, and some who favor
moderate contraction are glad for the reason
that they had come to believe, since the passage of the bill, that it calls for immediate contraction to an amount that the market cannot
stand, As soon as the news reached the house
its effects became manifest.
Lyman Tremain
w kv wag
epcttking otj an aruriidmoat to tile apseized
the
propriation bill,
opportunity to glorify
the veto. Mr. Conger of Michigan followed in
a vehement attack on the veto, aud the excessive earnestness of these two gentlemen is a
fair indication of the feeling ana division in the
house. The members gathered in little knots,
and in several cases delegations from the western States held informal consultations.
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan and Wisconsin were
pretty thoroughly united and ready for almost any declarations against the stand taken
by the President. Ou the senate side Mr, Carpenter expressed his opinion that this veto
would simply remaud the question to the congressional districts aud that throughout most of
the West the verdict would be heavily against
the President and insure the return of a house
overwhelmingly pledged to inflation. Mr. Cameron
expressed the opinion that as a party
measure he regaaded it the greatest mistake a
President had made since he was in Congress.
Quite a number of house members declare there
shall be no adjournment for the summer until
the President does sign a liberal bill.
A caucus of friends of the senate bill met at
the rooms of Governor Morton Wednesday
night to talk over the veto. It remained in
session until after midnight. There were present Senators Morton, Carpenter, Logan, West,
Harvey, Ingalls. Pratt, Pease, Ferry of Michigan and Oglesby. They were all unmoved by
the yeto, and agreed, when it came up for discussion, to maintain and defend their previous
position. It was the opinion of those present
that the majority of the opponents of the bill
who were in the senate were far from pleased
with the veto as a party measure. It was also
heid. that the President was mistaken in estimating that the hill would cover inflation to
the amount of $100,000,000
They calculated
that with $382,000,000 already out, the bill only
called for $18,000,000 more greenbacks aud
$46,000,000 hank currency, and that while the
latter must go out slowly there must also he
considerable contraction. The temper, of the
meeting indicated a purpose to make a straight
aud open issue, with the President ou this
matter, and debate the whole subject at length
and with extreme pertinacity wheu it is
reached next week.

Washington News and Gossip.
The Result of the Veto.-The result of
the veto will be long and tedious debates, prob-

ably prolonging the session far into the summer,
and ending with the passage of some compromise free banking bill with adequate safeguards
for redemption of bank notes and the ultimate

resumption of specie payments.
That President Grant will be
triumphantly
sustained by a majority of the
thinking, intelligent members of the Republican party, cannot
admit of a shadow of doubt, and any
opposition
clamor which will he raised will be drowned in
acclamations of applause from the great mass
of the people.
Had President Grant signed the bill which he
has vetoed, it would have been the
entering
wedge toward repudiation. The despondeucy
and gloom which has overshadowed the business of the country will .now
disappear, and
and true men will again rally around the
uancial flag which the President has dis-

good

burned Wednesday
Colfax, California,
afternoon, except three brick buildings. Loss
was

The city of Des Moines, Iowa, has been sued
for damages amounting to $10,000 for tbe death
of a little girl who was washed into a sewer in
in the winter and drowned.
A Webster Democrat remarked in Boston,
Thursday, of tbe veto message, that all things
considered it was the noblest act a President
had committed for twenty years.
The grand jury Wednesday, returned an in-

against

dictment

Wintermute for the murder
of Gov. McCook, and he was remanded for
trial.
The officers pursuing the murderer Vasquez
and party, came upon them iu the mountains
Los Angelos. They abandoned their horses
and camp and fled on foot, closely pursued.
If overtaken there will probably be a bloody
near

fight.

Richardson goes abroad, to Senator -ifte?
Hamlin.
The Western Men and
the

feeling among
veto was
even

Veto—The

western members relative
to the

very strong

threatened

yesterday morning;

The Chicago Tribune says that since March
1869, the United States has been employing
Col. Whitley, chief of the United States secret
service, to put a stop to inflation by arresting
all persons who have added to the volume of
the currency by means of private bank notes,
No less
commonly known as counterfeits.
than 1400 of these gentlemen are serving tern s
iu the penitentiary.

Wnftt
ler of the
uaru money

STATE

NEWS.

for having distributed some
speeches under his official stamps.

A Better Feeling.—The
inflationists are
more quiet, and it is
very evident that although
some of them
may continue to urge their
scheme, Congress will sustain the President
He has received from
every section of the Uniou, telegrams commending his conduct, and
there is no danger that he can be cajoled or
driven from h s position.
The Sanborn Report.—The report recommends a repeal of the law, but the

Committee

have been so impressed by the information
furnished by Sanborn’s testimony relative to
the very large amount of taxes

intentionally

withheld by corporations and individuals, that
they are understood to favor the passage of a law
which shall give the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue

more

extended .power in such

cases.

IF YOU WILL

SMOKE,

To learn the Apothecary bnaineu. Ail.
drew, with reference.
DRUGGIST, Box 1677.
mb27
sctf

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
STREET.
sntf

Would like a few more pupils iu Vocal
aad Instrumental Music ul 48 Spring St
Terms 9*0.0.
apt0*2wen

OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.
Sappy Relief lor Young Men from the effects ol Enors and Abuses in early life
Manhood
Restored. Impediments to Marriage removed. New
method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed envelopes. Address HO WARD ASSOCIATION, No.
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
havitig a high reputation for honorable conduct and
fc6sn3m
professional skill.

Pupils Wauled.
A young

irom the Boston French School,
would like a few private scholars. The new method
of object teaching is adopted, thereby enabling the
pupil to acquire the language in a much shorter time.
Conversation made a specialty. Add res

lady

1 !l.

ap!8d2wsn*
HIKS.

SPRINGER

has removed her Studio to
ROOM

3,

CLAPP’S

BLOCK,

Where she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and

Fainting,

as

usual.

sntf

a aria

TRUSS

FITTER !

Corner Exchange and Federal Street..
sntf

mc21

Schlotterbeck’g Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy lor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
and imparting to it

Skin, rendering it soft and fresh
a MARBLE PCJRITr.

FRANKLIN

COUNTY.

The Chronicle says Messrs. D. & W. C. Feinald set a wooleu mill to work in Wilton about
the first of January, and are now manufacturing a supeiior article of repellants.
Columbus W. Moody of New Vineyard, who
had a leg badly broken a few weeks age by a
log rolling on it, aud which it was feared would
have to be amputated, is recovering from the
accident and will save his leg.
KNOX COUNTY.

The annual appropriation bill of Rockland
this year to $83,030.
We understand that a Temple of Honor is
to be established in Rockland.
The scarlet fever is prevalent at Rockland.
The Free Press says there is a funeral about
every day, and some days two or three.
amounts

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
Brown. Portland, Me.

au26snti

c. morse ra. d.
»pr4

lm

remedies tor all diseases of the lungs

and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it oft by an
easy expectoration. for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic S.vrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Scbenck’s Sea-weed Tonic must
be treely used to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Scbenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Scbenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food, and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a
healthy
condition, so that the food and Pulmonic Syrup will
m ke good blood; then the lungs heal, and‘the
pati
ent will surely get well il care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can be consulted at the Quincy House,
Boston, oo Wednesday. March 25th, April 8tli and
22nd, May 13th and 27th.
.Advice will be given tree, but for a thorough examination with the Respirometer, the charge is $5.00.
Schenck’s Medicines are sold by all Druggists
throughout the country.
Schenck’s Almanac can be had of all Druggists,

Discovery

—

DR. S. 33. HOWE’S

COUNTY.

presiding.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The store and stock of goods of Anson
Smith in Machias were badly
damaged by fire
April 16th. Insured for enough to cover the
loss.

Arabian

says
near

Times, John
Conway Junction,

There are ten carriage manufactories in Newneld.
The Odd Fellows of Saco and Biddeford
are
rapidly perfecting their plans for the celebra-

Monday.
Post Sheridau, G.

j

Bermuda.
Sid 14th, sch Allegro, Sellar, Philadelphia; 13th,
barque Evanell, Hichborn, Zaza: 14th, brig Gambia,
Gilley. North of Hatteras; 16tb, sch Stephen Ben-

nett, Bennett, Matanzas.]
Ar at Matanzaa luth inst, barques James E
Brett,
Gallison. Havana; Brunswick. True, trom do; bri®
Helen G Rich, Howes, New York ; sch Lizzie Wilson"
Wilson, Havana; 12th. brig Mary Gibbs,Whittomore.
New York; Carrie Bertha, Hall, do; Geo Burnham,
Staples, Philadelphia; schs C H Kelley,-—; Daybreak. Blake, Jacksonville; 13th, Irving, McLarreu,
Philadelphia; 14th, brig Peri, Perkins, do; sch Jos
Oakes, Parks, do; Addie M Bird, Merrill, Norfolk ;
brig Keystone, Barter, Philadelphia; sch Charlie
Morton. Davis, do.
Cld 15th, barque Neversink, Gibson, North of Hatteras: sch Bdward Waite, York, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 13th, barque
Masonic, Lampher,
and Sandy Hook, Barstow, New
York; J G Marsh
Fickett, bt John. NB ; brigs Man son. Gilkey. and
Tanfa, Brown, New York; 14th, Afton, Copp. from
St John, NB; 15th, Gazelle, Gardiner.
Philadelphia
Sid 11th, brig B F Nash, Hopkins. North of Hatteras; 15th. scbs Abbie Pitman, Lombard, and Thus
N Stone. Pitcher, do.
Ar at St Jago 5th inst, brig Thomas
Owen.Guptill.

Baltimore.

AratStdohn,NB,

In

Bitters.

In

ordinary practice aperient, blood-depur-

ating, anti-bilious and sedative medicines are administered separately. In Hostetter’s Bitters all these
agents are combined, and act together in perfect harmony, so that undue debility and undue excitement
are alike
prevented, anti the strength of the patient
rallies while the disease is
losing ground. In dyspepsia, liver complaint, chronic constipation, intermittent levers, general weakness, and all
ailments
evolving physical and mental depression, this pure
•■egetable restorative is a sovereign remedv.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

—

—

ALSO

One store suitable for Grocery

or

GEO.
fetsneodtf

W.

other
"

EDDY,

91 Middle Street.
Room T

AZOLUTO
Renders the

TOILET

FOWp^

Face. Week and Am.
••*»>
fair.

smooth and

Warranted free from poisionoas inzredipnF.,
harmless to the skin or complexion by Prof Hnail<*
e8>
State Assayer, and Prof. Babcock, both well
Chemists of Mass. Azoluto is put up in
packages, white tor children, and all skin irrit JH.® «e
25 cts by mail 30 cts. Also pink or flesh
color*?*
the complexion or lace, 35 cts.,
by mail 40 cts ci??
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BURR & CO in
Oak St., Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S.
fel6sn3m

—

SPRING

TRADE !

preparations

the

City.

and

“BROKEN
DOWN CONSTITUTIONS,” I
“challenge the 19th century” to find its equal.
is
Bottle
Worth its Weight in Bold.
Every

This is

fact which hnyers

a

Price $1 per bottle. Sold at retail by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Wholesale Agents, Portland.
DR, ft, D, BOWS, Sole Proprietor,
161 Chamben 8t., New York.
mar7sn WS& M3m& weo wl 1

can

by

see

throngh
rooms.

going

WareConsult your
the

interests and do not
buy a Dollar’s Worth
of Furniture until you
have heard from us.

Awnings, Tents, Flags,

Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

EXCHANGE STREET.,
LEAVITT.
eodsn

mc3

this city, April 22, by Rev.
Nott and Miss Kate Stewart, both
In this city, April 23. by Rev.
Joseph L. Harris and Miss Ada I.
Portland..

A. Dalton. Henry
of Portland.
Geo. W. Bicknell,
Thompson, both of

[Funeral

on

Friday iorenoon

at 9

o’clock, at

Saccarappa.

April

In

Skowbegan, April 22. Miss Mary Cobnrn, Bister

of Ex-Governor Cobnrn.

DEPARTURE OFOCEAH STEAMED,,
From

Name.

For

Date

Polynesian.Portland.. .Liverpool.AdI

28

.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 25
China.
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Aol 28
Henry Chauncy... New York. .Aspinwall.. ..Anl ‘>r,
Anglia..New York.
Claribel •...New York Hayti, &c.Apl 27
Crescent City. New York. .Havana.
AdI 28
California.New York. .Glasgow.
28
•■■

18

..

.Glisgow......Apl I

LIvefZii.. .7. Ap! 28
Hfcla.Boston....
•..New York. .Jamaica.Apl 29
New York Liverpool.A
pi 29
iSIni.
Casta
..New York.
30

miiialnn Almanac
...._April 34,
Moon sets. 2.25 AM
Sun sets.6.51 High water.6.30 PM
sun rises.. ..d.ud

MARINE NEWS.
PORT

Co.,

Thursday, April 93.

$20,000

T° loan on first class
mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.
Real Estate Securities,
paying 8 to 10 per
cent, metrest free o! Taxes.
Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and victnitv. if
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. F iRST class securities
always on hand. Interest

Judiciously

TATE LOANS.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS AND
an"on 8ha-8-

=r^^hraVaos!88lon
O. R. DAVIS,

heal

HARRY B. WATSON,
Kennebank Depot.
ap24

to load with Lumber at Pensacola,
VESSELS
Florida, for Northern ports; also for the River

MOWE, COLE & RENSON,
Climb: r CommUnion
merchants,
140 WATCH STKIiKT, NEW YORK.

al>21___dim
Removal.

Brown’s Block.
__2d d eodly
Yacht “Esperance'” for Sale.
fast-sniling, keel sloop yacht‘‘Esall, 12-5 beam,
Ag
perancc,” 43 fret long, over hard
wood, siIhandsome cabin finished in
ver and China ware maikcd with yachts
well
found
Is
and
^■■■“name, sails nearly new,
in every respect. At the last city of Boston regatta
ant!
centrekeel
both
she won the first prize, beating
board yacht,.
A

The

Applet* #

K

OOCUBAT,

apiOeodtf No. 81 Washington St., Room 1, Bo,ton.

Vermont Butter & Cheese,

FOB SALE BY
—

passengers and mdse to H & A Allan,
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS—passenger
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer Franconia Bragg, New fork—passengers
and mdse t,o Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Brig Don .Jacinto, Croston, Trapani 50 days,—650
tons salt, to order. Vessel to Kyan & Kelsey.
Brig Eudorus, Nichols, Boston.
Sch Kate Lilly, Hutchins, Hoboken.
Sch New Zealand, Simmons, Boston.

NO CIRCULARS.

D.

RICKER

B.

18*

aplldtf

FORE

&

CO.,

STREET.

NOTICE.
is

hereby grven that

we shall
to the
and Aldermen at their next
a wooden
to
erect
for
meeting
permission
building
two stories high on south side of York St.
E. A. GRAY &
A. S. MITCHELL.
ap23
d3t*

NOTICE
Board

of

Mayor

apply

ill mis

ap24

BROTHERS,

KEN WAV

and Civil

Architects

Engineers,

No. 6 Phcrnix Block,
AUBURN

MAINE.

We are prepared to make Designs, Drawing * ami
Estimate*, for every description of Architectural and

Engineering

over

European

tion to

able

Work.
thirteen

year*’experience in the
American practice, we are in a posiput through work in a satisfactory and reli-

Hiving

and

manner.

Our engineering surveys are not to be surpassed
for accnracy and despatch.
We take pleasure in showing to gentlemen who
may favor ns with a call, SPECIMENS of our work,
embracing Designs for Churches, Public Buildings,
Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been engaged.
Communications by mail promptly attended to.
References permitted to Patterson & Edwards.
Lewiston; Little, Smith & Co., Auburn; B. F. Sturgis. M. D.. Auburn; Robinson &, Beede, Auburn;
Nelson Dingley, Esq., Auburn.
mch4is3m

INVESTMENT^

PROMISING

Boston

Mortgage Co,,

No. 70 State Street,
RONTON, MAN*.
Incorporated by Act of

the Legislature of Massachusetts, 1873, and amended 1874.

Capital, *2,000,000.
Authorized to

to do

business

Shares, *10O.

to

with

buninesN

commence

9500)000) which will

enable the

Company
of 96,450,000.

the extent

All persons and institutions having money, aau
wishing to ftnd a safe and profitable investment, will
find by examination that nere is an opportunity seldom offered.
Copies of Charter, business circular and prospectus,
can be had by railing at office.
Subscriptions to
stock can be paade by application 5n jiersou or by
letter to
E. F. PORTER, President.
H. P. MANN, Secretary.
ap22dlm

OPENING!

New

!

Millinery

No. 7

On Thursday,

April 23d,

Wf will exhibit

IMPORTED

oar

PATTERN

HATS,

large assortment of
TRIMMED IIATS ami BONNETS,
Also

a

MRS. I. P. JOVlNSOV
CLARK

every style.

»p3><k»_Ml-So E, P.

CHARLES

Investment Securities

Wanted.

State ol Maine 6's.
State ol New Hampshire 6’s.
Portland 6’s.
Lewiston 6’s.
Bath 6's.
Cleveland Ts.
Dayton S's.
Toledo S's.

Pay liberal.

ap24

Clapp's Block,

CONGRESS STREET,

In

PEARCE. Plumber, will on MONDAY
next, remove to 127 Federal St., under U. S.
Hotel, where, with better facilities, he hopes to meet
ail of-his Patrons and Friends.
ap24d2t

dtf

Wanted.
Gentlemen of steady habits can find good
board and pleasant moms by
applying at No. 11
Cedar St.
ap24dtf

TWO

Piano to Let.
octave Piano, overstrung, top damper
carved legs, t> let at M2 Congress street.

SEVEN
ftP2*_

Herring Hloekk, Congress Street,
Portland. Me.

—

South America.
Facilities for taking In
unsurpassed. Apply to

GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 139 Cumberland Street.

also

LOBENSTEIN,

T.
Wo. 4

Platte,

A

nud

JOHNSON & CLARK,

Wanted.

cargo

GOODS

satisfy everybody in Quality
in price.

to

dlw*

dlwis

FOR

SALE

BY

Lost.

A

GOLD Earring with a red and white stone. The
finder will be rewarded by
leaving at this Ofap24d3t*

nce-_

H. M.PAYSON&CO.,

Proposals for materials to be supplied to the Navy Yards under
the cognizance of the Bureau of
Construction and Repair.
Navy Department,
)
Construction and Repair f
D. C., April 6. 1874
I
EALED PROPOSALS to furnish Timber and
other materials for the
for
the
fiscal year
Navy
1879, will be received at this Bureau
iff,• T™«
o clock M, of THURSDAY \fav ^ ni7i q*
M y 7’ 1874' 1
which time tlie bids will be
opened.
Proposals must be addressed to tho “Chief ot
.k
hSBureau
the
of Construction and
Repair, Navy Department, Yashiugton,” and mast be indorsed “Proposals for limber Ac for the Navy," thai
they raw
be distinguished from
ordinary business letters
facilitate the opening
/°PrH'5nt
gfthe bids,parties bidding for supplies at several
yards will enclose their bids in separate envelopes
tor each yard, indorsed with the name
of the yard
"
or which the bid is
Bureau

32
apl

op

S

made.
Printed schedules for such classes as
parties deal
n end 40 bid
together with instructions
to bidders, giving the forms of
of guaranproposal,
tee, and of certificate ot guarantors, with printed
forms of offer, will be furnished to such
persons as
desire to bid, on application to the
Commandants ot
the respective
Yards, and those ot all the yards
1
on application to the Burean.
The Commandant of each N'avv
Yard, and the
f°r ®ach Station, will have a
copy of the schedules of the other yards, tor examination only, in order that
persons who intend to bid
may judge whether it is desirable |to make
applicaihm for any of the classss of those
yards.
must 1>C for tbe whole of a class, but
the Department reserves the
right to reduce the
whole class, should the interest of the
Government
require it, betore tbe execution of the contract
All
applications lor information, or lor the examination
of samples, must be made to the
Commandants ot

foJ>

™^h„ar"ikg PWa?ter
.kTh£pro,l°8“1"

the respective yards.
Bids or offers will be received
from parties
who are bona tide dealers in, or only
ot
the articles they offer to furnish.manufacturers
The
must |be certified by the Collector of
Internal Keveu,m for the district m which
they reside.

guarantors

®on‘ract will be awarded to the
person who

~

aJ!d 8lv®* the guarantee
S?inK?.the
the Navy Dejiartment, however, require
by law, ?,Wex-bld

fd
ing the

reserv-

to

right
reject the lowest bid, or any which it
deem exorbitant.
Under the provisions of the second
section of the
act approved March 3,
1863, the offer of any person
“
who, as ptineipal or surety, has be',,
“
a
any precious contract with tbe
e
yat y apartment
will not be received.
may

v* iLTartmenl

contrai0 an*! ^".^bount

will be required to sign
the
‘’;b‘r responsibility ,uu8‘b® certified
1
to the satMlrHo of
jNav> Department,
As
ty ?w'nty Per centum will be
withheld
‘
an,ount of the bills until the contracts shall have been
completed, and eighty percen"mount of each bill, approved in
n
tripli™
Commandants of the respective yanls,
?
will be paid by the
Paymaster of the station desigor’if I,olle iB specified, by the
Paymaster of the station nearest the yard where
the
goods are delivered within ten days after the warrant
for the same shall have been
the Secretary
passed
by
of the Treasury,

m?diti?-1 ?n
tr™a!kSCCUr
ke

b/,
ns/;'.!,,'1, the,c-°,mract'

are

lgnatedlTtollows:
No.

">™hcre,J ami des-

1, White Oak Logs; No. 13, White Pine Plank
'x!llite Ash- Elm. Beech: No. 16!
A“hOars; N°. IS, Black Walnut, Mahogany
Maple Oherry; No. 22, Cypress,
Cedkr; No.
°' 24, White Oak Staves
and Head-!
ings, No.Pr!«e;r
25. Lignnmvltfe; No. 32.
Wrought Iron
Iron, flat; No!
34UIrm?noi
^J0-33-Wrought
!)’
aw No-35i Steel; No. 37, Iron Spikeskails; ko. 39. Iron Cut Nads;
No
r™ WroughtBheef
wo'
iI! VjP®
t No 4:i- Zinc; No. 41. Tin;
49
f?11*’ of brass an<* iron.- No.
4J. Screws of brasB
andiron; No. 5», Files: No 51
KblP stores; No. 53, Tools
uai
,yar<! and sb°Ps; No. 54, Hardware; No.
,-ea<l; N». 57. Zine Paints; No. 56. Colored
iti
.1?
™:ot*. Dryers; No. 59. Linseed Oil; No. 60, Varnish,
“.P1l!a,a Turpentine; No. 63, Sperm and Lard Oil; No,
64, Tallow, Soap; No. 65, Fish Od; No. 66. Glass;
No. 69 Brushes; No. 7l>,
Dry Goods tor upholstering;
No. 71. Stationery; No. 72, Crucibles; No. 73, Ship
Chandlery; No. 74, Acids; No. 75, Rn*ii». Pitch,
Crude Turpentine; No. 77, Belting. Packing; No.
78, Leather, pump, rigging, lacing; No. 85, AnthraciteCoal; No. 86, Semi-bil umiuous Coal; No. 87, Bi
luminous Coal; No. 88, Charcoal; No. 89, Wood.
The lollowing are the the classes, by the numbers,
required at the respective navy yards:
PORTSMOUTH.
Nos. 13,15, 18, 33, 37. 39, 42, 43, 44, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52.
53.54, 56, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 65. 71, 73, 83, 87, 88.

Exchange Street,

POKTLAN'fl,

Washington,

BONDS
Belfast
Bansror

Nos. 16, 25, 32, 33. 34. 35, 37. 42, 43, 53 54, 56, 59 60
*
63, 69, 71, 72. 73, 74. 75, 77, 85. 87, 88.
NEW YORK.
Nos. 1. 16, 18, 24, 32, 42, 43, 44, 56, 57, 58 59 60 64
bU’
65, 69, 70, 71, 73, 85, 86, 88.

PHILADELPHIA.
13, 15, 16, 18, 35, 38, 39, 43, 48, 49
56, .W, 59, 60, 63, 66, 69,
74,
Nos.

I0,’71,’^73,

WASHINGTON.
Nos. 23, 33, 35, 37, 42, 43, 48,'48, 50
60, 63, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73. 87. 88, 89.’

50

51 53

% li ’, w)

53 54 56

57

NORFOLK.
16, 22. 25, 32, 33, 35 37 an 19 da
49, 50, 51, 53, 51, 56, 57, 68, 60, 69,’ 7l’
73, 77, 78,’

^Noh. 1,13, J5,

48.

54

I. 'mv is ton

Cleveland 0.,
“

“,’7l’73,’77;7488,'w’ «’

SWAN &

ap-3

SACCARAPPA, MAINE,

j»g
;>g
8’s
7 g
6’s

BY*

BARRETT,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
861)21

eod teblST

In Consequence
CkF increasing de&ihess, which has tor

V Ic,t
.prac'lcally transferre<l
hands; and induced
the

other

by

more

some years
his business to

desire ot devoting

particular and exclusive attention to manu
iactunng chemistry and pharmacy—the undersigned
has disposed of his retail stock to
CHAS. L. IIOLT, M. !».,

who will carry

business of Apothecary and

the

on

Druggist at the old stand,
So. 413 Congress, east of State St.
In thus leaving an occupation in which he has

spent twenty-four years and a half of the best part
of his life, and parting with his old patrons
ami
friends, the writer would thank them for the kindness and support they have accorded
him. and bespeaks tor the new Proprietor the goodwill they have
so generously shown Idm hitherto.
He wlir until
further notice, continue at the old
place, an 1 'will be
happy to attend to the wishes ot snch ot his old patrons and friends as shall, for
any reason, prefer his
baudiwork to that of other*.
T~

Poriiand, Apxl, 21,

Spring Millinery
We have just opened

choice stock of

a

Spring Millinery

di

!

new

Goods f

Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,
a

full line of nice

FLOWEE8,
and all the

new

and

desirable styles/tf

HATS AMD TBIHHIMG GOODS.

EASTMAN &
a

|3

1 tJ. S. Hotel

CIJTTS,

Building

dtf

——-__

JUST

RECEIVER—

AT

MAHER

—

&

(JO.’S,

OPPOSITE p. o
SPRING STYLES

English

OF

Felt Hats

mANVFACTCRED
CHRISTY A CO.,

BV

LONDON.
dtf

ICE.
CARGOES OF PURE

8fl!

ICE
■'urni.bed

noil

Hhipprd by
®

deOdlstf

CRAM.

PINE WOOD.

ot fine

Concord style Business Wagons in the
for SALE and Warranted.

FOR SALE

—>■

56
58

Phaetons, Carryalls,
express Wagons,
Top and No Top Beach Wagons,

And tlio

7>s

Louisville Ey„
Marion County, Ind.,
Maine CentrafU R
■» * N. American R. R.
Gold

JOHN ADAMS
largest stock

7 8-10

*

___

Iaw4wT

Has the

.8s
•

•
tnicagro
Cook County

57’ «■ «®.

apf14

«’s
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7>»

_

Toledo

MARE IS 1-AND.

**

y®

...
...

”3

I£?IVp
^
at‘,.I
sS™!!Ck?’KHlnge8’
for^imJ?’ To?l‘,,for

eodtf

ME.

e.ru„d

WMIto8iJih0r'J5’

BOSTON.

Estate and Loan Agency

ARRIVED.

Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool

STREET,

300 Boxes Rich, mild Cheese,
direct from the Factory,
60 Tuhs Choice Butter.

OFPORTLAKD,

Schs Ella Clifton, (Br) Kimball, Boston.

&

POBTLAN D.

a?i

.Glasgow.Apl

FREE

St.

In this city, April 23, of scarlet fever, Albert Fales,
son of Arthur T. and Annie A. Hall, aged 2 years 2
months and 21 days.
In
April 21, Josie H., infant son of
Geo. H. and Susie Faniham.
Jn Pittsfield.
22, at the residence of her sonin-law, H. S. Nickerson, Esq., Susan Lewis, wife ot
the late Rev. Chas. F. Osborne, of Gorham, aged 76
years 9 months. [Boston and Bangor paper, please

copy.

Corey

ARCADE,

In this city, April 23, Rosie G. GrHhu, daughter of
Capt. Levi Griffin, aged 1 years 7 months and 20 days.
[Eastport papers please copy.]
[Funeral services at 2$ o’clock, P. M., at No. 147
Oxford street. Friends are invited. Burial at convenience ot the tamily.l
In this city, April |22, Mr. Philip Cassidy, aged 73

SPRING

Address

bo.

Walter

DIED.

Dominic’s Church.

$5,000 per year.

‘.k®

--—__

years.

a

pay

rt.wISVkai'i 2“

MARRIED.
In

the Largest and Finest assortment of

Refreshing Beverage.

Navy

in

A

and

energetic young man, with $1,000 cash, to join
ANbusiness
the advertiser in
pleasant and profitable
that will

|" ,!!i

in its

—

light business, with dock privilege

THE

“GENERAL DEBILITY,” “LOST VITALITY,”

..

One large Store House on Cnstom
House Wharf, suitable lor heavy3 storne*
storage
or Fish packing.

FOR

Purifier,

Scandinavian.Portland... Liverpool.... May 2
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall... .May 9

TO LET.

inst, sch Sea Lion, Me In-

FURNITURE

tion next

A. C., of Biddeford, celebrated their seventh anniversary on Wet nesday evening, by a social gathering and a supper in Grand Army Hall iu that city.
After
the supper a few hours were enjoyed in dauc-

20th

tire, Portland.
Cld 21st, brig Geo S Berry, Keaser, Matanzas.

builds it light square up, and makes Pure
Rich Blood. It cures Scrofulous Diseases of all kinds,
removes Constipation and regulates the Bowels For

F.

Warming

cash

(leakj,

purities,

quest.

The Times says Harrison Cleaves,
esq.,a well
kuown citizen of Saco, died
suddenly Thursday by the bursting of a blood vessel in the
head.

Blood

Ar at Lisbon 21st ult, brig L Warren, Leach, from
London for Santos,
and bulwarks stove.)
Sid fm Liverpool 21st mat, Northampton, McLocn,
for Bath.
At Para 5th inst, schs Chas E Moody, Collamore,
and M A Heath, Nichols, wtg cargo; Frank Howard,
Anderson, for New York 3 days,
At Zaza 10th inst, brig H H Wright, Griffin, for
New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 4th inst: brig Daisy Boynton, App'eby, Demarara; 5th, barque Jos Baker, Ryder, fm
Montevideo; brig Pcrses Hinckley. Small, Boston;
7th, barque Jennie Cobb, Small, A spin wall; brig N
Stowers, Savage, Havti; sclis Paiepa, Packard. Aspinwall; Martha Gale, Smith, St Thomas.
Sid 31st, brig Kaluna, Nash, Boston; schs MoreLight, Allen, St Stepuens. NB; 8th, Flora M Crowley. Crowley. New York.
Ar at Sagua 26th, brig Mattie B Russell. York, fm
Portlaud; 31st. barque Daring, McDonald, do; sch
Ontara, Sprague, Machias.
Ar at Havana 12th inst. brig Ennis. Blood, N York;
13tb. barque Isaac Hall, Colcord, Cardiff; brig Maria
W Norwood, Andrews, do: 14tb, barque Addie McAdam, Partridge, New York; 16th, brig Adele McLoon, Munroc, Baltimore; sch G G Jewett. Finlay,
St John, NB; 17ib, brig Hattie M Bain, Tbestrup,
Baltimore.
Ar at do loth, brig Mary Fink, Dyer, New York via

Can show the best and
most desirable Stock

49 1-2

a

$1,000 Partner Wanted, $1,000.

ult, brig Sparkling Water, Dabl

Philadelphia.

LIVER, KIDNEYS AND BLOOD.
It is purely vegetable, cleanses the system of all im-

the

Benton fell from a car
on the Eastern
railroad, aud was killed. Coroner JamesjM. Burhauk of
Saco,was summoned
to South Berwick to
empauncl a jury of in-

Tonic

which DIFFERS from all other
1NMEDIATE ACTION Upon the

YORK COUNTY.

Thursday morning,

—

inst, barque Reunion, Emerson,

—

INHALATION,!

Ifree.

WALDO

Ar at Tarragona
New Orleans.
Ar at Messina 21st

Common sense says there is bat one
way by which a disease of the Lnngs can
be reached, and that is, through the
Medium of

A young men’s temperance crusade club, organized in Bangor Wednesday evening, by the
choice of George W. Snow, chairman, and W.
D. Wood, secretary.
The total cost of the schools of Bangor last
This includes the repairs
year was $39,993.60.
made and all the expenses pertaiuing to the
mel2eod«&wlysnll
schools.
THE MOST
The Whig says John McDonald,who was run
over at Winn by th* cars last year and had his
i Wonderful
of
foot so badly crushed as to require amputation,
the 19th Centurv.
after costing the towr $400, and having been
furnished with money to purchase a wooden leg
DR. S. D. HOWE’S
and to pay his fare, has returned to Ireland,his
uative country.
ARABIAN
MILK-CURE
The Trustees of the State College met at that
institution in Orono, Wednesday, and held a
FOB
consultation as to carrying out the provision of
the resolve passed by the last Legislature.
CONSUMPTION,
They decided to proced and finish the barn aud
And all diseases of the THROAT, CHEST and
other improvements already begun, to purchase
1 LUNGS.
(The only Medecine of the kind in tbe
blooded stock tor the farm and apparatus for
world.)
the departments of chemistry and philosophy.
A Substitute for Cod Liver Oil.
In a divorce case tried at Bangor Wednesday
Permanently cures Asthma, Bronchitis, Loss of
it was found that the parties were married last
Voice, Shortness of Breath, Catarrh, Croup, Coughs,
June, the libelee deserted the libelant last No- Colds, &c., in a few days, like magic. Price $1 per
bottle.
vember aud committed adultery iu January.
ALSO
Divorce decreed.
Asa Faunce has been re-elected President of
the Belfast Savings Bank, and John H. Quinby cashier.
Tt e crew of brig S. W. Parker of Belfast,deserted her on Tuesday.
The Belfast age says John P. Ames, esq.,
one of the prominent citizens of
Belfast and a
populur school teacher, and for some years one
of the County Commissioners, died b few days
ago of a somewhat singular disease, resembling
iu some respects what is called “black vomit,”
the secretions of the system turning black after
being vomited.
Mr. J. K. Pierce of Iowa, has arrived in Belfast witn a car-load, seventeen iu
number, of
splendid looking horses.
The S, J. Court commenced its session at
Belfast Tuesday, Judge Dickerson

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Newcastle NSW 3d ult, ship Carrie Reed,
San
Francisco.
Crowell,
Ar at do Feb 19, ship Alice M Minott, Lowell, Melbourne.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

The standard

Is

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

to inform my pat*n tfcueral that I

pill>llc

Saturday, April 25,

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

PROPOSALS

I*y Largest assortment ol Trusses in the State.

door above

Dispels Rheumatic ami Neuralgic Symptoms.

the-liberty

win* exhibit,6

Prevents ami dispels Feverish Symptoms.

BRICKS.

LOBING,
PRACTICAL

I take

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

—

SPRING GOODS

THE

MISS SOUTHARD,

(Care M. E.BfJCKNELL, M. D.,>
Fluent’. Black, R..n

Cures Cold and Chills,

OF

—

1

LANE,

F.

SANFORD'S JAMAICA GINGER

Breaks up a fresh Cold in one night.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, ship King Phillip. Daley,
Hamburg; barque Penang, Patten, Liverpool; sch SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
Clara Smith, Keen, Matanzas.
Is superior to Composition and Nauseating Posset*.
Cld 21st, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Sagua; sell j
Sunbeam, Bunker, Belfast.
SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
Sid 21st, ship Ellen Goodspeed; brig Ida L Rav.
Cures Cramps aud Pains.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sens S L Burns Crosby, Arecibo; West Dennis. Kelley, Bath; Annie Gus.
SANFORD’S
JAMAICA GINGER
Sawyer, Bluehill; Bagaduce, Cox, Windsor, NS; C E
Relieves Flatulency and Indigestion.
Rogers, Rogers, do; Eastern Belle. Parker, Bucksport; Henry. Falkingbam. St John, NB.
SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
NEW YORK—Ar 21st. brig Whitaker,
Cotton, fm
L’Efang, NB; schs Commerce, Lee, Baracoa; Laura
Is delicious when taken with milk and sugar.
H Joues, Cousins, Baracoa 10 days.
Ar 22d, ship Rhine, Jordan, London;
brigs Manlius SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
Nichols, Cardenas; Liberty. Devereux, from SaguaInduces copious perspiration in Calds and Chills.
schs Georgia B McFarland. McFarland,
Trinidad;
Georgia Coffin, Coffin, Cardenas 17 days; Georgia
(2* I A/1 WILL BE PAID fora bottle of any other
Clark, Bartlett, Fernaudina.
•P-L”vr Extract or Essence ol Jamaica Ginger if
Cld 21st, barque Gau Eden, Brown, South
Amboy; found to equal it in tine flavor, purity, and prompt
schs Ridgewood, Johnson,
Georgetown; S O Hart, medicinal ettect. Largest, Cheapest and Best. Take
Davis, Georgetown SO.
no other until you have given it a trial.
Passed througn Hell Gate 21st,
brig J Leighton,
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
Leighton, New VorU for Fall Rivei; schs Rena, from
Hoboken tor Fall River; Owen P Hinds, do for BosWEEKS Sc POTTER,
ton ; Spartel, do for do; Winner, Philadelphia for
do;
17G Washioglea Street, Beaten.
John Boynton, New York for Calais; Judge Low.
Hoboken for Salem; Frank Barker, New York for
General Agents.
Gardiner; J H Crowley, Weehawken for NewburyW. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
port.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 21st, schs Challenge, Haskell,
J. W. PERKINS A CO.,
New York; Vesta, Morse, Portland.
Ar 22d, sch Fanny Flint. Warren, Salt Cay, TI.
Wholesale
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, brig Kaiuna.Nasli
Agents.
»P24
dlw
Cienfuegos 16 days for Boston; schs Vesta, Morse,
Providence tor Portland; L A Knowles, Eri, Lyra,
Wm Connors, Grand Is'and, Fleetwing, Clara SawCommissioners' Notice.
yer, Paragon. Silas McLoon. Ada S Allen, Fanny Elundersigned having been appointed by the
der, Geo Savage, More Light. May Day, Cherub, Maby Honorable Judge ot Probate for the Counry Sands, Z A Paine. Rate E Rich.
ty of Cumberland, Commissioners to receive and
Sid, schs Mountain Laurel, A B Perry.
examine the claims of creditors
against the
Ar 2d, schs Casco Lodge, Port Johnson for Saco;
estate of Alfred Sliaw, late of North Yarmouth in
Winner, and Sarah Wooster, New York for Boston.
said County, deceased, represented insolvent, hereBOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Clara, Clark, St Andrews;
by give notice that six months from tho seventh
J Tinker, Stewart, Calais; Olive Clark, Clark, Eastday of April inst., are allowed to said crediport; N Jonos, Flynn, and Crusoe. Bateman, fr m
tors in which to present and prove their claims, and
Machias; Telegaaph, Hume, and Fair Wind, Lockthat they will bo in session at the
dwelling house of
hart, Ellsworth.
Charles Humphrey of Yarmouth, in said Ceunty.
Below, schs Carl D Lothrop, L A Burnham Judge on the first
WEDNESDAYS of June and October,
and
Jachin.
Low,
1874, dt two o’clock, P. M., for the purpose of receivAr 23d, brig Kaluna, Nash, Cienfuegos; sebs Eming the same.
ma Green, Collins. Cape Haytien; Call D Lothrop,
Yarmouth. April 23, 1874.
McAllen, Trinidad; Alma, Johnson, from Caibarien;
ELBRIDG4S <i. WAGG, l n
Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Cienfuegos; LA Kuowles,
WM. C. SVVEKTSER.
J Commissioners.
Knowles, Weehawken; Owen P Hinds. Clemleuin,
ap24
dlaw3wF*
F
Elizabethport:
Coffin, Batson, Calais; St I.near.
Waterman, Lincolnville; Hero. Harris, Belfast; W
Morse, Oliver, Gardiner; Orion, Fletcher, Bath; S P
Lindsey, Johnson, and Leocadia, Deland. Portland.
Cld 22d, ship L B Gilchrist. Emerson, for Antwerp;
will be received until TUESDAY.
barques Almira Coombs, Langthorn, Aspinwall; Sarah Hobart, Pmkham, Havana; brig Angclia, Bray,
May 5th, lor the delivery of One II and red
Cienfuegos; schs Grace Webster, Young, Portland; Thousand, hard burned, best quality, common
J A Decker, t-reeman, Jamaica.
Bricks, to be delivered during the season at such
times and places within the
SALEM—Cld 22d, sch Marcia Revnolds, Houghton,
city as mav be required
New York.
by the Committee or Superintendent of Sewers, and
to be to their satisfaction in all
Sid, schs Marcia Reynolds, and Wreath.
lespects.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids. EnNEWBURYPORT—Ar 22d, sch H Curtis, Haskell.
dorse proposals “Sewer Br ck.” aud address
Philadelphia.
BATH—Ar 22d, sch Harriet Fuller, McDougal, I
Chairman of Committee Drains ani> Sewers.
Port Johnson.
dtd

All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

OPENING

THIS

Blake.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

G.

ELEGANT PREPARATION i« prepared
from the True Jamaica Ginger, combine*l with
choice aromati* a and genuine French brandy, and is
vastly superior to every other extract or Essence of
Ginger before the public,—all of which are prepared
with alcohol by the old process,

Porteous.
Sch Bright Star, (Br) Morse, St John, NF—John
Porteous.
Sch J C Roker. Taylor, Boston—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Martha Sargent, Closson, Searsport
Nath!

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 14th, ship Princeton, RobertsoD, Liverpool.
Sid fin SW Pass 21st, ships Pocahontas, Bombay,
and Marcia C Day; oarque Reunion.
MOBILE—Ar 14th, soh Addle L Cutler, Smith,
Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 21st, barque Harriet F Hussey. Reardon, Liverpool.
Sid 21st, sch Mary Lord, Lord, St John. NB.

MR.

The Delicious Family Medicine.

Phenix. Gove, New York—Chas Sawver.
Sch Bonetta, Clark, Wolfville, NS—John Porteous.
Sch Emma J Shanks, Meserve, St John, NB— John

Boy Wanted.

MIDDLE

JAMAICA
GINGER.

CLEARED.
SteamerFranconia, Bragg, New York—Henry Fox
Sch Maria Hoxana, Palmer, Philadelphia—Bunker

PP’Q__8P3W
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SANFORD’S

—

CHOICE HAVANA CIGARS !

MISCELLANEO US

=

Bros.
Sch

Go to ALLEN’S, No. 11 Exchange
St., and get a very choice imported
Havana cigar. “Feleciana,” lOets.
each or 11 lor $1.00.

junl3

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

worth for Boston.
Schs D H Lovett, Haskell, and Highland Lass.Gott
Rock port, tor Boston.
Sch Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Anaconda, Wallace, Calais for Boston.
Sloop Fannie, Best, Loug Is and—sand to Portland
Stoneware Co.

CIGARS!-

IMPORTED

are Schenck’s Pulmonic Sybup, Schenck’s SeaWfcED Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,

some

Currency

G. L. BAILEY,

48 EXCHASBB STHBET.

ap23sp2w

Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies S

a new

party. Some demanded
a Itepubliaan
caucus. Others
opposed a caucus,
stating that it would be a public announcement
of the withdrawal of
Western Republicans
associatl°ns. Others threat
en°m meLr.P.reSeKit
a public attack
ke,
upon the Comptrol-

Single Duns,

of my own importation, to be sold very low.
Also Fishing Tackle in great variety.

one

PS»baVe
iSakiugrh1CCThOU!d1^’ ^VV'
ve

a

RBIOVAI.,

Do not Persecute the Body
sickness with medicines that depress the
physical
energies. What the sick principally need is an ac
cession of vital strength to enable them to
cope with
the enemv that has assailed them. The diseased
should
be
system
sustained, toned, purified]and regulated, and there is no medical preparation in existence so largely endowed with the properties reijuired to effect these objects as Hostetter’s Stomach

act

GOODS.

large assortment of
Breech and Muzzle Loading, Double and

The women crusaders of Portland, Oregon,
who were sentenced to pay a fine of five dollars each, are serving out their time iu jail.

ing.

Rumors about the
Treasury Portfolio
-Oue of the rumors afloat this
evening is that
the President lias so framed his
veto message
as to conform to the views
of Mr Patter*™.
Philadelphia, who is to he the next Secretary of
the Treasury, and another is that
the porthiho
of the Treasury will be
offered,
Judge

Just received

$40,000.

Thb Vacant Judgeship.—There is much
speculation as to who will be nominated by the
President for the vacant place on the bench of

the Court of Claims. Two
years ago, Judge
Richardson, who likes Washington life, would
accepted the place had it been
offered him. But bis
present business enquire|,rub,h1v
his
now
Tb* tr,euds of Horace
May'.J
nan!
Afield
of
Peunsvlvan a and
Polaad »{ Vermont are
al

SPORTING

sum-

abroad.

to cause a serious
The line dividing

spread '>auic.
praise from those

Macliias.

Sch H A Chase, (Br) Quinlan, Boston.
Sch Lome. (Br) Flower, Boston.
Sch Malabar. McCarty, Boston.
Sch Fairfield, Galley. Boston.
Sch Savoy, Pray, Calais for Boston.
Sch Moses Black, (Br) Barteaux. Bear Kiver NS.
Sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscasset.
Schs Samaritan, Dodge,and Rowena, Mazrell, Ells-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

te

200 Cords of Pine Wood
at MORRILL S CORNER, OEERINO,
For Sale.

Enquire of

A. E. STEVENS A CO.,
140

Commercial

St..

Portland
din

_

PBISTINO of
executed at tblx office,

JOB

c?ery

*

un-

ucuuy

THE

PRESS.
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VICINITyT

CITY AND
THE

PBKH

'Lit be obtained at the Perhxlical Depots of FesBros., Marouls, Robinson, linmell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
senden

the city.
Af Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
At Saco of L,
At 'Vaterville, of J. s.
Carter.
At Gorham, or News
Agent.
At Bath, ot J. O. Shaw.

Hodgdon,

At

bZZ'S*’
Kennebunk,

,5rop- and Stevens &
FJ^nch
of C. E. Miller.

Co.

New Advertisement* To-Day.

Tickets

YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.
Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon, R.
Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodse, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

mandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, firs

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de If... third

Friday.

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday iu March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothels, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonue, first and third Wedlesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays ; Portland, first aud third Saturdays.
third

Tuesday

as

on

nearly

for sale at Stockbridgo’s, and
will be at the door of the hall.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.

association—Every

have taken place

by

GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.f
The School Committee meet the fourth
Monday evening of each month.

Relief

to

the names of those who have
already purchased tickets. The programme is certain to please
all tastes as it is composed
equally of classical,
sentimental and jolly rollicking selections.

CITY

month.

was

all their members are desirous of
attending
this concert. With perhaps the
exception of
the Rossini and Haydn
concerts, this will be
the most select of the season, as is shown

Meetings.

SCOTTISH

Sodality,
We believe that the Arions,

Friday evening intend postponing it,

^Loudon

ANCIENT ACCEPTED

the
will
occasion
grace
the city
in force, and prove to these
by their presence
strangers that their wide-spread reputation
for beauty, musical appreciation, and gracefulness in the Boston is not without
foundation.
We trust also that the numerous musical societies, with which Portland is so eminently blessed, will by their presence and influence con
of

complete success.
whose rehearsal

in the

are now

Something New.—Curtis, Fobes & Co., have
received a large contract from Gen. Thom fo r
•lcaring the channel of the Penobscot river of
edgings and sawdust, for a mile and a half be
low Bangor. To do this work they are build-

ing four large scows to take the edgings away.
They are a novelty in their way, and are built
on an
entirely new plan. They are to be 60x20
feet, and three feet deep, and are built with a
dump similar to a railroad dump car, so that
after the edgings are loaded by the dredging
machine they are taken down the river, where
the firm have a contract for making land, and

damped off

HONOR.

At Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
cnontii.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.

Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Young Men’s

Portland Fraternity—No. 333$ Congress street,

Every evening.
Knights

of

Pythias—Bramhall

Lodge,

No. 3

Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings. At their Hall. Clapp’s Block, Market
Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.

Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No.
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.

95;

Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
Saturday—in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mysic, Thursday; Atlantic, Tuesday;—at Sons of Temperance Hall, Congress street.
Iron Clad, Thursday,
West End.
Portland Typographical

Congress and Casco streets.
each mouth.

ner

Union,

Second

No. 75—CorSaturday in

Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7$ o’clock.
Payson

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress ana
Casco streets.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camp No.
1 convenes at Arcana Bail, Williams’block, corner
of Congress and Chapel Sts., Tuesday evening; No.
2 at School House. Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth.
Friday evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening and
No. 4 on Saturday evening at Temperance Hall, No.
351$ Congress street.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bio k. Second Monday in each month. Delivery f books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day and evening.

United 8tn*e*» Circuit Court.
before

judge

shepley.

The April tt’rm opened yesterday morning, Rev.
Dr. Hill officiated as chaplain. The grand jury was
empanneled as folio -vs: Alfred F. Adams, foreman;
John G. Molesworth, Alvin M. Campbell, Edmund
D. Merrill, James M. Hamilton, Nathauiel Goodwin.
John Paul, Albert Brown, Sullivan Morse, Cyrus H.
Dickey, William Murray, John D. Hodgkins, GardHenner Spear, Jonas C. Bragdon, Nathan E. Clark,
H. Sargent,
ry E. Babcock, Allen R. Brown, Edward
John A. Osgood.
Sullivan C. Andrews, Esq., of this city, on motion
of the District Attorney, was admitted to practice as
an attorney and counsellor of this court.
The docket was called for the purpose of ascertaining what causes are for trial,admiralty appeals taking
the precedence. The jury list will not be taken up
until the 30tb, w hen petit jnrors will be in attendance.

_____________________

(Superior Court.
APRIL CIVIL TERM, 1874, SVM0NDS, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday.—James Whitney vs. Inhabitants of
Cumberland. Action to recover damages for an alleged defect in a highway in the defendant town.—
trial.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.

On

Strout &

Gage for defendants.

Jlunicipal Court*
JUDGE MORRIS.

Thursday.—Louisa A. Gordon, complainant under the bastardy act, vs. Sterling Sampson. Respondent ordered to give bond to the complainant in
the sum of $300 for his appearrnce at the May term.
Refusing, committed.
Andrew Rourk. Obstructing sidewalk. Discharged.
Charles Hewlett and Emma J. Hewlett.
and

battery.

Discharged.

Assault

__

Kingsbury & Jordan.

Brief Jottings.

Shifting winds and clearing weather to-day.
The scrapings from Commercial Street are
being hauled to the Park to be spread on the
grass.

Yesterday was St. George’s day.
No more English steamers this season.
be 3d office fitted up in the basement of the City Building for the Clerk of

Tberejis to

Courts.
A man was arrested yesterday for the larceny
of hens, but it afterward appeared to be tbe
wrong man.
We were in error in stating that Major SanPoint.
ger is a graduate of West
The Grand Army hold a camp fire to-night.
The Tree Street Literary Society have an
entertainment at the vestry of their church
next

Wednesday evening.

There is a great demand for small rents just
now in the city.
Curtis Brothers thmk of locating a snip-.varu
and
on Back Bay, as the facilities for building
launching are much better than at Fish Point.
Tbe fountain in tbe Park was uncovered yesterday. A good day for it.
Tbe following additional subscriptions have
been recived for the Louisiana sufferers: Burgess, Fobes & Co., 85: W. S. Jordan & Ce., $5;
J ames McGlinchy, $10; Howard & Cleaves, $5;
W. L Putnam, $10; \V. L. Wilson & Co., $5;
Eastern Argus, $25.
Strawberries are in the market.
A snow storm began at noon yesterday, and
contiuued tbe remainder of the day.
National Bank sold
Thirty shares of the First

$138 Wednesday.
for
Thursday morning, nothing being ready
were excused
trial in the S. J. Court, tbe jurors
till Monday next, at 10 A. M.
is the conThe thing to go to this evening
SoPierian
and
Club
Glee
Harvard
cert of the
it on any
dality at Fluent Hall. Don’t miss
at

account.

It took eighteen cars and two engines to take
the passengers of the Scandinavian to Montreal last night.
The Scandinavian lost one of her boats in tbe
over.

Tbe Montgomery Guards have a Calico Dress
Ball at City Hall next Thursday evening|
Chandler furnishes the music.
The Hebron Pond Slate Company did not
have a quorum present yesterday.
Tbe ladies of Congress Street had another entertainment at their church last evening.
There is but one man in this city that deis » life insurthe President’s veto. Ho

plores
agent, and

says people won’t insure their
is tight. If inflation induces
when
money
lives
for their families it is tbe only
ance

men to

provide

of it.
decent thing that can be said
elated at the
Oar postal clerks are unduly
veto. Some of tbe letters mailed

president's

yesterday bear tbe postmark

of tbe 24th.

persevering. The pews should be progressively
conservative, filled with earnest, attentive hearers, docile, prayerful and obedient to the truth;
and uuited, the result will be increased spirituality, love and peace.
The choir then sung the appropriate anthem—“Peace he within thy walls.” The
prayer of rededication was fervently offered by
Eev. H. Whitcher of Saccarappa, and the services closed with a benediction by the Pastor.
In the afternoon another service was held at
which Eev. Mr. Jones of Buxton, preached a
suitable discourse from St. Luke 24, 49. “And
behold I send the promise of my Father upon
you: but tarry ye in Jerusalem until ye be endued with power from on high.” The leading
idea was that the ministry and membership of
the church of Christ need this baptism of the
Holy Spirit thoroughly, in order to become successful in the salvation of souls.

Services'will be resumed in this church on
next Sunday under Eev, Theodore Stevens, the
pastor.
_

Mr. A. L. Mitchell of Falmouth, has been
to the notice of those desiring, a
strong soap, bnt one that will leave the skin
soft and prevent its chapping.
It is called the
Falmouth Toilet Soap, and it seems to be all
that is claimed for it.

introducing

niSCELLANEOm

NOTICES.

Nobody’s Darling.—A woman arrived in
this city yesterday on tha Grand Trunk from

Ladles.
We sell a complete suit of children's clothes
for less than you can buy the cloth.
Fisk & Co., 233 Middle street.

Montreal,and made a complaint that herdaughaccomplished young girl of fifteen had

Why do the ladies insist on having the Eureka Silk? Because it is the best.
London Cassimeres for Trowsers, our own
importation. Orin Hawkes & Co,, 290 and 292
Congress street.

er, an

away from home, and was, as she supposed,
in this city. Her name was given to an officer
and he went in search of the lost child. His
search was rewarded by findiug her at one of
the hotels. When told that her mother wished
to see her she consented to
go with the officer.
The meeting was a cordial oue, as each appeared glad to see the other. The girl said she left
borne because she thought she was not wanted
run

there, her step-father having intimated as much
her. She was willing to go back, but would
uot stay.
She says that her folks ate respectable and quite wealthy, but that she does not enjoy her borne and would rather earn her own
She was dressed very tastily and apliving.
peared very lady like.
Police'Notes.—Officer York arrested Thomas Foley yesterday at Gorham’s Corner, for

fighting. After the officer got him ironed, an
attempt was made by a lot of men and women
to rescue him, but they did uot succeed.
Two
of the women were arrested afterwards for in
terfering with the officer.
Deputy Bridges went to Bangor last night
to get a forger, who was arrested and detained
there. The forgery is for $400 on a well known
firm in this city.
Officers Rounds, Stevens and Horr arrested
four young “sports” on Centre street It st night
for making a general disturbance.
Officer Warren found a lady’s scarf on New
High street last evening, which the owner can
have by calling at the police station.
Music Haal.—The variety troupe at Music
Hall increases rather than diminishes in popularity, and the house last eveniug was a rousing
one, despite the weather. As usual Thursday
nights, a change was made in the programme,
and several attractive novelties were presented.
Conspicuous among these was Gibbon’s daring
leap, blindfolded, fifty feet from the trapeze to
the stage. It is a wonderful act, the* like of
which has never been seen before in this city.
A sack is drawn tightly over the head and
shoulders, and the leap is then taken. Andy
Showers’ trained dogs brought down the house.
They excel even those of the Snow brothers.
Monday night new faces make their appearance.
Among those secured are Little Delma,
the Sappho troupe, Jenny Roach, G. W. Rider
Ida Brummel, Gay Linton and Lucy Adams.
A Rogue.—Justus the Scandinaviin touched the wharf yesterday, a young sailor leaped
from the vessel and attempted to escape
Capt. Smith ordered him to be stopped and
officer Merrill arrested him and put him in
It appears that the young man has
irons.
been in the habit of shipping as a sailor, and
after being out a few days refusing to work,
and then at the end of the passage claiming his
But this time his little plan didn’t
wages.
work. Captain Smith suspected his intentions
He succeeded ingetting
and had him ironed.
the irons off, aud attempted to get away, but
was caugkt aud will go before the court this

morning.

Not Found.—For a number of days there
have been two or three detectives in this city
from Quebec, watching for the arrival of the
Scandinavian very earnestly night and day.
Yesterday, as she came up the harbor, they
were

on picket duty.
mysterious murder

It appears that there
in London a short
of the passengers knew

seen

a

M.
New.—A.
McKenney,
photographer, at 161 Middle street, Portland,
has been succeeded by Conant Bros, of Lewiston. The artistic productions of these gents
secured for them the highest awards at the
Bangor State and Androscoggin county fairs,
and they open in Portland fully confident of
their ability to merit the liberal patronage
which they hope to receive.
apl6 aod£w
Something

time ago, and that one
the circumstances and was a very important
witness. Consequently the detectives were detailed to watch for her.
They searched the
ship thoroughly, then gave up the hunt in despair, declaring that the woman bad not sailed.
_

Three o’clock Singing School.—The sixth
term begins to-morrow afternoon as per advertisement. If our young friends do not make
rapid progress in their study of music, it will
Unusual facilnot be for lack of advantages.
ities are offerred this class, and parents who are

Arrival

of

of the passage, but met with no serious accident. The pursnr has our thanks for late English files.
New Town House.—At

a

town

meeting

held

in Westbrook, Wednesday, it was voted to
erect a building to accommodate a town house
and High School, at an expense not exceeding
$15,000. The Selectmen and Supervisor of
Schools were appointed a committee to secure

proposals.
Base Ball.—At a meeting last evening of
the Emmet B. B. C., the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year:
President,
W. E. Ross; Corresponding Secretary, J. H.
Tobin; Recording Secretary, J. A. Gallagher:

Treasurer, C. H. Ross.
Personal.—W. H. Sargent, Collector of Cusfor Castine, is in the city.
Mr. R. O. Conant has arrived at Oakland,

toms

California.

Cape Elizabeth.
The Freewill Baptist church, situated about
in the centre of this town territorily, and near
the site of the Town House, having been al-

entirely rebuilt and refitted, was rededi'
cated to the service of the
Almighty God yesThis society has been in existence
terday.
about forty years, and made these alterations
in its edifice, adding a neat
at an ex-

most

steeple,

of about $3000.
A carpet in red and
brown colors is placed upon the entire floor,
the cushions of maroon colored, rep. a new pul
pense

pit with

the singing platform above and behind
is at the usual end,and a neat ornamental book
case for the library placed at lb« rturanba end.
present>mong other gifts Mrs.So-.11 !>»■
baiei- me
ed. though Mr. E. Robtoaun
,t *.0,*,
chandeliers and several sid. red*
A >«.
W-aatifal
all costing about $100.
trout.
hosehould flowers stood up*.a tin
The services commenced by singing a hyno,
read by Rev. D. B. Raudall of the M. E.
church. The first prayer and reading of the
Scriptures was by Rev. Theodore Stevens, pasi»

Rev. J. M. Bailey preached
tor of the church.
the occasional sermon based npou the text:
Haggai2. 9. “The glory of this latter house
shall be greater than of the former.” After an
historical outline of the first and second Jewish temples, a clearly connected argument was
wrought to show that the object of the tabernacle

and temple services

was

to

originate and pre-

Cbromos and

apr22-3t

Eight side up. Clothing and gent’s furnishing goods lower than any otber party.
J. Burleigh,
89 Middle street.
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq
Press office.
je!4-dtf

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE
Yerdict in the Rockland Inquest.
Death Caused by Inhuman Treatment.

Rocklakd, April 23.—The inquest in the
case of William Hart, was concluded to day,
and the jury returned a verdict that said Wm.
Hart came to his death on board the schooner
William L. Rolf from the effects of intoxication, exposure, neglect, and inhuman treatment by George A. Closson, master of said
schooner. Closson is held on a warrant of as
sault and battery.
Temperance Crusaders nt Bockland.
At a meeting of about one hundred and fifty
ladies at the Methodist Vestry this afternoon a
Woman’s Temperance Organization was formed with Mrs. J. O. Knowles as President.
Collection of Industrial Statistics Suspended.
Augusta, April 23.—In consequence of the
failnre of the legislature to provide for the
department of industrial statistics the Secretary of State is directed by the Governor and
Council to suspend operations under the resolve of 1873, which the last legislature did not

repeal.

Consent Withheld.
The consent of the Governor and Council to
in the State Normal
a post graduate course
Schools, proposed by the trustees, which is re
qnired by section eighty-four of the sehool
laws is withheld on account of the unsufilcien

cy of the

appropriation

to meet the addition*

expense.

Hospital Affairs.—Contract

Awarded.
The Governor and Council have determined
to fit up the new hospital chapel for the accommodation of patients at once.
Hailroad Taxes.
The list of taxes on the several railroads in
the State will be reported in the Council Chamber to-morrow.
The contract for the building for the Industrial School for Girls has been awarded to Fos
The bids ranged
ter & Dutton for $12,475.
from the above sum to $17,000.
Damage «• a Maine Vessel.
New York, April 23.—The ship Old Dominion of Rockland, Maine, arrived to-day
from Manila. She reports that she lost her
sails, damaged her rudder, and her decks were
swept, off Cape Good Hope. She sprung a
leak March 6th and put into Porto Rico where
she was

repaired.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Scandinavian.-The

the

Scandinavian, Capt. Smith, arrived
yesterday noon with 41 cabin and 503 steerage
passengers. She left Liverpool the 9th inst.,
and experienced very rough weather the most

English

Slop.
Stop and examine our all-wool Scotch suits
for $9.00; Spriug overcoats from $8.00 to $20.00.
Fisk & Co.,233 Middle street.

desirous that their children should learn to read
music, cannot do better than send them to Mechanics’ Hall at three o’clock to morrow.

steamer

Mr. Orth of Indiana, advocated the bill.

NEW YORK.

Saddn

Death.

promiuent citizen

of South

suddenly last night.

Weymouth,

a

died

Voice from the West,
New York, April 23.—At the session of the
National Board of Underwriters to-day, the
following resolutions were introduced by a
western member from Milwaukee.
Resolved, That the mem lie rs of this Board,
representing more than §75,000,000 of the insurance capital of the country, without respect
to party, desire to express our satisfaction with
the action of the president of the United States
in vetoing the iunation bill, so called—a bill
which in the opinion of this board put in peril
not only the welfare of the capital we represent, but threatened ruin and disaster to the
great commercial and industrial interests of
the country at large.
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be
respectfully forwarded to the President.
The chair stated that it gave him great satisfaction to put the question of the adoption of
this resolution before the board, and the resotion was adopted by a standing vote amid
cheering and applause.
The nominating committee reported the following board of officers:
Piesideut, Henry A. Oakley of New York;
Vice President, Lucius J. Hendee of Hartford;
Secretary, Samuel P. Blagden of New York;
Treasurer, J. S. Parrish of Providence; Executive Comm ttee, Stephen Crowell of New York,
Geo. L. Chase of Hartford, Charles Platt of
Pbiledelphia, D. R. Smith of Massachusetts,
Edward A Walton of New York, C. H. Bigelow of Minnesota, D. A. Heald of New York,
H. Bennett of New York aud Alfred Bell of

Albany.

The Pauormo

of the prisoners suspected of
complicity in the Panormo murder, was arraigned in Brooklyn to-day for assault on the
other parties, and pleaded not guilty. He, in
conversation with a reporter, said he knew
nothing of the murder but suspected Gilroy,
who he knew to be the worst man in Brooklyn,
and besides heard boys on the corner say that
Gilrov was the murderer of the missing jeweller. Douglas, who is said to have bought Panoma’s watch of thieves, has returned from
Boston, where he had been sick and claimed
his property under the police seizure.
matrimonial.
May 13th is the day announced for the marriage of Gen. Schenek and Mrs. Pickering
Hicks of this city.
The lady is a Roman
Catholic and immensely rich. It is said President Grant will be present.
In Be Fisk.
The old case of Lucy 1). Fisk, widow of Jas.
Fisk, Jr., vs. Union Pacific Railroad was before J udge Blatchford to-day. The law points
of the demurrer were argued without going into the merits of the case. Two weeks were allowed counsel for the company to fill a written
Fen nan,

Base Ball matters.
The National Association of Amateur Base
Ball players held a convention last night, 38
clubs being represented, including all the prominent University oiganizatious except Yale. N.
S. White of Harvard was elected Judge Advocate.
The question of “Pitching vs Throwing”
was d-'seussed,
and it was fiually agreed to
leave the rule as last year, which admits the
underhand throw.
Sad Ace ideal.
A young lady named Belle Palmer Wheeler,
just married, at East Meadow, L. I., was
thrown from a wagon last night, and her
clothes becoming entangled in the harness, she
was dragged a half
mile over a rough road.
The head was nearly torn from her body and
every limb broken in several places.
St. Georges’ society celebrated the 88th anniversary this evening.
The bill to punish dissemination of false
views concerning stocks, bonds or produce was
ordered to a third reading in the New York

Assembly to-night.

Six men escaped from
this evening.

Chemang county jail

WASHINGTON.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances todayCurrency, $2 229,811; special deposit of

legal tenders for redemption

of certificates of

deposit, $55,060,000; coin, $89,627,841, including
coin certificates $35,189,400; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Naval movements.
Bear Admiral Scott at Key West has dispersed the several sea going vessels under his
command to various ports of the North Atlantic station. The Canaudaigua is visiting ports
on the north and south coasts of San
Domingo
and the Kansas the ports of Hayti. The Ossipee has gone to the Spanish Main and will visit
Aspinwail and Greytuwn. The Waehusetts
has been sent to visit ports on the Gulf and on
the Coast of Mexico. The Brooklyn is about
leaving for the Windward Islands, and the
Shawmut is to visit ports on the south coast of
Cuba. The Colorado is expected from Havana
about the 24th inst, when she will take the
The
place of the Worcester as the flag ship.
other vessels above mentioned will return to
West
about
the
1st
or
15th
of
June.
Key
A|Mninc Collector Appointed.
The President has appointed Edward A.
Bragdon collectors of customs for York. Me.
The Relief Rill.
Washington, April 23.—Ibe President has
i.gued the bill pro riding for the .issue temporarily of army supplies to the people on the
Lower Mississippi who are in danger of starvation by reason of the recent overflow of that
river.
making Faces at the President.
It is stated that Morton and other inflationists at a caucus last night voted to defend their
position against the President’s veto. The
temper of the meeting indicated a purpose to
make a straight and open issue with the President aud debate the whole subject at length
ind with extreme pertinacity when it is reachsd next week.

Speculations

in

Regard to Secretary

—

terday.

vue

uugoerry

or

me morals or the

THE
THE

retire to the arsenal with his command as soon
as danger to life is no longer threatened, and
leave the quest'on to be settled by the contestants in the courts.
The Comptroller of the Currency replied today to the Committee on Banking and Currency that there now remained unissued about
$4,000,000 ot the national bank circulation of

has the names of the persons who tired at hint
last night, and to-day demanded their surrender and the delivery to him of Col. King, White
and Benjamin Johnson for violation of the

FLOOD.

WATER

STILL

truce.

There is great rejoicing in the city at the
prospect of a probable peaceable termination
of the difficulties. Business which has been
suspended since Monday will be resumed tomorrow.

A later dispatch to the Globe says that the
war is over.
Baxter’s troops are being furnished with transportation and sent home as
as
tapidly
possible. The remainder of Col.
White’s command loft for home to-nignt.
An extra police force, backed
by Federal

troops, are on duty to-night.
Little Rock, April 23.—Secretary of State
Johnson, whose election has never been controverted, called at the State House this morning
a“d urdered Mr. Brooks and his men out
of his
office. They refused to
go and Brooks said
that since Johnson had
signed Baxter’s proclamation convening the
Legislature and refused

to recognize him us Governor, he would
refuse
to recognize him as Secretary of State.
Johnson then left and applied to Col. Rose for
troops
to assist him id taking possession of his office
The result is not yet known.
All is quiet today and there have been no hostile demonstrations.
METEOROLOGICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB

RISING.

Drowned Out.
The People Fleeing to the High-

>

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Spinal
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 23, (3.00 P. V.))
For New England
during Eriday, the wiuds will shift to north
and west with clearing weather.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Bonetta—1220 bbls flour
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Famine.
23.—A famine pre-

Constantinople, April

vails in Anatrlia.
What the English People Say
London April 23.—Only one opinion
prevails in monied classes, uamely. that President
Grant’s veto of the finance bill will act beneficially on Americau credit. Any other course
would have been fatal.
The Herald correspondent has seen
nearly all
the prominent bankers, bullion
dealers, brokers and largest
investors, aud they unanimously applaud ihe President’s action.
Many persons felt confident that President
Grant would show pluck. Inflation is
generally considered a violation of principle.
It
would indefinitely postpone the resumption of
specie payments, act iujuriously on the present
investment and lead to a total cessation of
further purchase of American securities on
European accouut. The response to the veto
will soon be manifested in increased investments therein.
The recent impression of the London market
prevents an immediate rise in prices which is
to be expected in view of the removal of the
feeling of apprehension which prevailed when
the financial bill passed.
How it is Received in France.
A correspondent of the Herald at Paris reports that the veto message was extremely well
received by the French financiers, bankers and
merchants. All believe it the best thing done
since the capture of Richmond. The
capitalists there dreaded the increase of paper money.
How confidence is restored and a speedy return
to specie payments is expected.
The Herald correspondent at Frankfort reechoes the reports from other quarters of the
excellent impression made by the veto, which
is of vast importance in allaying the fears of
constant expansion and points out the
only
national mode of returning to a sound financial basis.
Duties on Sugar Abolished.

London, April 23.—The bill abolishing sugar
duties from May 1st has finally passed the
Hoise of Commons.
Proceedings in Parliament.
I the House of Commons to-day Disraeli
•tated that the minister had advised the Queen
to confer a mark of distinction upon
Captain
Glover for his services in the Ashantee war.
Gladstone, in a speecq reviewing the budget,
said he regarded the reduction of a penny in
the income tax an important step toward the
abolition of the tax. He approved the removal
of the duties on sugar, but opposed the abolition of the House license. He attacked tbe
method proposed for the relief of local taxation
because the question uext year would be preju1
diced
by this year’s legislation. He generally
<
Sir Stafford Northcote, Chancelcougratu’ated
lor of the Exchequer, on the favorable exhibit
of the finances he has been enabled to lay before the House.
Got Their Backs Up.
Halifax, April 23.—In the House of Assembly last eveuing, Mr. Holmes of Pictou called
attention to the fact that while the United
States charged duty on our coal, the Dominion
admitted American coal duty free, and argued
that this was operating injuriously to Nova
Scotia interests. He moved a resolution that
the Canadian government impose equal duties
on American coal to that
imposed by the United States on Nova Scotia coal, and that Nova
Scotia communicate this resolution to the government at Ottawa.
At the request of the Provincial
Secretary,
the resolution was allowed to lie over.

Bblt.

R.

eim

and 1 to 4.

Harvard

Dominion Parliament.
Ottawa, Ont, April 23.
Mr. McKenzie
said last night in Parliament that the Government did not intend to take charge of the telegraph lines.
The bill to regulate construction and maintenance of marine electric telegraphs, the
main object of which is to prevent any company from possessing a monopoly of landing
cables at New Foundland, was read a third
time.
During a discussion on the militia McKenzie
said the Government intended to place the
whole force under the control of the Major
General of the British army, to have it less
numerous on paper but better paid and
organized, and to establish a Military College, on tha
West Point plan, for the thorough
training of
officers. The vote, for the military bill was
carried.
The

—

MINOR TELEURAHt.
A petition is in circulation inviting Gen. Butler to deliver an address on the finanoial questions of the day at Music Hall,
Boston,Monday

evening.

Mrs. Abel B. Monroe, aged 45,mother of several children, fell down stairs at her residence
on North Bennett street.
Boston, Wednesday
evening, and broke her neck.
There was much excitement in the New York
stock exchange yesterday afternoon, and there
were indications of a panic.
About 2 o’clock
the bears made a heavy raid, carrying Western
Union down to 68^.
The market has since
steadied itself,
prices are better.
It is reported that a suit is commenced
against Jay Gould and others for $10,000,000
by one of the bond holders of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The object of this suit is to make
them pay for over 300,000 shares of that stock
which they hold.
All the papers of Philadelphia except the
Press and Inquirer express their approval of
the President’s veto.
Michael Gleason, a saloon keeper in Waltham, was run over and killed on the railroad,

however,tand

yesterday.

An ex-convict named John Burns was arrested Wednesday night on the charge of being one of the gang of masked burglars who
bound and robbed the Post family near Cattskill, N. Y., last October.
The steamship Mississippi, form Liverpool
for New Orleans, ashore on Florida reefs, is
expected to be a total loss.
Engineers of thirty of the principal cities
state that a large per centage of the fires could
have been avoided by ordinary care and attention.
The

morning papers

of Baltimore, without
exception, approve the President’s veto.
The effects and furniture of the St. James
Hotel in kiew York, were sold at auction yes-

terday.
Hon. John W Loud, a prominent citizen of
South Weymouth, Mass., died suddenly Wed-

nesday night.
Vice President Wilson left Boston for Wash-

ington last night.
Bridget McMahan,a drunken boarding honse
mistress, in New York,shot one of her servant
girls fatally Wtdnesdhy.
An investigation is going on in New York to
ascertain the customs officer who passed the
trunk from a Cuuard tteamer last week, which
contain-d over $16,000 worth of smuggled silks,
satins and laces. The owner, named Bean, has
fled.
An unknown man, supposed to be a stone
cutter, was found dead in a stone yard in
Providence, yesterday morning, having committed su.cide with a pistol.
Worcester sends $500 to the Mayor of New
Orleans for the relief of the sufferers by the
inundation.
Daniel McFarland,who killed Richardson,has
commenced a libel suit against the United
States Publishing Company, claiming $50,000
damages, for statements in the book entitled,
“History of the New York Tombs.”
The internal reveuue receipts Thursday were

$355,308.
The Milwaukee, Wis., Merchants Association and Board of Trade both adopted resolution approving the veto.
Johnson,held at Halifax on a charge of passing counterfeit U. S. notes in New Hampshire,
was handed yver to the
custody of United
States officers yesterday morning and taken to

Pierian

Bblt.

Consianeet.
Ac.

Contiqntct.

WTru«tHcoIlV<!3r‘‘nCB 1,000

b”5h cornmeal to0eo

cars.

Steamboat*
Receipt* by Railroads
Grand Trunk Railroad—7 cars sundries, 1 do
2 do ship knees, 33 do timber. 1 do bran. 3
do flour, 5 do corn, 11 do for St John, NB, 4 do for
llalfax, NS, 1 do for Liverpool, 2 do for Boston, 2 do
fbr New York, 3 do iron,3 ao piles, 2 do bark.
and

r^tatoes,

Club

—

t

Societies of Harvard

University

No. ear

GIVE

WILL

ONE OF THEIR

CONCERTS

POPULAR
—

AT

—

Suck 1,1st.

ISales at th# Broker’s Boaril.
April 23.1
Boston and Maine Railroad.
-dEinoi
Eastern

FLUENT
Friday Evening,

Railroad.

Portland. Saco & Portsmouth

Railroad! 1*.114

cent.

SIXTH TERM
3 O’clock Singing School

do short, at *.89.
York. April 23—Evenina.— The Wall street
“arket closed up in a feverish and desi>ondent
way

with stocks lacking the slightest
degree of steadiness
and prices down pretty
nearly to where they were in
the panic of last rail.
Money was in sharp demand at 3 @ 7 per cent, for
The h°a*y shrinkage of values on the
ca
Mock Exchange materially causes considerable shittlug of loans and unsettles the money market. Sterling strong at 485* ® 480 for 60 days and 488* @ 489 for
demand. Merchants were purchasers to considerable extent under the fall in gold. Gold was weak

MECHANICS’ HALL,
Saturday Afternoon. Apr. 9*. ISM,

w.

®

®

per cent, and

FiaeaoGi^niIVe,,?t

80,(1

finally

at

** u9ed
tbe cla** tree of expense
With this new system, Mason’s
Charts, also, will be
nsed. This makes one ot the best
opportunities yet
offered our young friends tor instruc tion in
music.
Song Book— rbc Klrad I.igbl.
Regular Sessions WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at 3 o’clock.
Tickets One Dollar in advance lor twenty lessons
Book forty cents.
Let all who propose to (oio the chess be present tho

by

per cent. The enormous depreciation in valaes depleted the
margins of many small speculators
and there was consequently a
steady stream of long
stock
on the market.
Tne temper ot speculation is decidedly bearish, and the bull element
seem8
compieteiy demoraUzed- The price of Union Pacific
Railroad has been afiected
a suit commenced
by
against the
apparently in the interest of
or holders otcompany
the 10
per cent, income bonds. The total transactions of the day were 371,000 shares
includWestern Union. 6JL200 Union Pacific, 48,™°
Nort" Western common, 28,700
Pacific Mail, 16,900 New York
Central, 9100 Erie.
The following were the qlocations ot uorornment

first

J03.000

will

lfU

All Odd Fellows

031

jg

markets.

W“Tlckets

FIRST

Calico

!

Portland

i

!

Auction of the balance of the Bankrupt Stock of Spring and Summer

oae*.

URDAY

EVENINGS, April 23d, 24th and Mth, a
splendid assortment of Spring and Summer Clothing
made for first class trade,
embracing floe Scotch
Suits, flue Diagonal, Tricot and other Coats. Don't
fail to attend for bargains.
ABRAMS 4k URO., Auctioneer*,

—JLW9—

Commission

(OUra IS Kickaage •trees.)
r. O.

NEW
assortment of Furniture,

a genera
Crockery and Glass

small invoice of Room Papers and Curtains;
also »t same time, for the benefit of whom it mar
concern, one case Knives, Forks and Spoons, aad one
second hand side spring open Wagon at 12 M.
W. O. BAILEY 4k CO.# Auctioneer*.
*P?3
3t

CHOICE

COLLECTION

FRAMED
AT

OF

CHROMOS

AUCTION.

On Wednesday A Thursday, April 39 A 30,
CMmaciii *« 3 Sc 7 I >9 *'lk each dap
—

AT

—

LANCASTER

HALL.

Wo shall sell • publliher’, oollectlon of selected
Chrotuoo (Valued. This publisher enjoys the ’eputatloa of placing upon the market some of the finest
subjects of any publisher in the United States.
The exhibition will be from Wednesday noon until

sale.

F. O. BAILEY ft CO., Auctioneer**

»PB_

64

Administrator's Sale ot Real Estate*
Hcenae from the Hon. Judge t
Cumberland County, 1 sha 1
on the premises in North Yarpublie
month, on MONDAY, the twenty-fifth day of May
next, at two o’clock, P. M., (if not previously tola at
private sale) all the real estate of Altred Shaw, late
of North Yarmouth, deceased, to wH: The homestead of said deceased, containing seventeen acres
more or less, with the buildings thereon, situate on
the south easterly side of the highway leading from
the New Gloucester road to the “Col. Baker farm,”
so called.
^
Also one other piece containing twenty-two acres,
more or less, situate on the north easteilv side of the
way, said premises being the same that Joseph
range
M. Baker conveyed to said Shaw, by his deed dated
Nov 29, 1845. and recorded in Cumberland Registry
Book 194. Page 304. For further description reference to said deed may be had.
The tala estate will
be sold subject to three mortgages to Hollis St. Clair,
to

a

Probate for the
PURSUANT
auction
sell at

92$ @

M.—United States

M.—Cotton is quiet
Liverpool, April
and unchanged; Middling uplands at 8$d; do Orleans
2000
bales tor export
sales
12,000
bales..including
8|d:

to secure the
payment of three notes as follows: One
of three hundred and
dollars and interest dated Dec. 1,1855- one of six hundred and twenand
dated
Nov.
dollars,
interest,
ty-five
30,1801—and
one of one hundred dollars and interest, dated Feb.
7, 1873.

twenty-five

simulation.

PORTLAND

Yarmouth, April 28,1874.
CHARLES HUMPHREY.
Adm’r ot the estate of Alfred Shaw.
dlaw3wF*
ap24

Deposit Vaults,

Notice or Commissioners ol Insolvency.
the subscribers, having been appointed by
Judge>»«

Exchange Street.

WE

SAFES TO RENT inside the Vaults at
(tom SIS tn 980 per annum
SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stacks, Bends,

the Honorable John A. Waterman,
Probate, within and lor the County of <and State of Maine, Commissioner* “L
decide upon all claims of creditor* to
tn Mdd countv
county,
Frederick Merrill, late oi Falmouth
do hereby give no.leceased, represented in*olvent,
tice that six mom bs from
lowed to said credit* to “u
^ ^
that wesna
claims
Mt()dleStl.Mti ln portIand>
j-and
ot Butler*
lolirth
Satnrdays of May,
the
August and September, next in tbe afJnne, July^ aqii.
on each ot said
o’clock
three
th# 7(fa day of October next
‘^“OOmlnn Wednesday
to
attend
P.
to that aero'clock
M.,
10 six
ftom three to
JOSEPH HOWARD,

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of TAL-

AyrH 7th,t," ^

UK RECEIVED at rates varying according to thesiaeef package add val
nation

i?8*13*^

o

Bird, Manager

,Vvbon

Tlc®’

M. M.

Portland, April 9,1874.

w43tt

F. L.

Merehandlse
street, comoe3dtt

Ware, a

23—12.30 P.

oct24

W. ALLBSf.

Next Saturday.
Painted Chamber Seta, Carpets,

5-208, 1862, at 98|.

Robert A.

c.

Consignments solicited.

Tlarltets.

COLLECTION and REMITTANCE
Interest and Dividends attended to.

BAILKY.

Regular sale of Furniture and General
erery Saturday at salesroom, 178 Fore
mencing at 9 o’clock a. M.

London. April 23—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Erie 30$
30J; do pref. 54.

Mo. 97

Merchants !

Salesroom 176 Fore Street.

dliag uplands 16£c.
Savannah. April 23.-Cotton is easier; Middling
uplands at 16Jc
Mobile, April 23.-Cotton weak; Midllirg uplands 16|c.
New Orleans, April 23.—Cotton easy; Middling
uplands atl7}c.

Safe

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS

Shipments—6,000 bbls flour. 161.000 bush wheat.
lOLKDO. April 23.—Flour it dull and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and declining; No 1 White Michigan
1 56; Amber Michigan 147; seller
May 147*; seller
Jane 1 51; No 1 Red at 1 51*. Corn dull ana lower;
high Mixed at 72*c; seller June 70ic; low Mixed at
71Jc; no grade at 70c. Oats steady at 54c for Nol;
51c for No 2; 52c for Michigan.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat. 23.M0
bush corn, 7,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0.000 bbls flour, 18,000 bash wheat, 31,000 bush corn. 3,000 bush oats.
Detroit, April 23.—Flour is quiet and unchanged
at 7 50 @ 7 75. Wheat is dull and lower ;extra at 1 66*
@ 1 67; No 1 White at 1 50; Amber Michigan 1 47.—
Corn dull and declined; 76c asked; 75$c bid. Oats are
in good demand at 57c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat, 0.H0
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls flour, 0,000 bash wheat, 0,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston. April23.—Cotton is nominal: Mid

and

4||

F. O. BAILEY A

hogs.

33—5.30 P.

lit Fedrral St., aster tJ. S. Hwswl.

*P23

0jc;

April

Clothing.

orders to close the whole lot at
WEWehare
win sell THURSDAY,FRIDAY and SAT-

steady;sales

Frankfort,

1874.*

AUCTION SALES.

Cincinnati, April 23.—Provisions qniet and weak
at the opening and closing steadie. Pork is held at
17 00. Lard Is
of steam at 9} @ 10; kettle 10c.
Bulk Meats quiet; shoulders at 61; clear rib
sides at 8|@8J; clear sides at 94. Bacon noting;
shoulders quoted at 7 @ 74c; clear rib sides at 94 @
clear sides at 9} @9Jc; outside prices asked.Whiskey steady at 98c.

at

HALL,

nusic BY C HANDLER * RAND.
“t*24
«t

Shipments -7,000 bbls flour,210,000 bash whest.210
160,000 bash oats, 2,000 bush rye 2 000

93 for meney and account.

—

Gent and Ladles, 11; Gallery tickets, Gents. 50 cents. Ladies 25 cents. Tickets
can be had of the Committee of
Arrangements and at
the door. Clothing checked free.
Grand March at 8$ o’clock precisely,

000 oust) corn,
bush barley.

European

AT

admitting

li

London, April 23—12.30 P. M.—Consols

Ball !

—

Thursday
Evening, April 30,
Floor tickets,

short rib middles at 8} loose
cash;
7
8 65.
Whiskey steady at 94c.
Lake Freights dull and nominal—Corn to Buffalo 5
Wheat to Kingston 10.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flonr, 82,000 bush wheat. 155
000 bush com, 42,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye. 3.000
bush barley.

Milwaukee, April 23.—Floor qniet and unchanged at 5 75 @ 6 75 for extra Spring. Wheat is
steadyNo 1 Spring at 1 314; No 2 Mixed at 1
274; teller May
1 294; seller Jane 128. Corn is steady; No 2 Mixed
at 624c. Rye Is steady and unchanged; No 1 at 91e.—
Barley Is dull and nominal at 1 58 lor No 2 Spring;
No 3 Spring at 138. Oats qniet; No 2 Mixed at 46c
cash or seller April; No 1 at 484«.
Provisions—Pork
nominally at 16 26 @ 16 50. H ams in pickle strong at
104 @ 11c. Dry salted meats—shoulders 6c; 94 @ 10c
tor Cumberland middles. Lard held at 9Jc for
(team;
kettle 10c.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 66,000 bnsh wheat. 0 MS

THE

Montgomery Guards,
—

sellerTay;

sale?

BY

CITY

h

?™.d°w *?

GRAND

Dress
—

to'good

de-

Committee of

did

Western

Tallow is in lair

be obtained of the
and at the door.

*P22

■

at 16ic.

are

COMMITTEE OP ARRANGEMENTS:
A. B. Rufiwll,
H. C. Jordan,
F. Rucknam,
J. I. Barbour,
J. B. Lucas,
W, B. Hodgkins,
E. A. Leighton,
Franklin Yeaton,
J. H. Russell.

a!we«^i:ee

May

with their Ladles
Invited.

can

Arrangements

Western and common grades are reported at 5
(2ft10c
uuder the quotations; sales lu.000 bblg; Western and
80
6 80: White Wheat Western extra at
6 80 @ 7 80; exra Ohio 6 30 <* 7 65; extra St Louis 6 40
11 00: closing dullquiet; Southern flour at 6 40
(aft
1100. Wheat-receipts 65,6400 bbls; Wheat dull and
■«avv and l@2c lower,
except No 2 Milwaukee,
which is iu light supply and not pressed for sales’
sales 63,000 bush; No 2 Chicago at 1 50
@ 1 53 No 2
1
ungraded Iowa & Minnesota Spring
at 1 48 @ 1 60; Canada Treodwell in bond t
70; unsound Spring l 30 ® 1 43; White Western 1 78.
Com
—receipts 93,800 bush; Corn is 1c lower with a moderate export and borne trade
sales
122
demand;
000
at 83 a 86c; old Western
Mixed 86 @ 87c; prime Southern Yellow at
87?c old
Western Yellow at 87 @ 88c; White Western at 86c
Oats—receipts 13,000 bush: Oats are a shade firmer*
sales41.000 bush; Mixed
at 62@64c; White
Western 65 @ 67c. Coffee is quiet and steady Rio
at21teUold. Sugar active and
firmer; fair

“»“•
@ 7Jc- Naval Stores—Rosin firm at 2 70
@-75 for strained; Spirits Turpentine firm at 43c_
Pork lower; new mess at 17 00; seller June at
17 124:
seller July 17 50. Beef is quiet at 10 @ 14.
Lard Is
lower; pnrae steam at 10J; salee of 1000 tea seller for
April iOte; 3500 tes seller May at 104 @ 10 15-16; 2500
te. .slier June 1M@ 10 T-mTImO tee eeller
at
104 @ 10 7-16c. Batter steady; Western at 24July
@
* 27c
State 27 @ 37c. Whiskey firmer at
974 @ 96c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and heavy; Cotton per
steam 9-32d. Grain—Com per steam at
lOd: Wheat
per steam at 104 @ Ud.
Chicago, April 23.—Floor is qniet and unchanged*
extra Spring at 5 75 @ 6 00. Wheat la in fotr
del
mand and lower, closing firm; No 1
Spring nominal;
*el,er
:1
*
for seller
M»?:
June, No 3 do 119; rejected at Il0@fio4. Corn
duil and lower, especially for
spot; No 2 Mixed at 624
cash; 634c seller for May -. 64J @ 64Je for seUer Jane;
rejected at 614 @ 61 Jc. Oats qoist and weak No 2
reft «* @ ** onspot j 464 @ 464c for
Jecteu 444c. Rye quiet ana unchanged; No 2 at 92c
Barley dull and nominal at 1 58 lorNo 2 Sprin-; 1 37
@ 140 for No 3 Spring. Provisions—Pork was dull
and unsettled at the opening with a fair
demand:
market firm at the close with the decline recovered
16 35 on spot eeller May; 16 45 @ 16 60 seller for
June!
i*a™
Sffot *rnd unchanged at 9 77 cash or seller May;
9
874 seller June. Bulk Meats are steady; shoulders
®c loose; middles are in lair demand and lower rates*

—

Baad Concert from 7 I-3 to 9 o’clock.
Clraad March in full Regalia nt 9 o’clock.

April 23—Evening.—Cotton Quiet
sales 2177| bales; Middling
forward deliveries in moderate businessuplands
at fa
13-lfle dec ine. Flonr- receipts 8384
bbls; the market
Is dull and Btrongly in buyers
favor; some Bales of

Molasaeafirm. Wee
7J @ 8Jc. Petroleum firmer;
,u, et„\nd““Ranged
sales
25,000 bbls crude on epot at 74c; 110,000 bbls for
at 74c; 4000 bbls seller June at
7}c; 15,000
8eDer !',ay
refined
last half

AT

CITY HALL !

N*tr York,
anil unchanged;

7}c.
*-f* 7*®7fc: prime
at

—

MONDAY EVENING, April 87th.

bonds.IV.*!**.*.84$

ML,#d

AND

—

Eriepreferred..*/’’. *2*

MilH

—

BAND CONCERT

Union Pacific stock.!!I!•!!!!
30$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail""

A

Promenade
—

quotations of
Western Union Telegraph Co... '** css
Pacific Mail.
JJF
N. Y. Centra'and Hudson
Riverconsolidated!!!! 97I
Erie.. •••••••««.,
344

grants.**#****#"
Union Pacific income

WITH

Grand

1,9!

..114I

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific do.
Union Pacificland

!

celebrate their

—

the

U«M«atic

Anniversary

FIFTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

United States coupon 6's, 1881,. 120}
United States 5-20’s 1862. im
United States 5-20's 1864.’ *19}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.* iooJ
United States 5-20’s 1865,newex-int
119
United States 5-20's 1867,.
119*

Stocks.foJIowing

F.

The Odd Fellows of Portland

securities;

were

apl'2Wlh<SF

O.^).

55th

Mfkt880K#2iS??J

'*

session._

I.

pur^i

1868,.*

the introduction

(a work admirably adapted to their wanta) one hundred copies of which have been received
by the teach-

weak at the lowest point of the
nominal. The stock market

United States 5-20*s
United States 5*s, new.
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest.
Currencv 6’s.

H,

MUSIC READING,

$255,000. Government bonds
day. State bonds
closed weak at
pretty nearly the lowest prices made.
The decline
was provocative of no
failures; Northwestern common and Western shows a decline ot
4* percent.:
Western Union, Wabash and St. Paul common 3J ®
4 per cent.; Rock Island, Northwestern
prefferrerf,
Union Pacific, Hanibal, St.
Joseph and Pacific Mail
York Central, Lake Shore,
3jt
ce?t;;
,New
Ohios C. C. and Indiana
Central, Delaware & Lackawana.and Western and Atlantic & Pacific
preferred
over 1
were
were

FITC

This Class will hare the benefit of
of a new system of instruction in

3 per cent.—

#>000,000 at 112 78-100®
$30 000 on account of Interredemption of bonds. The Customs
were

H2 89-1W. and disbursed
est and 45,000 in

receipts to-dav

L.

Instructor.

"0“H3* @ 112|.closing
??Tio?CK1iIi1I,t?oiuri?^the^?jr
at
Md, jl2| aaked. The rates paid for carrying
112j
3
4
1

were

HALL,
24th inst.

Tickets for sale at Stock bridge’s mu«ic store. Reserved seats 75 cents. Admission 50 cents. Doom
open at 7 o’clock, Concert commences at 8.
apl6td

York Stock and Hoaey Market.
York. April 23—Morning.—Money! at 4 per
Gold at 113.
Sterling Exchange, iong, 4.80;

and other valuables received.

Portland Wholesale Markets.
Thursday, April 23. The flour market is quiet
but firm for all desirable grades. Corn is very firm
at our quotations of Wednesday; the stocks are
rather light for the season; the receipts to-day were
five car loads. Oats continue firm at 65 @ 68c. Molasses is very firm and strong. Sugars are Arm and
steady at 10| @ lOJc for granulated. Oranges and
lemons are in better supply and are selling at 6 00 @
6 50 for choice re-packed fruit. Coflee is hardly as
firm though there are no quotable change in prices.—
Pork and lard are Arm at the recent advance. Eggs
are a little quicker at 17 @ 18c In lots, and potatoes
are very firm at 75c by the car load and 85c in small
lots.

ap JOdtw

Sodality

The Two Musical

EASTERN RAILROAD.
No.
[“J”''1'
Lyman, Son & T, chains.. 1

the United States.

FINANCIAL. AND COMMERCIAL

Glee
AND

R.

Josaelyn & Co.100
Kreripu
Graia,

<

1

Thursday.

—

EASTERN

Consianeet.

an,l

at
prices
^ ** CU’’ l>arf!uette and Orchtttri
Chairs 25 cts.
Be* Office open from
ip t0 12

Flpar.

mf

J Mo"'lay

a

Parquett* 33 et*.. Orchest™ rh>»I!’r<1p2,llerj 25ct!‘-.
(irand Matinee
a.itrt.10 ft!’’ HoIP8 *4.00
2 “’dock. Matleee

DAILY DOnBSTIC BEL'KIPTJ.

Brrripl.

SUCCESS

6 NEW STARS FOR «
Monday Evening, April 30th
Mr. Frank Gibbon will do a
dying leap from t) a
Bar to the Stage, blindfolded, a distance of 50 feet.

fcandinavian* Co,
/?nlKxly
^runk Co, i

rails, 102 car-hMu! ri
merchandise
7 ca** mer»
cliandlse to During Miliikcn <r
Can Ex Co, 25
* M^?rS ta,s 10
merchandise
to
J
pkgs
E Prindle
?9
pkgs merchandise to H & A Allan
r0,n’
£ Stevens & Co, 174 pkgs frnlt to Han
£
Marian
&
Co, 30 bales merchandise to c M
BEAR RIVER, NS. Schr .Moses Black—15 cords
wood to order.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—18 empty
casks 13 pkgs merchandise to J W Jones, 4 do do to
Swett’s Ex, 2 do do to Eastern Ex Co, 1 box salmon
to Can Ex Co, 3 boxes halibut to J Loveltt Ac Co.
case

MI-

Open Every Evening.

Wew

FOKi] I (* JM.

HALL, PORTLAND,

207

«5U

War

lands.
New Orleans, April 23.—The State authorities receive letters daily srooi persons in the
overflowed sections asking for provisions, etc.
The following extracts are fair specimens. A
letter dated Simms Port, Anayells Parish, addressed to the Governor, says:
“Please send me some supplies as I have a
large family of nine children,,to keep up and
feed. The wr.ter is three feet deep in my yard
and all over my place. It ;s utterly impossible
for me to get anything for my family to eat
without calling on you for assistance.
Please
for pitty sake do not fail to send me some supplies by return steamer.”
A letter to the Governor, dated Big Bend,
Anayells Parish, says: “The whole of the
Bayou Des Giazes and the Red River front is
entirely overflowed. All of us are bankrupt.
We have no money and no credit.
The commission merchants have all shut down on us,
and we have no provisions, many of us are
The water is all over the country
starving.
The cows that are not
and is still rising.
drowned are dying for want of food.
Sheep
and hogs are drowned by hundreds.
Take this
matter into consideration and see if something
cannot be done for us.”
A lettet from Charleston, St Mary’s Parish,
says that among the many sufferers bv the recent overflow are those who have lived on the
east side of Bayou Teche. on Cheney Bayou
Pigeon. On the shores of Grand Lake and
Lake Chicat, all of which districts are now
submerged, leaving some three huudred families in a state of utter destitution.
General Jeff Thompson, Chief State Engineer, returned to-day from the upper coast He
states that the storm which commenced on
Thursday of last week and continued until
Sunday caused the crevasses on the west side of
the river to increase rapidly in w!dth.
The crevasse near Port Hudson at the Longwood and Virginia plantations is now threefourths of a mile wide though only about three
feet deep. The levee being a very small one,
from three to four feet in bight. The crevasse
heretofore reported in Muganza Bend, below
tbe new Texes landing, is in what is known as
the Van Pelt Morgauza levee between the
original Morganza leveee and the grand levee.
The break is uow about 4000 feet wide in the
new levee, which was about thirteen feet
high]
1 n the old 1 ;vee are four breaks
aggregating about 800 feet.
ine hickory
crevasse, below Baton Rouge, is
now 1500 feet wide and seven feet
deep, the
water passing
through at a velocity of eight
miles an hour.
Gen Thompson reports another crevasse at
Hake Side Plantation
Point, Goupee Parish.
He says about twenty
sugar plantations have
been covered by the water from
Hickey’s, and
that hundreds of poor families living on the
have
been
Brayon
drowned out.
The Bonnet
Caue 'revasse is now 700 feet wide and four
feet deep in the ceutre where the levee is entirely gone, and the water is cutting a channel.
A gentleman who reached this city to
day
from the flooded parish states that the
Laugphaoo, Tickfaw and Amite rivers were swollen
by rains from Thursday to Sunday completely
overflowing their banks and spreading over the
country on either side for miles. The people
are fleeing to the
highlands. It is estimated
that the water is three feet
higher than ever
known before. The Amite river rose
very rapidly. Several children are reported drowned in
the streets of Port Vincent
which was overflowed.
The flat country of St.
Helena, Livinston,
Tangipaton, Washington, St. Tammany and
r elicana
parishes are flooded for miles.
xbe AlcGullen crevasses below Baton Rogue
will probably be closed in a few
days, though
these breaks are
comparatively small, water
from them has
already covered many large
plantations and driven out the poor people livin
-hind them.
Times says a gentleman from the upper
coast gives a most
appalling description of the
condition of the people who live in the district
overflowed bv the Kickey crevasse. He says
that not less than twenty splendid sugar plantations have been submerged from that source
already. That, however, was nothing compared with the
sufferings of the people on Sunday
last. This gentleman witnessed a large number of persons
wading out of water which passed through the break. Among them were womeu in water
up to their armpits holding their
infants above their heads, and it was reported
some had been floated away on the rushing tide
with their little ones in their arms.
Bayou Grosse Teli advices state that there is
now from
three to four feet of water on the
east side of the Bayou, and it is expected the
water will overflow the west side. The water
is backing up Bayou Plaquemme as far as Durdremer*s plantation and will probably reach the
town of Bayou Gonla, on the Mississippi river.
The rains continue, and there are floods in the
Ouchite and Red River valleys.
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HOURS’

pecksuiff.

Hundreds of Poor Families

not

A number of Senators, friends of the vetoed
currency bill, held a private conference this afternoon to talk ever the matter and agree on
their future course. Some friends of that bill
in the House have also had an informal consultation to day but came to no conclusion.
The Report on the Sanborn Contracts.
The report on the Sanborn contracts was pri
vately read to the Committee on Ways and
Means this morning ard ordered to be printed.
The committee will examine several additional
witnesses in a few days.
Various Matters.
The Committee on Ways and Means are still
occupied with the consideiation of the bill to
abolish moieties and repeal the law authorizing
the seizure of merchant's books aud papers.
Mr. Hubbard was heard before the Senate
Committee on Appropriations to-dav, in favor
of the postal telegraph bill.
Mr. Loring will
reply in behalf of the Western Union Company.
The Postmaster at New Orleans has telegraphed to the Postmaster General that the
country from New Orleans to Brashear is likely to be submerged and tbns break the connec
tion between New Orleans and Texas. He desires authority to institute a temporary service
another way. The matter has been referred to

Lotns.April 23.—The Globe’s Little Koclt
dispatch, dated last night, says that Col. Rose

Exparli.

St.

passed removing the political dis-

Rich-

been tendered
the vacant Judgeship of the Court of Claims.
an
He contemplates
absence from the city for
his health, which is somewhat impaired. Rumors continue that he will retire from the Cabinet, but they cannot be traced loan official
source.
The members of Congress of both
parties express no doubt that he will go out aud
receive a mission to Berlin or Vienna, both of
which will soon be vacant.
Several Senators
have openly declared that whoever may be appointed his successoi will undergo close scrutiny of the Senate.
The Friends of the Vetoed Bill.

The Arkansas Disgrace.

mcrning

Mr. Starkweather declared that there was
nothing wanting in his speech as printed in the
Recoru which he had not stated on the floor of
the House. He had not read Brown’s
letter,
but he had referred to it, aud stated that he
would have it printed if the gentleman complained of his (Starkweather) having publ'sbed that letter. He should a thousand fold more
complain of himself for having written it. That
was a stain which he (Brown) could not
wipe
out.
He (Starkweather) had felt bound to call
attention to it on account of the speech of the
gentleman from Kentucky on an eulogy of a
man who had abandoned the
position of Vice
President of the United States and gone over
to the rebel'ion.
As to his (Starkweather’s)
letter to Huntington, he explained the circumstances under which it was written. Mr. Huntiugtou, an ardent Republican, and Secretary or
Treasurer of the Republican National Commit
tee, had some time previously offered to contribute towards paying the expenses of the
the election in Connecticut, or of his own election if he were to be candidate.
He had not
then expected to be a candidate, but his friends
at home had nominated him, aud that tbe nomination being for a third term, and being therefore against the custom in that district for thirty years, had caused a divisiou in the party and
consequently diminished his chances of election. Under these circumstances he had drawn
$1000 out of the bank, being ne-tentb of all
he possessed and contributed to the fund, and
he had written the letter to Huntington, about
which so much had been said. That was all
there was in it. It had not the remotest connection with the Board of Public Works or
with the District government, for the very good
reason that tbe District government was not at
that t;me inaugurated and he himself and every
member from the committee had voted against
the bills.
No man in Washington connected
with the District government or with auytbing
else bad ever sent him the first cent to be used
in his electiou or in any other way. He had
courted the fullest investigation of the joint
commmittee on the D'strict affairs, and had
yesterday waited on that committee and so
stated. He had never made any application to
the District government even for a clerkship.
No friend of his had ever held a contract under it or been connected with a contract. If
the gentleman from Kentucky or auy other
member would rise aud state that he (Starkweather) had done anything that staiued his
integrity, he would demand an investigation
and have the judgment of the Hoase on tbe
question. He had some faults, but tbe fault of
money getting was one that did not belong to
him.
Mr. Brown made a rejoinder to Starkweather,
and was indulging in an eulogy on Gen. Breckenbriage, when he was interrupted bv points of
order, which, amid great noise, confusion and
uproar, were decided against him.
Mr. Starkweather then offered a formal
amendment so as to let Brown go on with his
remarks, but Brown said he declined anv such
courtesy, and would “let the galled jade winch.’’
This closed the personal altercation, and the
committee proceeded a little more orderly with
tbe consideration of the bill.
At half past 4 the committee rose having disposed of seven pages of the bill.
Mr. Tyner of .Indiana, trom the Committee
on Appropriations, reported the
post office appropriatiou bill. Referred to committee of the
whole.
Tbe bill appropriates $35,ti53,391, of
which $5,634,842 is to come out of the Treasury, the rest being derived from postal revenue.
For the steamship service to China aud Japan
it appropriates $500,000, to Brazil $150,000, and
to the Sandwich Islands $175,000.
A recess till half past 7 was taken.
The evening session was for the consideration
of the legislative appropriation bill.
Evening Session.
The House spent two and a half hours in
committee of the whole on the legislative appropriation bill.
There was some discussion about the frauklng privilege on a motion to strike out an item
for postage stamps for the Interior
Department,
which motion prevailed. No other matter of
public interest was discussed.
There was a
pretty full attendance though hardly a quorum.

ardson.

Secretary Richardson has

was

the

Tho legislative
appropriation bill wa» then
taken up in committee of the whole.
On motion to strike out the
paragraph for
salaries of officers of the government
of the
district of Columbia, an angry discussion took
place between Messrs. Brown of Kentucky, and
starkweather of Connecticut, the former complaining of the latter for having inserted in a
speech of his published in the Record some
weeks ago, a letter written by Brown in the
early days of the rebellion, counselling the
shooting of auy man in Kentucky who would
join the Union army, and Brown retaliating by
reading to the House Starkweather’s letter to
Huntington, cashierof the First National Bank
of Washington,
asking pecuniary aid to defray
fhe expenses of his election.
Mr. Brown having had Starkweather’s letter
read from the Clerk’s
desk, went on to say that
its author was blessed with a
thrifty patriotism
and always
his eye on the main chance.
kept
He denied that in his
speech on the civil rights
bill, to which Starkweatuer’s speech was partly
in reply he had said
anything, as was alleged,
disrespectful of the President of the United
States or of dead Union
soldiers, whom he had
always hooored for their heroism, just as he
honored the courage and mauhood
displayed on
the other side. He understood that much contained in Starkweather’s speech had not been
uttered ou the floor, so that the
gentleman
showed a disposition to indulge in libel and
slander by stealth. He (Brown) wanted people
of his District and State to understand that the
man who
misrepresented him and arraigued
him was the author of that letter. He did not
know which most to admire, the insolence of

one

reply.

bill

during

abilities of I). A. Telfair of North Carolina.

murderers.

of the Dorchester murderer.
A boy of fifteen, named Edward Pomeroy,
whose pareuts reside in Chelsea, is under arrest
stroBgly suspected of murdering the four year $354,000,000.
old Mullins child in Dorches.er yesterday.—
The sub-committee of the House Judiciary
Young Pomeroy was recently pardoned from
the State Reform School, where he was sen- Committee was engaged this morning hearing
testimony with reference to the proposed
tenced for cutting and mutilating several chilcharges of impeachment against Judge Storv,
dren younger than himself.
in Arkansas.
He makes a Confession.
The National Academy of Science continued
Jesse Pomeroy, the lad who murdered the its sessious to-day.
Prof. F. A. P. Barnard,
child of Jno. A. Mollin, a cabinet maker living
President of the Columbia College, N. Y., was
in Dorchester, was to-day taken to the under- elected Foreign Secretary.
Many interesting
takers and shown the body of his victim. When papers were read.
asked if he ever saw the body before he said
“yes,but I don’t want to look at him any more.”
He trembled all over while in the room and
Forty-Third Congress—First Session.
When asked how
showed eviuence of guilt.
he got the blood off the knife he said he did it I
bv thrusting it into the ground off the marsh. !
SENATE.
fie said if he did the deed he was sorry for it
Washington. April 23.
and hoped his mother would not know about
Petitions against compulsory pilotage from
it. After looking at the body Detective Woods
asked him if he did that referring to the cut- Maine were presented.
A bill was introduced reducing the tax on
ting. He replied “Yes. f killed him”, and on
State bank circulation to the same as on nathe way back from the undertaker’s he said in
tional bank circulation. Referred to the Comanswer to questions “f suppose I killed him.”
mittee on Finance.
Detective Woods then asked him what he
A resolution was agreed to to print 5000 copies
thought ought he done with him, and he re
of
the Post Office Committee report on the bill
plied “Put somewhere so I can’t do such
for transmission of correspondence
providing
things.”
by telegraph.
Pomeroy has been taken from the station
The Menuonites bill was discussed during the
house to confinement in the Charles street
morning hour, when the Louisiana bill came
jail.
up, and Mr. Windom moved that it be laid
The child was cut in similar parts of the
aside
iu order to finish the Meunbody as were the children, whom be mutilated onite informally
bill.
Considerable debate ensued on this
His mother is
in Chelsea and South Boston
Mr.
Haiuliu
motion,
saying that the Louisiana
South Bosa dress maker living on Broadway,
bill commanded but little attention as only
ton, a worthy and highly respected woman.
seven Senators were present when Mr. CarpenThe youth is undoubtedly insane.
ter made a speech on that bill a few
days since.
A Child Outraged.
Finally the Louisiana bill was considered.
lias
rascal
been
arLowell. April 23.—A
Mr. Merritron argued that Louisiana bad
rested to-night for a dastardly assault on a litnever been out of the Union and in denial of
His name is Marshal
tle girl five years old.
the right of a State to secede.
The reconstrucShier, and he was caught in the act by the tion acts were revolutionary ou the part of
He
is
35
aid
years
mother of bis little victim.
Congress, though they were binding on the
and well known to the police.
State now as the people had accepted them and
the State government had been organized under them. They had also been recognized by
Three Men Drowned.
the executive, and though they were in the naCape Mav, April 33.—Captain John Reeves, ture of
revolutionary acts, having beenac
Cap!. Chas. P. Smith and three men named cepted on all sides, they became valid. Under
M. Herl, Hoffman and Willetts, left the five
these reconstruction acts Louisiana had organfathom lightship yesterday for here. Their
ized a government, Republican in form, and
boat swauiped on Cold Spring bar and all but
under her constitution an election was held in
Beeves, who swam ashore, were drowned. 1872, at which McEnery was legally elected
The bodies except Smith’s were recovered.
Governor. Kellogg was a more usurper.
Before concluding his argument Mr. Merrimon yielded to adjournment.
Burglary.
HOUSE.
Hartford, Conn., April 23.
Burglars
broke open the safe of the Moodus Savings
A resolution was introduced that the Bankof
Bank in East Haddam laBt night and stole
ipg Committee enquire why the $25,000,000
$465 in bills and about 88000 in Western real national bank currency had not been withThe Post Office drawn; also a resolution making the same enestate and railroad bonds.
was also robbed of $400.
quiry of the Secretary of the Treasury. Both
were referred to the Banking Committee.
in
The bill introduced yesterday by E. K. Hoar
house
The Central school
Melrose, Mass.,
concerning the rights of citizens in foreign
was damaged $3000 by an incendiary fire yescountries, was taken up,
Arrest

A

A

Congress.
Th« Secretary of War to-day telegraphed to
the commandant at Little Rock that he might

Boston, April 23.—Hon. John W. Loud,

continued
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Variaas matters.

New subjects in fine
Engravings, at Hale’s.

Insane

__

■

gale coming

he occupied by good men, faithful and
progressive, free from sordid interests and servile dictation, spiritually minded, sincere and
must

Dead.
The old method of toing a small business
and getting big profits is dead.
Our way, quick sales aud small profits.
Fisk & Co., 233 Middle street.

was
BEFORE

complished.- The Christian pulpitis now greatthan the latter temple, even because it teaches how man can be saved from his sins by faith
in Christ who has already come.
The pulpit
er

the side of the scow, thus killing two birds with one stone. The scows as
yet are simply an experiment, but as everything this firm undertakes proves successful, it
is fair to presume that this undertaking will
not be in vain. RufusN. Merrill is buildiug
the scows on Back Bay, and when finished they
will cost about $1000 each. They are built in a
very substantial manner, and look as though
they would sustain a great weight.

are

to

TEMPLARS OF

correct ideas of God in the Jewish church
and nation. The
glory of the second temple
was greater than the first
because it more nearly introduced Christ, the long promised Shiloh,
the ante-type of the emblems of the former
temple, and it was in existence in his time.
And so the objec' of the ritual service was acservo

Concert.

tribute to make this, the first concert of the
Harvard Glee Clpb and Pierian
a

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Calico Ball—Montgomery Guards.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Framed Cliromos— F. O. Bailey & Co.
Administrator’s Sale- Charles Humphrey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sauford’s Jamaica Ginger.
Commissioners’ Notice—Estate of Alfred Shaw.
Piano to Let,
Lost—Gold Earring.
Removal—Charles Pearce.
Partner Wanted—Harry B. Watson.
Wanted—Two Gentlemen.
Bricks—Citv of Portland.
Wanted—Girl.
Wanted—Mowe, Cole & Benson.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Fisk & Co.’r Announcements—3.
Cassiineres -Orin Hawkes A Co.

Stated

XI nr yard

Remember that to-night will be given the
ong-looked-for concert by the students of
Harvard College. For the time being Portland
will have the air of a University town, as there
will be here about forty students from Harvard,
and many
twenty or thirty from Bowdoin,
will turn out
graduates from all colleges, who
m large numbers to greet their collegiate broth
We
ers.
hope that the young ladies

BUTLER,

apl IdlawS&wgwlt

Atone and Rock Excavations.
undersigned haviug had an extended expertence in rock and earth excavation*, and the layami drain* of all kinds, would hereby
sewer*
of
ing
oiler his service* to the citizens of Portland in that
line. And aleo for the removal of earth and for fill-

BARTLETT,

Chemist and State Assayer, THE
Has removed his Office to

F. T. MEAHER A CO ’S Dm* Store,
Corner Congress and Preble Sts.
esc Particular attention paid to ®atcr
Office hoars every W®***7»
Afternoons. Ordsr. may bsleft atabors

ing for

analysts..^

Friday
place.

ap23d«»

any purpose.

All orders promptly attended to.

Order

j

Blate at He. 979 Middle Stmt,
ideace 94 Orssa Stmt.

spfeoww

m-

eA*»nw» oxwn.

The Fatal Arrow.

RAIL HOADS,

STOi\l\GTOS LIKE!

EASTERN RAILROAD
—

Mv father had a fair-haired harvester;
I gleaned behind him in the barley land.
And there he put a red rose in ray hand,
leaves
O, cruel, killing leaves those rose

He sung to me a
Learned of Rome bird ami
Athwart the .hlliing aWdhJ;
him
Beating the tune up with

little.{wdcjn

m

AHEAD
swept

the limpid stream,
loose-tongued willows whispered

Um^iWer-sJe
bfe

Ah

long ago,

hour! so long and
back on me Uke a dream.

Cometh

It

f

_»-v

..

One

FOR

h|g Bickle
h
rt k
tne way.

w

And there he told me, blushing soft—ah me!
Of one that he could love—so young and fair,
Like mine the color of her eyes ana hair;
0, foolish heart! I thought that I was she!

And

yet I cannot hear the stir
Of willows by the water but I stop.
And dowo be warm waves all their
My empt> arms to tina my harvester.

I

last an arrow pierced my breast,
with a fatal point- he eal'ed me friend.

Still next my heart the fading rose I wore,
But all so sad; lull well i know, God wot,
That l had been in love and be had not.
more.
And In the barle> Held 1 gleaned no

agejscie
agent.

Contracts for I dvertiFements in all Newspapers ot
ail cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston. Mr. Niles is
authorized to contract lor Advertising in the Press

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stouington with the entirely new and su(>erb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegMonday,
ant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
aJThursday and Saturday, arriving in New xork
Baggage
way® in advance of all other line®.
checked through.
Maine and
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A
Easleru Railroads and at Krdlins

T. C. EVANS.
& PRINT-

AGENCY

WAREHOUSE,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
ERS’

19#

=-“-“—3.15 p. m.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portlnud
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4.25 p. in.
A freight train wiil leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.
J- PRESCOTT, Superintendent.
Ie9dtl

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Primers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
pater in the United states or Canadas at publishers’
Send for estimates. Mr. Evans is aulowest prices
thorized to contract lor advertising in the l'RESS.

C. J. WHEELER,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

G-EMENT,

FALL

Resident.

Passenger trains leave Portland
""-=3gffafor Rochester and intermediate stations
'■"■■"at 7.30 A.M., and 1.30 P. M.. making

SIS!??!

At Waidoboro' for North Waidoboro', Washington
»nd Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
t Trains daily and freight taken at .ow rate**

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. AS.

Liraington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Liraington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s

Mills daily.

Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield

At Centre

daily.

WILLIAM H.

TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Hard Pine Timber

OF TRAINS.

ALTERATION

Hard Pine flank, hard

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
wili run as follows:
Tfff3§Sw?i?BTrain£
Mail
train for Gorham and accommofc w''dation train
to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. <stopping at all stations*, 4
with
Island PoLd.) connecting
night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal ami tbe West.
Accommodation train for Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
On

Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

No. 6 Washington Building,

Offices

Passenger

PROVIDENCE. R. I.,
b

ESTABLISHED

IN 1849.

AUENC1.

ADVERTISING
No. 10 Slate

St., Boston,

ana

37 Park Row, New

York,

Estimate turnisbed grails for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the United Stales pud British Provinces. Messrs. Pettengill & Co. are authorized to
coutr ct lor advertising in the Press.

Tickets sold at Reduced

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Ciuciuuati, 81. Louis, Onuha,
Magiuaw, Mi Paul, Malt Lake City,
Dearer. Man Francisco,
and

GEORGE P. RoWELL Ac CO

ALL THE LEADING

Northwest. West and

advertising

ell Ar Co. are authorized tocontiaci lor
in the Press.

BATES

A

LOCKE,

Advertising Agents,

Newspaper

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo B1 wie.

J H. Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengi.l & Oo.

Messrs
Send lor l.st of 10r choice newspapers.
Beies & Locke are authorized to contract ior adver
in
ibe
Press.
Using

THE GRAND TRCNK RAILWAY is in iplendl
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of am route from Portland to the West.
iyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and net subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible Iot baggage to
any amonnt exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless Dotice
given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger foi eveiy $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprcntendent.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

PORTLAND

DODD’S

___

t-/*

WASHINGTON STREE'l, BOSTON.

Advertisement* teceiued for every Paper in the
Uni led State* and British Provinces at the lowest
contract iice*.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.
Mr. Dodd is autboiized to contract for advertising
in the Press.

S. L. DOLT &
29,

ft

OGDENSBURG R. R.

CHANGE OF TIME.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

Southwest

J C. FPRNIVAL Aft.

NE WSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description,
Type, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 P-*rk Row, New York. Messrs. Row-

31

all points in the

ERTIMNG AGENTS

ADI

FOB

,

31 & 33 Haverill

CO.,

St., Boston,

Mass.

On and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
unt}i further notice train* will

follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.46 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett tor Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
Tbe 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeourg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

depart.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent,
aus30ti
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.

TRAL RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15A.
t9.10 a. M., ||3.15 P. M., t6.00P. M.

]*a;fv2??5si?Si|ly, f°r
^

Manufacturers & Lealers in Portable &

Stationary

Steam Engines & Boilers,
Engine Lathes, Planers. Upright
Drills, aart all kinds ol Wood
ft Iron Working machinery

We alee have for sale, one 2nd band “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Eneine,Shafting, Belting, Shw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Rollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shafting, Hangers,
mc25d3m
Pulleys. Belting, &c., &c.

Sabbath School Sont, Book!
the New and Beautiful
School Song Book, the

Triumphant Success of
bath

RIVER

Sab-

OF LIFE!!

By H. 8. Perkins

and

W. W. Bentley.

This

fine book has been but a short
public, and the public is already convinced of its surpassing merit. Witness the great
sales;—many thousands. Witness the decided words
of praise from hundreds of Sabbath School workers
in all directions.

undoubtedly
time before the

RIVER OF LIFE!
A Superintendent in Charleston, S C., says:
pronounce it tne best book we have ever used.”

“We

Clergyman

in

with it.”

Philadelphia

is

“Greatly pleased

mendations.
No book of the kind issued for many years has given greater or more universal satisfaction.
Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for 30 cents.
Price by the Hundred Copies, $30. Sold by all
dealers.
Boston.

ap22

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York.

d&w2w

W ood W orking Mach’y
Mill

Milk 8t.

&

C0.t

(Corner ol Oliver), Ho»ton,
9l«ecial Agents of

leading reakerp.

ALSO OEALER8 IN

BOILERS, PI OPN.IRON WORKING
TOOLS, BELTING & SUPPLIES.
mc9

d8w

IMPORTANT TO

FARMERS & GARDENERS
All persons who wish to raise the

Largest and Best Cabbages in the World
should send
Twenty-five cents for one package of
imported
ALfiATIAN CABBAGE WEED.
Cabbages of the finest quality and weighing upwards ot Sixty pounds, may be raised in
any pan of

the uniie<l biates from these seed.
Each package containing an ounce will be
sent,
free of postage to any address, on
receipt of the price
*J5 cent* each, or five packages for One Dollar. Full
direct Ions how and when to plant
accompany each

package. Address
n. m. REVIVAL A CO.,
96 Amity Street, New Ifork City.
dlw&w3w
apl8

SALFM LEAD COMPANY.
Warranted PCBE WRIT.! LKjID.-Wellkni'Wn throughout New England as the WHITEST,
FINEST, and BEST.
L.KAD TAPE, 5-8 in. wide,on reels for Curtain
Sticks.
LKAD BIBBON, from 2} to 8 inches wide,
on reels lor Builders.
LEAD PIPE, of any size or thickness.
At lowest market prices for goes Is of ezual quality.
Address SALEM LEAD CO., Salem, Mass.
mcl9
S&W<£w3ml2

Moth
"AVI
A n Bv the use of this valuable prepar«very household in .ested wilh Moth, Roaches,
iJo. r8* CricketsR and other destructive insects, will
manvII1Sny !lm, ofits c°st, ®nd in some cases perhaps
doilars. It will not only BEPEI.
thw iu'J"' ret8
extebminatob.

»nd

their.o'™ bui.wl11

ABR0LCTEI-y dfstbov them
,0 the Proteclion

pricTos c^\4u,,ted
d

b>

liR ANT * CO.,
mh9-3mP
-.--250 Fore Street, Fortland.
P- A.

band Concord Wagon.
wheel* will be sold cheap at

“iaan<1Bargain.
80

in season

P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all Darts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland aDd Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

♦Pullman sleeping car express tram.
train runs Sanday Morning, does not

N. B.
run

morning.

This

Monday

J. PRESCOTT’,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
de8

f

BOSTON

MAINE

&

RAILROAD

Carbolic

W ells’

one

two 86118 01

«pr®b°1ritY,?0S;iie.

M.
For U owe 11—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.10 A. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,
•3.10 P.M.
For Milton and Union Village 6.15 A. M.,
*3.10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, 8aco and Biddeford 110.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at fll.20 A. M.
Fo- Ncarboro, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kennfbnnk t2.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Rennebnnk t7.30 A. M.

TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.
apltlw

A STORY OF TRE “NEW CRUS IDE.”
k idliiivt^ latest and greatest book,
• O* ./FI til 111
Son the most remarkable
A fitting sequel to his
uprising of modern times.
‘Man-Trap’ and ‘Ten Nights,’ will arouse the
like a trumpet blast, and sell like wildfire.
Published at a low price to insure rapid sales and
immense circulation. Friends of temperance, help
to circulate it. Choice territory awarded. Complete
»J. M.
agent’s outfits mailed on receipt of SI.
STODDARD & CO., Pub’s, Philadelphia. aplt4w

TCJ

people

AND ALL

comprehensive, enabling anyone in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
The
minnte.
140 words per
unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO.,
Tth St., Phila., Pa.
A RENTR

139 S.

aplt4w

the

Lifo

of

WANTED
CBABLE8 SUMNER, by Rev. Elias
Nason,—full, complete and authentic,—a fine opporB, B. RUStunity for wide-a-wake canvassers.
SEL, Publisher, Boston.
aplt4w
Agents

If yon want to make^money, sell

!

arrive.

In Boston at 10.45 A

Line at 11.10 A. M.
The tf-io A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York
via
Springfield; also with 5.30 P. *i. (Bteamboat) trains
lor New York via

The biggest thing yet.

Humor, wit, pathos, life,
The peolaughtrr, 350 comic ruts
It will sell in dull times ! ! Show it
to a man and he surrenders, it is sure evry time.
Don't bother with heavy books that nobody wants.
Humor is the thing that takes. Agents wanted
everywhere. Send for circulars and extra terms
to To-Day pub. Co., Philadelphia, New York,
fun and

Boston

Chicago.

or

apr6t4w

g

The Highest Medical Anthorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

JURUBEBA

.

decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
nervous
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price S>1
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
It arreBts

ap8t4w

CAIPHORINE
The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.
TRY IT.

BOTTLE, 25 CENTS.
HOYT, Proprietor,
203 Greenwich St., N. Y.

PRICE PER

REUBEN

sale by all Druggists.

The *3.10 P. M. tram arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
with trains tor New York via
field at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. Springivl.
,<a?t:aKe checked through

by eUh™groute':kete<1

«t Kxeter
fr«!hme£t^Vll™,
Fust Class
DnJng Rooms.
ircftDTneiiTa at

lor

re-

Passenger Station in Boston, Havmarket Snnarp
Passenger Station i„ Portia.’ d,
Portland & Ogdmsburg K. K.
gCf tralna ar'
rive at and depart from thi, station
Freight received at Portland A Oedenshnrv n n
Freight Station, West Commercial
P.

?me? i„?St
iwsJSnMr Irata^'

street! untlls

Familv package Tickets between Portland and
Boston for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
»A ccommodation.
•Fast Express.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt., Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
tt
Boston, Dec. 6,1873.
_

_

flow great the change; how improved your nasal
organs have become. There are thousands ot people

who have spent

ONE THUMPER WEEK.
Steamship FALMOUTH,

A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 5.30
,P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,
:
connections with the Intercolonial Kailway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow anti Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Preton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other intormation apply to J. B.
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
W.

Hundreds ot

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACH1AS

Steamboat

But Few
Years

LEWISTON,

Wharf every
at

alway

Machiasport

will leave

every

Monday

CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.C. KilRailroad Wharf every lflonduy
WedueMduy nud Friday Ewningn, at IO
o’cioc k, commencing Wednesday evening, April
The Steamer
by, will leave

Radder’s GERMAN SNUFF

1st.
For

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, bearsport, Sandy Point, Bucasport,
Winterport and Hampden, or as far as the ice will
permit.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday t.nd Friday mornings, at 0 o’clock, touching

at the above named
5 o’clock p. m.

landings, arriving

Which will by its use PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

GERMAN

in Portland at

CYRUS .STURDIVANT, General Agent,

Portland,

Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.
March 27, 1874.

SUPERIOR
ING

SEA

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

severe

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

of Central

Wharf, Boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and

Is anything

Kwill

Georgia;

GERMAN

by

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais and St. John, Digby
Windsor and Halifax.
8PR1N Gr

ARRANGEMENTS.

SNUFF

Will Cure

Dartial

53 Central Wharf. Boston.

June2tf

disgusting;

Deafness,

Caused only by the passages being filled with matter, which the Snuft penetrates as if by magic. *nd
short time you feel like a new being.

tn a

GERMAN

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

SNUFF

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H; Pike, and the Steamer
•New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Win■i*
’cheater, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

OAT

MEAL

same

days.

“B. & L.” BRAND.

Connections made at
Eastport lor St. Andrews
Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John ior Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac Am.
herst.
^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
mc4<ltfA. R. STUBBS,

Also, Dealers in Grocers’ Sundries.

PORTLAND

BOGLE &
Importers

of the

LYLES,

Celebrated

A BAD

HEADACHE,

Nos. 87 & 89 Park
ap!5

ISTLCW

® FLORENCE®
FCOBTKhSir^T*Mi?£UK
and

against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
Grover & Baker
Companies, involving

over

la finally derided by the
Nupreme Court of the Cnileil N la ten

in favor of the
Broken the

PhORENCE, which alone has
monopoly of High Frier*.

of

GRACE

&

1 tntrd

F^per, Superior
Board*. :*5c
N:lO

GI.ORY

U’1*®

«BEAT AMERICAN COFFEE
/ distills Coffee as clear as amber: extracts
al. its strength; retains all Its nutritions aroma.
J he best thing ever offered,
sent to any adprice
dress. Call and see it in
operation or send tor illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale I)E WITT
C. BROWN & CO.. 078 Broadway, N. Y apl5t4w.
/>/\AGENTM» PKOFIT8 per
4.77
4
week. Will prove it or forfeit
1500. New articles just patented. Samples sent free
to all. Address W. H. CHJDESXER, 2G7 Broadway, New York.
apl6f4w

3 School Teachers
In each

Wanted

County for the Spring nnd Hnnunrr.
9150.00 per month. Send for circular, which
gives full particulars. ZIEGLER & McCURDY,
Springfield, Mass.
aplGHw

35 INDIA ST..

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falle Hotel, O. A.Fraet,

Praprietar

Prap.

Steamers

DeWift

Houae, Waterhauae
Proprietor*.

35 India
felT

H

•

Thayer, Proprietor.

We intend to make a- paper for
sensible people, and make it worth
99 to each subscriber lor the jeai
1874.

Eastern Hotel—R. K. Stoddard,
Prop.

MECHAWIC falls.
Unioa Hotel, P. K’ C obh, Proprietor.
WORTH triWDHAn.
W- W- "••■ley, Propri-

CO.,

WORWAT.
Beal’. Hotel, O. H.
Green,

Now is the time to subscribe.

Prop,

“pafe.*™»«W*. wEitnonroh
WAPLES

Kprio"

CO.,

St., Boston, Mass.

Pro-

tV A Inca Agent wanted

Danforth Home, D. Danforth.
Proprieto
WORTH AWSOW,
A Hilton, Propri

eSrre'

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

A..oe, EffeTSS^tropr^

WORTH STRATFORD W. H.
*• B"i,rT *
Pro-

^.rietor^*"**’ C

THE PORTLAND

Kerosene Oil Company

PARIS HILL.
Hnhhnrd Hotel, H.
Hnbbard, Proprieto

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, hat some no
tice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o our Oils, "'he Refined
Petroleum, the lire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.’*
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or othei vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn
inspector. And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,

that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall
pay a tine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be
imprisoned six months In the county jail, upon indictment*
or

sep20dtf

Wringer.
Moulton

BOLLS,

Moot

Doable
Spinal

‘'totof

PORTLAND,

PHILLIPS.

^SSrtngg"

*

Ad"*“ *

Bobbin...,

PORTLAWD.
T*“p,e ",ch“r,e* *'«••

AfKjssr
APropr"yr’*’
J. K.

THE

Frdrrml »*•■». e Perry,-dU "*•

11 B-Se,

"■d

«reen St.

Martin, Proprietor.
Uot'1’ **• K- Wheeler, Propri.

FMiE.*U,k

”n&5S£.’ *•“*"“

Portland Dailv Press

®,fc“" *

®W«Wes»d Plant
Ward, £“•
Proprietor.
„
B;■>•*■■»
•
e ti on
Coopreno and Fed.
T ,*£
wirk» n«£ra** *-•> Proprietor.

SSrtS&i.?""—fc-

° —*”■ * «•

is—

.

PEAK’S ISLAWD.
Union House—W. T. done..
Proprietor.

T?6.
UrKe’t. aBd ftalle,t
Maine, and in the

SACCARAPPA.

future

Central Honoe-AIrln
Allen, Proprieto

rs

Patent Pure Pry Air Refrigerator
Tlie best and Only Reliable One in
the Market*
is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
save more than its cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The Internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, dsc., apply to

IT

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
iflENT FOB

MAINE,

No. 80 Middle St.,

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mchdeodtf

SKOWHEGAW.
Reoelton, Propri-

"owe. M. H. Hil'on, Proprieto
WILTON.
Wilt,, Honor, W. H
Creep, Proprietor.

Best

PRINTING

By making all

TOO!

at acute and annoying
trouble, which many are
afflctod with, but by the uae ot the Herman
Snufl the noiaea are goon removed, and bj its slight
uae are never again troubled with them.

H.

109 EXCHANGE STREET

CO.,

in Maine.

WORK, A|c«,

Daily Press Printing House
Every

description

Kidney &

Yes, many a little one who, with palid face and
drooping form, complains of being all “stuffed up *
apd day by dav is growing worse, is often troubled
with Catarrh In its first stages, need our
warning*
before it is too late, for often, very often

Catarrh Causes Croup!
Would you not rather prevent this
complaint than
attempt to cure it? Of course you would; then see
that you always have a supply on hand.
P® not take any other preparation, but be sure to
obtain the above. Price 35 cents. For sale by all
dealers. Or, send 50 cents to

SMITH,

Work

Now being introduced uto this State by L. BA RTLETT. It comes well recommended by the Doctor
and those that have used it, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier
ever

a* a

distrib-

Increasing wholcaa

imperatively

necessarv

prepared dally account of the
Portia
Market will be given

■sS-sssssr*—
a

prominent feature of the
paper
Whit a larger
Editorial corpa than

*

anv

SUt*are
paper

collmLg

in

*«Uitie* tor
near,
<1*T°,e *“ dM*U*. “■« Publiahers

wiUmaLe’P*C*t°e*ert,OD render ,h* Daily Put.*
:fuller
111- and
IT"7
more complete paper than it has
hitherto
been,

Liver Cemplainln, Wick Headache. Female WcHkue**. Wiatic and
Chronic Rbcumntiam and
Wctofnlon* Affection*.

lor Maine, and Ita
full dally paper

a

promptly and

—FOR—

Children have Catarrh

ot

a

r; "rith

(Copy right secured April 30, 1*72.)

PARENTS'

centre

trade make
A carefully

deowly

BLOOD PURIFIER.

department* fuller and more val

growing Importance of Portland

Wholesale

DR. BROWN’S COMPOUND

now

and

to every respect

carefully executed

and at the I.owesr
Prices.

A FIRST CLASS

SEWSPAPEb

used in this State.

J. W. PSRKIN8 A CO., Wholeaale Agti.

HARKS,

Retailed by F. Sweetser, 17 Market Square: C. L.
Gilson, 14 Market Square; II. H. Hay. Middle St.;
Sargent Coe Cor ot Congress and Temple. del3*5m

Old Age, not Disease, sbonld end

onr

Days

LIEBIG’S

•a^toPtobmrt" he^KM*1* th,!“,elTC,

_MANAGEr

ofl"h™"*n "•*
conXtu'^?*’
the subscriber has
jB,hcreb>\Kiv™>tI>»‘
lar*ely ',Drtl>« “>• P-t T-r.
been duly
N°H™
appointed and taken npon himself
trust of

Administrator of the estate of
SEAVEY, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
uie

LIQUID EXTRACT OF BEEF

!

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL I
Composed of
BKEF BRANDY & TONICS.
Recommended by the faculty in all cases ol weakDyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
racomemled for Ladles.
See that you Vet the
D
For Sale by Druggist, Grocers,
and
tne Merchants.
Wholesale Depot 32 BroadyV
way New York City.
de3d6m
G. GORDON A OO.

‘ha*•*•<»

appreciated tr„m
“*

TZETTE A.

hi the

hiiTng

demands upon the estate of said deceased
required to exhibit the same; and all
eS‘ate

"C

Portland, April 7,

persons

in'deb*!

“cSoBSS
E.WR^Xdm'r ‘°
1874.

«<*«rttaiDg medium the Dailym....i«.d.
"
™»ng Maine journal,, hating *. l.rg^an
,
beat
circulation eaat of Boston.
Tkkbs: Eight Dollars

er*

Seten Dollars

WOrdsra
Address

a

aren

**a Tear.
ainll radar
Year It paid la adtuet.
Nava Dealer* pram pa* SI ad.

ap-2dlaw3w*VV

ness,

BOSTON,

Notice.
from trusting anv one
GEO KNIGHT.
ap21*3w

uting

Providence, R. I.

HEAD,

m

The

CLAMP,

PROVIDENCE

ita

liable.

Hold*
Firmer!'

nBi_

&

Newspaper

Book, Card and Jot

WorUinu;

44 Broad street, Boston, Bass.

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

paper publlebed In
put, the Publish

in the

TetoU""*"“5 W- ®
B1—

^Adj notable

SNUFF

Will Cure

A. S. LIMAll’S

at

propone)to make it beyond question khe

Hattieel

I

A

ME.

PITTSFIELD.
“•"■*-F,*‘c,*er A Gale, Preprie-

COGS,

AYill Cure

NOISES IN THE

erery town in th

Addreel

OI'D ORCHARD
REACH
Ocean Honor, H. Scary. Pronri-i..
Old Orchard

_....

in

State

WORRIDCEWOCK.

eod6m

SNUFF

We Oder no pictures to make the ralue ot th
Press up to Its price.

i-itti.f row. w. h.

Thayer* Hotel,

Lubricating Oils.

Providence

Mellon

Ll.WFBICK.
l.ioorrirk Honor, Joseph B.
Hanoi, Pm
prictor*

Ship Paints, Colors,
Kerosene and

Ak

HACHMI.

Da ruble;

GERMAN

CHEOMOS.

prietar.

man-

---—-

Portland, April 21,1874.

Ht. Caller Houae,—Hiram Baa tan, Proa

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

Hundreds
testimonials might be produced,
showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes by using the German Snuft, but one trial alone
is needed to convince the most doubtful of its merits

Ruiraing between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

rnHIS is to forbid all persons
A ou my account.

NO

HIRAM.

and dur-

of

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to anu
rom Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Turongb rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached jy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. «& Reading R.
R*s., and to all
in the South and Southwest. No
PrJ,IiciP*l cities
"
Commission
for
"aj/*8e*
forwarding.
Full
inform at ion given
WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 2i) Devonshire St., by
Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Portland.
Jr.,
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO,, GenT Managers,
janll ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

or

HABTLAND.
Park Honor—B. L.
Williame, Prap.
Hartland Honee—I. R.
LitlleSeld,

Carved

Iron Line of

No. 2 Park Street

Pra-

prietar.

BOSTON,

SORE and WEAK EYES.

and

Binding.

Frtce
;
per IOO.
A
Npenmen Copy tn Paper Cover mailed <as
°“ PPceipt of
»>
p*“ asJS.utaFder* tit'rd m tutuTwenty-five
11
READY
K W ATERN A NON.
**'!?**
apl6t4w
491 Broadway, New Vorh.
tn

Clyde’s

CO

9430,000

neness

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

t4w

No efforts wUl be spared to make the Mainx State
Peem more aoceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will net relax their efforts te make the
paper a necessity te those who hare been aeoasteaed
to read it. We pledge that during the year ldr« the
Weekly Pkbss shall be mere a XKWaPhPKS than
erer, so that the tally that thoroughly reads the
paper will hare all the current even te vf the inf.

PrapT

FOXCBOFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jcff.rdo

color, covering

Cs.

Agent.

Place,

YORK.

u,

And because, in nine cases out of ten, all headaches
hare their < rigin in a diseased state of the nasal or
Many people keep a supply of the Snnft on
d simply for troubles of this nature.

GERMAN

DURING THE NEXT YEAR

Clark. Proprietor.

ELLSWORTH.
Amerieae Honee.—S. Jordan Ak San, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Uiggine Ak Sane,

CREEK,

Robbinston, Calais,

—

DANTILLE JUNCTION.
Grand Trunk Rail-

Depot,

PAINT !

therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.

Will Cure

Simpean.

Hall,
Ciark’tDiaiej
M. W.
way

Portland Kerosene Oil.

and yet thousands ol
allow this disease to continue until at
ey have Consumption, which cannot be cu ed
more

an extra copy of the Weekly raw
any person sending ui lye new subscribers, wet*
•10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying te
the Publishers.

CAMDEM.

Unfading Greens,

Will Cure
DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

H.tel,

We will send

to

DIXFIELD.

J. PORTER &

SNUFF

CALAIS.
W. D.

Internal!...1

OFEEK

r,«ld’

CAPE ELIZABETH.
**• Cksiabarlaia, Propri-

°et"r*

and so great has been the demand, that they bar©
twice been compelled to enlarge their Work?.
Dealers and consumers will have no other alter once using
this make.
For 8ile by dealers generally and at wholesale by
the sole Agents for New England.

people,

Steamships:—

bama and
and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
11
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meafo to Norfolk $12*50.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $14, time G5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

^Spriemr1."1"*

.A.N

Bay view Honor, E. H. Demath, Prop.

It is only after years of experiments that the
ufacturers have succeeded in producing these

SNUFF

BALTIMORE.

Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
“William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
S&“ George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blaekstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
'‘John Hopkins
Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Term.
Aer Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, AlaWilliam

BRUNSWICK. ME.
B"-' W 8

arnishes and Japans,

GERMAN

Steamships of this Line sail from

BOLSTER HILLS.
Hanc.ck H.aee,-H.
Hanrork, Pr.p.

ability.

to
who at times find it so very
troublesome that they are unfit for all business purposes; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.
common

BeC•r',,

Androacaggin Honee, J. Jacke.n, Pmpriet.r.

J. PORTER &

Heaviness in the Head,
So

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.
end

properties,

Will Cure

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK I>. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
day? at 7 P. M. Fare $1.50.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, foraale at reduced fates.

&

tPrSpr1r,.m0,^A^r‘

mid most Brilliant in the

For brilliancy

complaint.

GERMAN

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

A Co. Pr.prirt.ro.

LEWISTON.

Who is free from them in this,'our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this rom-

mon_but

authors.
Recause it comments with rigor
and independence on al careen
topics In State and Nation

’Trement Si. Bingham
*

Pr.priet.re,

They have no Equal

GO

JOHN BROOKS AND FOREST CITY,

Because it presents all the Telegraphic news of the week care,
tally digested lute readable paragraphs and set spec tatty ftr the
weekly.
Because Its literary matter is ol
a very high character, consisting
of stories, poems and other matter
original or selected Rom the host

BETHEL.

and medium Imperial French Green.

save

SNUFF

Square,Bnlflarh,

AC... Pr.prirl.ro

T

reading

Chandler nonor, F. s. Chandler dt Co.

Light

.A. BAD COLD.

STEAMERS

’’''Ef™0."*
W rialey

Market,

Will Cure

FOR BOSTON.
THE

yC,ri**r

mere

PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than any other paper Hi
INaine.
Because its market, marine. Congressional, Legislative acu aJuir
reports are luller than any oCter
paper ia matne.
Because Its Slate News is the
most carelully collected mad com-

Hotel— «f. P.M, fltetaop, Propri

Sole Agents for N. E.

pound

morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named

*«•H- »- Parker *

Rerere Honset Bowdoin

CELEBRATED

SNUFF,

A V egetabie Compound, which
has cure
and never Id a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a con
tbat will Sneeze youb Head off
but in a mila and gentle wav penetrates the secretions of the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged jour nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box, costing but 35 cents,
and you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box of

'Yharadny Evening,

rt^ IO o’c.ack.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert). Millbridge, Jonesport and
Machiasport, as the ice will permit.

Returning,

BOSTON.

J. Porter & Co., Boston,

Capt. Chas. Deering, will

C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

Co., Proprietors.

JOHN LUCAS & CO’s

Lightest

Sou., Prop.

BATH.

aeo

Raeder’s GERMAN

McLaughlin

praetor.
Bath Hotel,

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.

SWISS

n

R. Qaiuby,
3

Sagndahoc House,Bohn S. MllUken, Pro

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

GREEN

.Pi"?’ HarlowftSt.,
U

w

are com-

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney DLseases, Female Difficulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of me Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Diver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Qualcer Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

Professor Reeder, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study ol
this singular complaint; after years of research he
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world

Portland and JUt. Desert, ftlachias
and Bangor.

.7 miur

QUAKER

rr®!.
with

Because it gives

matter than any other.
Because it is thoroughly a NEWS

plete.

Proprietors.

BITTERS

These celebrated Bitters

Physicians

Understand Catarrh.

BETWEEN

leave Railroad

Harriman House, J.E. HarrimuACo.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worths
less, and in the second place

LINES

The Stoamer

ft A. Young,

BANGOR.

DR. FLINT’S

TO CURE CATARRH,

Company,

INSIDE

St. W. S.

Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bak
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, «. A. & H. Cony. Proprie
t#No

Hollars

—

aiC;

■

DIRECT!
With connections to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

ASK YOU It GROCER FOR IT.

f"H.

and Norwich Lines

TO

aa8t4w

The very beat Nanday-Nchool Nona Book
By W. F. NHERWIN and 8. j,
,W0
Splendid Hymns, Choice mu!
J

Fall River,

Leng Wharf, Bor ton.
LIKE

AEBCBN

House, Court.
Proprietors.

Elm

£

Halifax Nova Scotia,

ple yearn for it.

SONGS

M., connecting wall train lor New York via Nhore

Sat’d’y'

Freight taken at low rates.
J. R. COYLE JR., General Agent.mch30.t

Simpl »t—Cbeapr*f—Beat.
Sold fob Cabii Okly.
Special Teems to
CLCRN and DEALERS.
apl6t4w April, 1874.
Florence, man.

SOUTH AID WEST.

Stoningtou

sell

to

Agents

I* the ONEV mnrbine that «ew» backward
and forward, or to right and left.

POINTS

TO
MAIL.

tar.

posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following comtaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
iver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

Passage, apply to
E. B. MA.UPSON, Agent,

Jn23-ly

‘‘EDEOGRAPHY’’ A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound: a complete system of Phonetic
Sbort-Hand? the shortest, most simple, easy, and

The New FLORENCE

Albany, Philadelphia,
Washington,

Baltimore,

Will soon convince yon of its wonderful merits in
curing this vile disorder; a disease which,when seated, produces Consumption, from which there is no
escai e; one little box of the German Snuff will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:

landings.

-A. SPECIALTY.

pygrjgsq. p«™fn«fr Train, lean Port,*r*MI*B (6.15, t9.10 A. M.
*3.10 (ParlorI""*1
Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 V(Parlor Caro)
A. M., H2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. M.
Trains from Boston are due at Portland
at *12.30 t5,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, N. H
ria
C.dr P. R. R. Junction, t6.15 A, M., *3.10 P.

The t6.15 A. M. tram

Tablets.

IRISH

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

nolDdtt

A

Old Orchard Beach, 8aco, Biddeford,
Rennehunk,
Well*.
Dover,
Great Falla, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.

CAES-

or

DIRECTORY,

AVHIISTA.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.mT
From Tine Street Wharf, Phila

—

Use

MAINE

IN

Portland, Ale,

ALVBED.
County House, Edmund Warren,Proprie,

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

Wharfage.

For

For

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

For Sew Fork,

3Vo

Boils,

York.

|Fa»t Express.

PARI 0 R

R. Ball & Co., Richards, London
dc Kelley,
and other

land

India Street.

eix bottles

VIA

Engines, Etc.,

HILL, CLARKE

from Boston arrives in Portfor passengers to take the cars of the

The 7.20 A. M. train

t Accommodation train

RIVER OF LIFE !
A Secretary of a S. S. Union, in Illinois, believes
it Surpasses any other I have examined.”
These arc but a few out of a multitude of com-

OLIVER D1TS0N & CO.,

Conway Railroad.

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.

RIVER OF LIFE !
A

Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at *7.30,
I8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15, *R.OO P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at tlO.OO, D10.35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Augusta at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Sko a began, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland ior Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewistoti via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8,00 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. Ni. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tbeGreat Falls and

Let any one suffering from this nasty and foul dislook at the above picture of his nasal organs—

ease

_rjnakmi

AKD AL1 THROAT DISEASES,

& WOOL OILS,

......

behold the inflamed passage—view the throat filled
to repletion with the mucous, which
quickly passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
thought, ana yet thousands day by day neglect to use
simple remedies, which will certainly cure them. A
short trial of the remedy.

Steamship Line.

For Freight

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

BEST WEEKLY PAPER

IN

HOTEL

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

WOMAN to the RESCUE.

COMMENCING DEC. 8, 1873.
—

No. 3

The

plaint.

DEALER

Embracing the leading Hotel, in the State, at which,
the Daily Pkess may always be found.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by eonuectinj lines forwarded free of Commission.

the worst Scrofulous Swellings and Sores
Pains in Bones and Sore Throat caused
by Poison in Blood or mercurial treatment.
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it will
cure the most severe recent or the worst lingering
Cough in half the time required by any other
medicine and is perfectly safe, loosening congh.
soothing irritation, and relieving soreness. Sold
by all Druggists. R. V. PIERCE. HU. D.«
world’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

HOTELS.

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

and Liver Combottles, warranted to cure

IS THE

rms,

f i

on

Portland. Nov. 19, 1873.

Capt.

Six to twelve

—

mar2-6m

Immediately alter the arrival of the Train ol the
previous day from Montreal.
^Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 to 9S0
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, Ko. 1 India St.

BY —

Tetter, Pimples
buncles, Erysipelas

i'.

Office 208 Fore Street,

delpliia,

cures all Humors from the worst Scrofula to
From two to
a common Blotch or Pimple.
are warranted to cure Salt Rheum
or
Car*
on Face.

and

Japans.

a lit*,

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

SATURDAY, April 25th,

—

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

__

Will leave this port for Liverpool

Place, New York,
issue in a few days

This work has been long in preparation and is now
completed, with an account of bis lamented death;
rhe tributes of the nation at his grave, and the universal sorrow of the friends of humanity throughout
the world.
The volume will embrace about 600 pages, 8 vo.,
with a portrait on steel of the late Senator, and nuIt will prove a book of abmerous illustrations.
sorbing interest and command a ready and extended
sale.
Canvassing Agents will remember that this is
a strictly subscription book, and will be ready for
delivery early in April. Send §1.50 for Prospectus,
Certificate of Territory and Outfit.
aplaftw

Varnishes

V

Polynesian, Capt. Brown,

THE LIFE AND FLBLIC SERVICES

Rates!

1

Oils.

CARRYING OF THE

FOR THE

Leave each port every Wed’s’y &

By C. EDWARDS LESTER.

and

Shellac

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return. Ti skets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

13 University

—

I

MANUFACTURER OF TARNISHES AND JAPANS

BOSTON

Charles Sumner.

Neats Foot

The Maine State Press

Canadian and United States Mails.

The United States Publish-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

S. m. PETTENGILL Ac CO.'S

UNDER CONTR \CT

PHILADELPHIA

ANT,

—

aud

Wool

LINE.

ALLAN^

fcy Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
State street. Boston.
Ofiice. No.
my3eodly

74 EXCHANGE ST.

authorized to contract lor advertising in the Press.

Behold It As It Is !

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

—AND—

OF

Whale.

AND

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

—

l oom, Harness

dtf

AND STEP BOARDS.

Will

Kerosene,

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

-.

ing Compnny,

CATARRH!!

J. F.

ap22

Steerage Pas-age inward and outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Flooring

eme

Machinery,

Coach,
Furniture,
Polishing,

Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

For

On hand and sawed to dimensions.

ARRANGEMENT.

k.urd,
Sperm.

Will until further notice run as
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland
every MONDAY and THURSDAY. at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving Portland on THURSDAYS,
is fitted up wiih fine accommodations for passengers,
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route foi travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.

Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standisli, and No.

C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

WINTER
ADVERTISING

Passenger trains leave Portlnud
Portsmouth and Dover daily,
ffeiff/-—C^U;5(Sundays excepted.) at C.1j a. m. and
for

Wednesdays and Fridays.

S. R. NILES,
advertising

9, 1874.

Pcb.

1-8-7-4.

ESTABLISHED 1833.

CATARRH!

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia

__

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for defter son and Whitefield, Mondayi

at

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

& DOVER R. R.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_MEDICAL.

Steamship Co.

Maine

—

Commencing Monday,

drop

all hi* speech there was no word to mend;
Whate*er he said, or right or wrong was best.
Until

OTHERS.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

In

Tipped

A 1,1.

OF

AND

PORTSMOUTH

this is the only inside route Avoid
ing Point Judith.

Fsr&SuB-D-uSew York.
(^u P^ngcr'Ag't.

even

length

YORK,

NTHTW

A

full flowed his manly beard: his eyes so brown
Ma le swvet confes ion wi'h their tender look;
A thousand times I kissed him in the brook,
Across the flowers—with bashful eyelids down.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

POETRY._

and receive
a29

a

Box by retumMail

WA9&w6mf,

$100 Stamp o,.rr“atiu,‘i0pts
M3
to"*"V
^

••

and 10 cents
Sc VO., Box
1389,

Bangor

Ms
sad t

Portland PiblUking

Co

